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Abstract 
My thesis concerns two areas of current research in magnetism, with the common experi-
mental technique of elastic and inelastic neutron scattering on powders and single crystals. 
The first topic is concerned with rare earth intermetallic compounds with unfilled 4f shells. 
When a rare earth element with an unfilled shell is placed in an environment with sur-
rounding charges, the crystal electric field acts to lift the J-fold degeneracy. Determination 
of the Crystal Electric Field (CEF) ground state and excited states are important to un-
derstand the complex and interesting low temperature phase diagrams these compounds 
exhibit. This will be discussed for the rare earth intermetallic compound TmGa3. The 
other area of my thesis concerns one dimensional Heisenberg antiferromagnetic quantum 
chains systems. Due to the one dimensional lattice and low spin, quantum fluctuations play 
an important role in these systems. From the nature of the lattice, the interactions could 
give rise to magnetic frustration, resulting in interesting ground states. I will discuss results 
on the binary halides CuCI2 , CuBr2 and on the quaternary oxide LiCuV04. To measure the 
thermal properties of the investigated systems, a quasi-adiabatic Nernst type calorimeter 
was constructed and commissioned. I will describe the design and the properties of the 
calorimeter. 
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Introduction 
In 4] electron systems, determination of the crystal electric field level scheme in the para-
magnetic phase is an important first step to understanding the rich variety of physical 
phenomena. In 4] systems, the coupling between the spin and orbital angular moment a is 
stronger than the crystal field due to the fact that the 4] orbital lies deep within the ion core 
and the other occupied orbitals screen out the potential of the surrounding ions. The ionic 
properties can therefore be described by the total angular momentum J, the degeneracy of 
which is then further split by the crystal field interaction. In rare earth intermetallic com-
pounds a rich variety of magnetic and orbital ordering can occur. Recently, much interest 
has arisen due to the interplay of orbital and magnetic degrees of freedom in] and also in d 
systems. In d transition metal oxides much of the unusual properties can be explained with 
the use of orbital ordering. In rare earth intermetallic systems, orbital ordering, through 
spontaneous lifting of the orbital degeneracy may manifest itself as a phase transition of 
quadrupole moments. This will concern the first part of my thesis on the investigation of 
the rare earth intermetallic compound TmGa3. 
Low dimensional magnetism has been an active area of research for both theoretical and 
experimental investigations ever since novel synthesis techniques, or natural compounds 
which exhibit low dimensional features have been found. Interest in low dimensional mate-
rials has increased by the discovery of high Tc cuprates in which the Cn-O-Cu bond angle 
is close to 1800 • The effect of this checkerboard geometry in two dimensions gives rise to 
large exchange integrals. Most of the focus has been on copper oxides, where the Cu-O-Cu 
1 
2 
bond can either be 180° (corner sharing) or 90° (adjacent edge sharing). On the other hand 
90° edge sharing compounds offer the possibility to study one dimensional compounds with 
frustrated magnetism since further neighbour interactions may become essential. Frustrated 
magnetism arises when all interactions across different bonds cannot be completely satisfied. 
I will present work on these frustrated lD systems, which show a variety of effects at low 
temperature and in applied fields. 
The thesis is made up of six chapters. The first describes the construction, testing 
and maintenance of a new quasi-adiabatic calorimeter for specific heat studies. The second 
chapter concerns the investigation of the rare earth intermetallic compound TmGa3' The 
third chapter gives an introduction to low dimensional magnetism. The fourth chapter 
consists of an investigation of the one dimensional compounds CuCl2 and CuBr2' The 
fifth chapter concerns an ideal one dimensional frustrated compound, LiCu V04 and the 
features it shows at low temperatures. The final chapter shows the common properties that 
frustrated one dimensional spin 1/2 compounds exhibit. 
The first Chapter is split into the following sections. 
• Specific heat theory. Contributions from the lattice, electrons, spin waves and excita-
tions of the spin energy levels are discussed. 
• The design of the new quasi-adiabatic calorimeter is outlined and methods of how to 
experimentally obtain the specific heat of samples are examined. 
• Testing a new experimental system is critical, and the various methods we used in 
order to assure we have a well calibrated system are presented. 
The second chapter deals with the subject of rare earth intermetallic systems with 
emphasis on TmGa3. The chapter is presented in the following way 
• An outline of crystal field theory is given in order to understand the importance of 
crystal electric field (CEF) effects in rare earth intermetallic compounds. 
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• Bulk measurements on TmGa3 are shown including specific heat, susceptibility, mag-
netisation and resistivity. 
• Crystal field parameters are presented for TmGa3 derived from our inelastic neutron 
scattering investigations. 
• The established CEF parameters are used to calculate thermodynamical properties 
such as the specific heat, susceptibility and magnetisation to compare these with 
experimental results. 
The third chapter of the thesis presents the theory of one dimensional magnets and the 
difference between edge and corner sharing cuprates and why this is important to frustration 
in one dimensional magnets. 
• The theory of magnetic models is discussed in terms of the spin degrees of freedom 
and the lattice dimensionality. 
• The difference in edge and corner sharing cuprates is presented and how the physics 
changes from the corner sharing to edge sharing plaquette's giving rise to frustration. 
In the fourth chapter of this thesis, I present work performed on the low dimensional 
compounds CuCh and CuBr2 which includes powder and single crystal measurements. 
• The crystal structures of CuCb and CuBr2 are presented, including a description of 
the twinned nature of CuCh single crystals. 
• The magnetic properties are examined in terms of specific heat, susceptibility, Elec-
tron Spin Resonance (ESR) and high field measurements, for both powder and single 
crystal work. 
• The theory of magnetic structure determination is presented. 
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• Investigations using elastic neutron scattering are examined for powder and single 
crystals, resulting in the magnetic structure of CuCI2. 
In the fifth chapter of this thesis, I present the investigation of an ideal frustrated one di-
mensional magnet LiCuV04, which includes magnetisation and specific heat measurement. 
• An introduction to previous work including elastic and inelastic neutron measure-
ments. 
• Measurements on single crystals of LiCu V04 such as specific heat, susceptibility and 
high field measurements in order to map out the low temperature phase diagram. 
• Investigation of the two low temperature peak nature in the specific heat. 
The final chapter shows the common properties of frustrated one dimensional spin chain 
compounds that are frustrated due to weaker nearest and stronger next nearest neighbour 
exchange. There are three appendices attached. Appendix A lists the program code used 
to calculate the heat capacity from the Einstein and Debye models, as well as program code 
to calculate the Chebychev coefficients to calibrate the thermometers used in the adiabatic 
calorimeter. Appendix B gives an example of an input and output file for usage in the 
program McPhase, that is used to calculate neutron scattering intensities originating from 
crystal field excitations. Appendix C lists the refined single crystal nuclear and magnetic 
structure data for CuCl2 at room temperature and at 2 K, respectively. 
Chapter 1 
Specific heat measurements on a 
new calorimeter 
1.1 Introduction 
The study of low temperature physics is an important area not only for research, but also 
in the application of technology from rocket fuels to superconductors. Such studies have 
produced a clear manifestation of quantum effects and low temperature physics is one of 
the few areas where mankind has surpassed nature. 
The wide range of temperatures available to experiments means that temperature is one 
of the most important parameters in the laboratory that we can vary in order to change 
the properties of matter, to understand it, and also to make practical use of it. 
In this chapter, I will discuss specific heat theory, what is possible to measure using this 
technique, and demonstrate what a powerful technique it is to characterize samples. We 
have installed a new calorimeter for measuring the specific heat of samples in crystalline or 
powder form. Setting up a new system needs considerable calibration and testing, as well 
as in situ improving, which I will discuss in the following sections. 
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1.2 Specific heat theory 
Specific heat is a powerful tool not only in connection with the refrigeration needed to take 
care of the thermal capacity of the system but also to study lattice vibrations, electronic 
distribu tions, energy levels in magnetic order and order-disorder phenomena in molecules. 
In general, the specific heat of a substance is given as the quantity of heat required to 
raise the temperature of a unit mass of substance by a unit degree of temperature. 
Cx,y .. = lim (dQ) dT~O dT x,y .. (1.2.1 ) 
In general, the total specific heat is the combination of lattice vibrations, electronic and 
magnetic contributions. I will examine the different contributions separately, how they are 
derived and in what way they affect the heat capacity of a system. 
1.2.1 Lattice Heat Capacity 
Ideally, the atoms in a solid are arranged in a regular lattice and held together by inter atomic 
forces acting upon them. A simple example of a lattice would be a set of mass points which 
are held together by elastic springs. In this assumption, if the amplitude of the oscillations 
are small then interatomic spacing can be treated as a harmonic oscillators. 
Each system can be treated as an assembly of harmonic oscillators with 6 degrees of 
freedom. By the equipartition theorem, the system has an internal energy of 3kT, where k 
is the BoItzmann constant and T is the temperature. Therefore, the heat capacity at high 
temperatures is given by the Dulong-Petit value: 
Cv = (~~) v = 3R "" 24.94 PI mol K] (1.2.2) 
From experimental investigations this value is correct at high temperatures, but at 
lower temperatures the heat capacity is seen to fall below the 3R approximation, and so 
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classical statistical analysis was not sufficient to describe these findings. It was not until 
the development of quantum theory that an answer was suggested. These answers came 
from models proposed by Einstein and Debye, and are looked at in the next section. 
Einstein's model 
It was Einstein [25] who applied the atomic model to explain Brownian motion and con-
firmed our picture that matter is composed of atoms. In 1907 Einstein applied quantum 
theory outside the field of electromagnetic radiation to the thermal vibrations in solids. In 
his model, Einstein considered that each atom acts as a 3-D harmonic oscillator, so the 
atom is held in place by spring like forces in the x, y and z direction. It is also assumed that 
the atoms are described by quantum mechanics. The energies given for a simple harmonic 
oscillator are then 
(1.2.3) 
where n is the Planck constant divided by 211" and WE is the angular frequency of the 
lattice vibrations. If we apply statistical mechanics we can derive the thermodynamic 
properties of our model. The partition function for a single simple harmonic oscillator is 
(1.2.4) 
n 
where (3 = 1/kBT, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. Substituting 
equation 1.2.3 into the above equation and expanding the summation gives, 
e-1/ 2/3IiwE 
Z = .,.---,;>-1 - e-/3IiwE 
The average energy of an ensemble of N such oscillators is given as 
E=3Nc 
(1.2.5) 
(1.2.6) 
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where 
16Z 
6=---
Z 0(3 (1.2.7) 
Differentiating equation 1.2.5 with respect to (3 and substituting into equation 1.2.7 
gives 
(1.2.8) 
(1.2.9) 
Therefore, the energy using equation 1.2.6 is given by 
(1.2.10) 
with the specific heat given as in equation 1.2.2 
Cv= G~)v= (~~) e~)v =-k(32(~~t (1.2.11 ) 
substituting equation 1.2.10 
2 0 ( Ii.wE ) Cv = 3Nk(3 0(3 ei3wE _ 1 (1.2.12) 
(1.2.13) 
The over-simplification in this model is such that in a lattice all the atoms vibrate 
independently of one another and at the same Einstein frequency, WE. The Einstein relation 
using equation 1.2.13 is given below, 
9 
( Te)2 Cv = T 
eX (1.2.14) 
where Te is the Einstein temperature, and x is a variable, both respectively given by 
A derivation is also given in [26J. 
nwe 
x= kT (1.2.15) 
A program was written in FORTRAN which calculates the heat capacity from equa-
tion 1.2.14 as a function of temperature for given values of the Einstein temperature, TE. 
The program code is given in Appendix Al. 
The Einstein theory leads to the Dulong-Petit value at high temperatures and shows 
that by the quantization of lattice vibrations there is a reduction in heat capacity at low 
temperatures. Therefore, the decrease in the heat capacity at low temperatures is originat-
ing from a quantum phenomenon. 
To check the theory, calorimetric calculations were performed by Nernst and others. 
They found that the qualitative features of Einstein's theory were sound, but the quantita-
tive agreement was not sufficient. Therefore, by allowing just one frequency WE to represent 
all vibrations was over simplified, as in a tight system, the vibrations of the other atoms 
will affect all neighbouring atoms. Also atoms can vibrate at several frequencies. 
As a result in 1912 Debye introduced a model which incorporated a better understanding 
of lattice vibrational frequencies. This model is taken up in the next section. 
Debye's model (see e.g. [27]) 
By quantization at low temperatures only the low frequency modes of the lattice will be 
excited, the very low frequency vibrations are acoustic. In Debye's theory there is a disper-
sion relation w = ws(k) where s denotes the different types of waves, acoustic, transverse 
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etc. The internal energy is given as 
u(T) = ~ L (nkS + ~) /Ms(k) 
k.s 
(1.2.16) 
where V is the volume and nks is the average number of phonons with a momentum k. 
Then nks is given by 
_ ~ -/lnw, (k) _ 1 
nks - Ze - ei'inw,(k) _ 1 (1.2.17) 
Substituting this into equation 1.2.16 and differentiating with respect to temperature 
provides 
(1.2.18) 
with the density of states given as Vj(27r)3, equation 1.2.18 is therefore 
(1.2.19) 
For this model a few assumptions were made by Debye: the dispersion relation did not 
depend on the direction of k, and are only in the regime of the 3 acoustical branches. The 
speed of sound in these 3 branches is 
ws(k) = ck (1.2.20) 
Using this, equation 1.2.19 becomes 
(1.2.21 ) 
Using x = /3nck, and changing the variable from k to x gives 
11' 
(1.2.22) 
The final simplification is to add a cut-off to the integration, and restrict the integration 
of k between 0 and kD (or x between 0 and XD(= IickD/kBT)). We can introduce a Debye 
frequency WD = CkD and a Debye temperature XD = eD/T, equation 1.2.22 then becomes 
(1.2.23) 
given that 
J v VJ2 V3 N = (27r)3 dk = 27r2 k dk = 67r2kD (1.2.24) 
(1.2.25) 
kB=NR (1.2.26) 
with p being the density and R the gas constant. Therefore, substituting this into equation 
1.2.23 
(1.2.27) 
The heat capacity for temperatures T < e D is given by 
(1.2.28) 
Again a program was written in FORTRAN to calculate the specific heat using the 
Debye model, for different values of the Debye temperature, this can be done by using 
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Figure 1.1: Plot of Cv / R as a function of temperature for varying values of eD according 
to the Debye theory. 
equation 1.2.27. The program code is shown in appendix A2. Figure 1.1 shows a plot of 
Cv / R against temperature for varying Debye temperatures. 
This plot shows that by increasing the Debye temperature the temperature taken to 
reach the Dulong Petit limit 3R, is also increased. The Debye model has been successful in 
describing the specific heat of solids, the T3 dependence of Cp at low temperatures waS an 
early prediction of the theory. Debye's prediction was verified at first measuring the specific 
heat of many solids such as rocksalt and showed excellent agreement with the theoretical 
law. 
Comparison between Einstein and Debye models 
With the programs written to calculate the specific heat, these can be used to compare 
the two models by setting the Debye temperature and the Einstein temperature equal, and 
then calculating the specific heat as a function of temperature. 
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Figure 1.2: Comparison between the Debye and Einstein models. 
Figure 1.2 shows the plot for TB and e D at lOOK, this shows that at low temperatures 
the Einstein theory approaches zero before the Debye model. Also the Einstein model 
reaches the 3R value at a much higher temperature than the Debye model. 
In the course of my work, the programs were used to convert the measured heat capaci-
ties to a 'fictitious' temperature dependant Debye temperature e~f (T), which was chosen 
such that according to eqn 1.2.22, the heat capacity Gv(T) is obtained. The advantage of 
this conversion procedure is similar to converting magnetic susceptibilities into an effective, 
temperature dependant magnetic moment, l'eff(T). In general, an experimentally deter-
mined heat capacity covers several orders of magnitude. If converted, e~f (T) mostly varies 
by less than a factor of 2, given that no magnetic anomalies etc, are seen. 
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1.2.2 Electronic Heat Capacity 
In a metal there is also the contribution, as well as lattice vibrations, from the conduction 
electrons which can be thermally excited. 
With the success of the free electron model also came a fundamental inconsistency in 
the classical theory. If the electrons in the metal are considered as particles freely moving 
through the lattice, then by the equipartition law, the internal energy that each electron 
has is given as ~kT, associated with 3 translational degrees of freedom. Therefore, each 
electron would contribute ~R per mole to the specific heat. 
Therefore, for T» 8D, one would expect a 3R contribution from the lattice vibrations 
for insulators and an additional ~ R contribution for metals, giving a total of 9: per mole. 
This estimate was inconsistent with all experimental observations. 
Given this, the model of an electron gas in a metal explains the transport properties well, 
but the caloric behaviour was in complete disagreement with the equipartition theorem. 
When Sommerfeld applied quantum statistics to the free electrons in a metal, the reason 
for the small electronic specific heat became immediately evident. It became clear that the 
electronic contribution could only be observed at low temperatures, in the liquid helium 
range. 
A knowledge of the energy levels in a metal is not required for determining the specific 
heat of electrons in a metal, due to the fact that electrons follow the Fermi-Dirac distribu-
tion. It can be shown that only electrons within ksT of the Fermi surface may be excited. 
Therefore, knowledge of the number of energy states in the vicinity of the Fermi surface is 
required to calculate the electronic specific heat. 
As electrons have spin ~ and are fermions, they obey the Pauli exclusion principle. Each 
energy state can be occupied by at most 2 electrons with anti parallel spin. Putting all the 
electrons in energy states, we fill these states up to a limiting energy, the Fermi energy (at 
T = 0), given as 
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(1.2.29) 
where Tp is the Fermi temperature. The Fermi-Dirac distribution function for the 
occupation of energy states of electrons at a finite temperature T is given by 
(1.2.30) 
with the chemical potential, J.i, = Ep at T = O. As the Fermi temperature is a high 
energy of typically a few eV, room temperature is still a 'low temperature', so that the 
electron gas is very close to the ground state. 
The density of states for conduction electrons in the free electron model is given by 
ge(E) = ( 3No ) E 1/2 = Vm (2m)3/2 E1/2 
2E3/2 211"2 n 
F 
(1.2.31 ) 
Vm is the molar volume and m is the mass of the electrons. Therefore, to find the 
properties of the conduction electrons in a metal we must mUltiply le and ge' 
H we perform a calculation of the number of electrons that experience an energy change, 
t!.E, when the temperature is raised by t!.T, then the specific heat is given as 
(1.2.32) 
with N(Ep) being the density of states at Ep. This prediction is in good agreement with 
experimental data and was a great achievement of quantum mechanics, the free electron 
model and the Fermi theory of spin ~ particles. 
1.2.3 Low temperature specific heat 
At room temperature the electronic contribution to the heat capacity of a metal is insignifi-
cant compared to the phonon contribution, but at lower temperatures the situation is quite 
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different. 
Above T "" 8D/20, the lattice contribution to the specific heat rapidly dominates, while 
below, the electronic part is significant. In general, for liquid helium temperatures both 
parts are of comparable magnitude and the specific heat is of the form 
C(T) = {3T3 + ,T (1.2.33) 
For a free electron model, the coefficients j3 and, are given as, 
12 4 ( 1)3 1 (3 = '51r NokB 8D(T = 0) "" 1944N 8D(T = 0)3 (1.2.34) 
, = 1r2 NokB (2..) 
2 TF 
(1.2.35) 
A plot of C /T against T2 (Sommerfeld plot) using equation 1.2.33 at low temperatures 
will produce a straight line with the Sommerfeld coefficient as the intersection with the 
ordinate. From such a plot the Sommerfeld constant " is readily obtained. 
1.2.4 Ferro and antiferromagnetic contribution to the specific heat (see 
e.g. [1]) 
The contribution to the specific heat by ferromagnetic spin waves can be calculated by 
analogy to lattice vibrations. The density of states of spin waves modes with a wavenumber 
between k and k + dk is given by 
Vk2 
g(k)dk = 21r2 dk (1.2.36) 
At low temperatures only the low energy long wavelength modes will be excited. The 
quanta associated with the spin wave modes are called magnons. Like phonons these are 
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bosons. From the dispersion relation for spin waves near k = 0 the magnon energy e.g. for 
a simple ferromagnet is given by 
(1.2.37) 
where 8' is the exchange energy between nearest neighbours, a is the lattice spacing and 
S is the spin. The number of modes with frequency between wand w + dw being 
v ( /j )~ 1 g(w)dw = g(k)dk = 471"2 28'Sa2 w'idw (1.2.38) 
The Bose-Einstein distribution function gives the average number of magnons at a tem-
perature T as 
(1.2.39) 
The contributions of the magnons to the energy is 
E = Eo + l)Q nw· n(w)g(w)dw (1.2.40) 
Substituting equation 1.2.38 and equation 1.2.39 into equation 1.2.40 gives 
E = Eo + 4~2 (28'~a2 ) ~ (k~T) ~ loo e~~21 dx (1.2.41 ) 
where Eo is the zero point energy and x = nw/kBT. The specific heat is therefore given 
by 
(1.2.42) 
Therefore, the magnon specific heat varies by T3/2 at low temperatures. So in metals, 
the conduction electrons give a specific heat contribution proportional to T, the phonons 
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give a T3 contribution and when the magnetic term is added, the low temperature specific 
heat is of the form 
(1.2.43) 
where f3 and 'Y are defined as before and 
(1.2.44) 
Cj is a constant depending on the crystal structure and for a cubic system it is typically 
given as "" 0.113. A similar treatment gives C ex T3 for antiferromagnetic magnons. In 
general we can assign C ex Tdjn, where n is the power of the magnon dispersion relation 
and d is the lattice dimensionality. 
Next, we will consider the Schottky effect on the specific heat. 
1.2.5 Schottky anomalies (see also [2]) 
A particle with spin sli has (28 + 1) possible orientations of the spin. In a magnetic field 
the particle has a number of discrete energy levels. Thermal population of the spin energy 
levels add to the specific heat, for example say two levels are separated by A. At T « AlkB 
according to Boltzmann statistics, the upper level is hardly populated, but at T » AI kB 
both levels are almost equally populated. This change in the internal energy produces a 
contribution to the specific heat which approaches zero in an experimental manner at low 
and high temperatures, but produces a 'hump' in the specific heat at higher temperatures 
which is usually superimposed on the lattice and other contributions. 
The probability of a particle occupying the rth level is given by the Boltzmann factor, 
exp(-ErlkBT), if it contains m levels separated by energies El, ... , Em and with degeneracies 
of gl, .. ·,gm then 
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(1.2.45) 
with N independent particles the mean energy at a temperature T is 
(1.2.46) 
For a two level system with degeneracies go and gl and energies EO( = 0) and El, equa-
tion 1.2.46 becomes 
NE1g1e-,,(kBT 
E(T) = ~~-;;-;;o: 
go+gle <1/kBT 
Using eqn 1.2.47, the Schottky contribution to the specific heat is 
N Er go e,,/kBT 
Csch(T) = 2 /k kBT gl [1 + (go/ gl)e" BTJ2 
with 8 = EI/kB, equation 1.2.48 becomes, 
At high and low temperatures the above equation gives 
Csch(T) = R (i) 2 m el-afT) T ~ c5 T go 
(1.2.47) 
(1.2.48) 
(1.2.49) 
(1.2.50) 
(1.2.51 ) 
When the system includes more levels the full equation 1.2.46 has to be used or alter-
natively using the partition fnnction 
(1.2.52) 
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where the partition function is 
(1.2.53) 
1.3 Principles of measuring the specific heat 
1.3.1 Cryostat and apparatus 
The cryostat lmed to thermalize the sample and to perform the heat capacity measurements 
is a Helium 4 Konti cryostat IT (continuous flow cryostat) manufactured by Cryovac Com-
pany, Troisdorf, Germany. The cryostat provides a temperature stabilized environment in 
a "" 50 mm diameter bore to carry out heat capacity measurements with no magnetic field 
present. An outline is given below. 
The variable temperature insert carries the heat shields and the sample platform. The 
sample probe contains heat baffles to reduce the effect of thermal radiation, and access to 
the sample space to evacuate the sample environment, as well as housing the copper wires 
used for the measurement. In the set-up we have two radiation shields, an outer shield 
constituted by a vacuum tight calorimeter can and an inner shield defining the sample 
temperature. 
The inner heat shield carries a heater and a temperature sensor. The temperature is 
controlled via a LakeShore 340 temperature controller. In all, there are 3 CERNOX [28] 
temperature sensors, one which is custom calibrated by LakeShore Cryogenics Inc, and the 
other two which are calibrated to this standard during the set-up of the calorimeter. The 
calibration procedure is discussed in a later section. The sample is mounted on the sapphire 
platform (see fig 1.3), which is suspended by cotton 'wires' to reduce heat leaks. Another 
CERNOX temperature sensor is glued to the bottom side of the sapphire platform which is 
then read out by a LakeShore 370 resistance bridge. The sample space is under high vacuum 
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Figure 1.3: Picture of the sample environment for the quasi-adiabatic ca lorimeter. A copper 
sample is shown On the sapphire platform, which is suspended by cotton threads. The heater 
and the calibrated CERNOX resistor are fixed to the bottom of the sapphire disc and cannot 
be clearly seen . 
approx < lO- G mbar provided by continuous pumping with a turbo molecular pump. To 
measure the heat capacity we supply an electrical heat pulse to the sample. We do this by 
providing an electrical current to a stainless steel film (~ 1.5 kO) evaporated also on the 
bottom of the sapphire platform. Fig 1.3 shows a picture of the sample environment for the 
quasi-adiabatic calorimeter. iVIounted on the sapphire plat form is a copper sample used to 
calibrate the system. As can be seen the platform is suspended by three cotton threads. A 
minute amount of Apiezon grease was used to thermally couple the copper sample to the 
platform. 
Our Nernst calorimeter can be used to measure crystalline samples or powders. The 
method of measuring a single crystal or crystalline piece is to apply a minute amount of 
Apiezon N grease [29[ (m = 3 - 5 mg) to the platform and then directly attach the sample. 
The role of the Apiezon grease is to provide a thermal coupling between the heater and 
the sample. T he mass of the Apiezon must be determined beforehand. To est imate its 
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cont ribution to the heat capacit:; w(' t ake t abulated va lu('s [30]. If in t he case o f a pO\\"t\el"cd 
sample . the powder must be ('olltaincd ill Cl D u rall glass ampoulE' uncl eI' "" 1 IIlbar of He 
gas to provide t henna l coupling to t hp sample. As ill the case of a cryst alline piece. the 
glass ampoule is then att ached to the platfonu wi th Apiezon grca~e . I II Cl silnilar manner 
the Duran glass specific heat has bC('fl tabulated [30J. [n this \\'a,' wc haY8 t he follo\ying 
contributions for polycrystalline samples 
C'tolal = C S(l rn ple + CA piezu/I + C ploljorm (131) 
I II the case of a p()\vder encapsulated in et Dura.n glass a mpoll!p a ttached wi t h Apiezoll 
grease used to coup le t he glass ampOUle to the sapphire disc. 
C IO/Of = C S(lmple + C'/l piezon + CplotJO l'1ll + C[)111'(l'11 (l.3. 2) 
T herefore . the knowledge of t he heat capacity of the Apiczon grease, Duran glass and 
ill addition t he addend a (plat form a nd surroundings) is lll andatory in order to calculate all 
accura te vahu? of C sonr pi e. -
T he met hod el!1plo~'-pcl to llndert a kc data acquisitioll (alld t lIllS tlJ(2 dc,t ('rIuinat ioll of 
Cro /nl) is by the l\-Cl'nst hea t pllbe method which is described in titc lIC'xt sect ion , 
1.3.2 M e t hods used to d educe t he heat ca pac ity of a sample 
T hel"e a re nl rio tls wa,Ys to calcull.1/"e the specific heat a 1ld t hi ,<j !ws bccn i1 topic of lW :1l 1,\' 
pa pers discussing how to calculatf' it t o a good accUt'acy, alld ways of calculating i t [31. 32]. 
T hf' iIllportHnt fac tors ill E'stabli~ li jng f"llf' specific heat a rc I"he re laxatio n t illlE' COllstall ts . 
thal df'scribc t]H' equilibrMion (lf thp sysklll a fter Ill(' heat pulse hrrs been appli('d. In 
a lIsual set-lip onc has t he sample plat fo rlll . sample . aud t hen the surrouudings whi ch is 
heJd at constant t empera ture . Thf"re is a n inte rnal r('laxatioll t im(' descr ibi ng how fast 
the saIllple equilibrates with the plat form after a heating pulse has been applied . and all 
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external relaxation time describing how fast the system equilibrates with the surroundings 
viz. the inner shield , which is held constantly at the temperature before the heating pulse 
ha been applied. 
Experimentally, the heat pulse is supplied by an electrical heater for a time t::,t and the heat 
cftpacity is gi ven by 
c _ t::,Q _ V I t::,t 
P - t::,T - t::,T (1.3.3) 
where V is the voltage, J is the current , t::, t is the time duration which the heat pulse is 
applied. These parameters can be measured with sufficient precision. The key parameter 
i t::,T which has to be determined experimentally. t::,T should be sufficient ly small wit h 
respect to the temperature T at which the heat capacity is measured. [n general t::,T IT 
:::; 0.1 - 1 %. Particulary, for phase transitions with very shru'p anomalies , t::,T has to be 
carefully selected. At low temperatures our ystem allows to resolve heating pulses leading 
to a t::, T "" 1 m K. 
An example of a sruuple heat pulse is shown in fig 1.4. The top part of the figure show 
the adiabatic case in which we have no loss of heat to the surroundings as in case a), so 
the post heat pulse section is linear. Then we can ext rapolate t::,T easily by taking the 
midpoint in the heat pulse. The distance from the pre heating extrapolation to th post 
heating extrapolation is t::,T. 
However, in the semi adiabatic case which is a more realistic experimental scenario, the 
calculation of t::,T is not so simple. Determining t::,T becomes more problematic if one has 
an exponential heat loss. 
One way of obtaining the heat capacity of a ample is by using the differential equation 
describing the change of T with time t, given by using the heat flow equation [3 1, 32J 
(1.3.4) 
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Figure 1.4: Heat pulse ill the' casf' of adiabatic (top) and semi-adiabatiC' (bottom) relaxation. 
The heat puis!' cu rrent is switched 011 at t = 0 and lasts until t = tll ' Taken frolll [41· 
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P is the electrical power supplied by the heater during the pulse, '" is the thermal 
conductivity describing the external relaxation , T is the temperature, t is the time and To 
is the temperature of the surroundings . The following equation describes the temperature 
development of the heating and post heating parts . 
(1.3.5) 
where f3 = C / '" = T - l is the inverse of the relaxation time and t" is the interval the 
heat pulse is applied. Fi tt ing eqn 1.3.5 to the experimental curve of T against t , and 
extrapolating the mid of the heating time which is T(th / 2). The heat capacity is obtained 
by iterating the formula 
T (t l>. ) = 2P sinh ( f3tlt) ~ Ptl>. (1 + ~ (f3tl )2 ) 
2 Cf3 2 C 24 ' (1.3.6) 
Then the temperature sweep commences and the specific heat is calculated for each 
temperature increment . The method we employed in our system is described in the next 
section. It is based on a single relaxation model. 
1.3.3 Sing le T r elaxat ion m o del 
This simplified model assumes that the sample and sample platform are in good thermal 
contact with each other, and are at t he same temperature during data analysis i.e the 
internal relaxation time, Tini--> o. Then the temperature of the platform, T p , obeys the 
following differential equation 
CiOial d; = - K w(Tp - To ) + H (t) (1.3.7) 
Where Cioial is the total heat capacity of the sample and the sample platform; Kw is 
the thermal conductance of the connection wires; To is the temperature of the thermal bath 
IlllO H (/) is the heatillg pow!'r of thl' IlI(''''I\I"('lIll?llt and is gi ycn by 
Using the transformation 
Hellc". 
H (/) = { OHU 0::: I ::: t" 
ot IlcrwisC' 
<iT' '1~ 
III == <it 
Sllbst"itllting these results in ('quat iOll 1.3.7 Hlld rra rrangillg on(' obtai ns 
introciucillg. 
TilcrciOrc. 
Q(t ) = _ li lt ) 
cp 
(T') ' + T 1'(1) + q (l ) = 0 
The sollltion of this first order inholllogclIC'QlIS differential E'quatioll is givC' 1l by 
T(I) = [-J Q(I )cf 1' (I),[I"t c) -f P(l l<1I 
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(138) 
( 1.3.9) 
(1.3.10) 
(l.3.11) 
( 1.:3.12) 
(1.3.13) 
(1.3.1 1) 
To Hmi t he constant during t he heat pulse. (H (t ) = Ho) is fOlllld b.'· takillg tliC' ('xprcssion 
i IJ t lie square brackets and integra t i IIg 1 11 is gi y('s: 
= - e P (t = - - e Gp + 1 Ho f *1 1 Ho [Cp !!..ucl C] 
Cp. Cp Kw 
Putting this back into equation 1.3.14 gives 
T*(t ) = [ Ho /%}t + Cl Ho] e-~t 
[(w Cp 
Using the condit ion T*(O) = 0 we can evaluate the constant Cl . 
So that Cl is given as 
Giving the solution 
Cp Cl=--
Kw 
T *(t) = --e P - -- e P [
Ho -'if;-t Ho] --'if;- t 
[(w Kw 
Introducing a characteristic time constant T = C)'/ Kw and rearranging gives 
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(1.3.15) 
(l.3.16) 
(1.3.17) 
(1.3.18) 
(1.3.19) 
(1.3.20) 
(1.3.21 ) 
(1.3.22) 
(1.3.23) 
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[lItraducillg flu = Ho/ Gp gh·('s lhe final solutioll. The telllpcrature d('flC'Ildell(,C' as n 
fllll('lion of tinlP can t!tCII bc filled 10 tl1<' ('X flC'rilllclltal cm'·c. to obl a ill th(' heal ca pacity. 
(13.24) 
I II this way \\-c thell lll('HSIll'C the total heat rapacit~· as described in ('(tllH.tioll 1.3.2. and 
subtraction of the other knowll heat ('a pa('iti('s. e.g. addenda Hllc! Apiezoll greas('. <-1110\\'5 us 
to get an ac('urate est imate of the Salllplf'S Iwat capacity. 
1.4 Calibration and testing 
1.4.1 Cali brat ion of thermometers 
As the Lak0Shol'e temperature' ront rol\e1' 1IlC'RRllrCS a resistallce. a cal ihnH iol1 C\l rv(' is Jl{'(-'ciC'd 
10 ('ollvert l he rcsista ll(,(,S i 1110 t Cl 11 1)('rIl \ ti res. As dcscri bed before. OllC of t hc lhertllolllC\ers 
was ('t1s tOIl1 calibrated b,· LakcShor(' . alld lhe other tIro were calibrated ill h01lsc to thc 
SRUl(> standard in tIlE' [olk)\l"illg way. For du' illterpolRtion lW' used a pi('('('\\";S(' ChC'byC'Ii!'" 
pol,·lIolllia l proccdnre as al,o ('nlplo.,·('d hy LakeShort,. u sing a Cll('il,Th('\" illlC'rpolat ion 
has aciYClntagefi on'{" regular PO\\'('I' !-'C'ri('s in that it rOll\"crgC's IlIO!'C' rapidl ,\'. Hlld the hc'sl 
approxilllatio!l is approached. The' tC'IlIJ)('ratl1r(' of Ilw sC'usor call b(' ('a1c-lIial ('d usill~ tlip 
r('sistHIl(,C' and the Chcb,vciJc\' ('(wffi('il'llts fl'O ll 1 tlie forlllula as ~iY('1I ill cqlliHiol! 1. "1. 1: 
( lA.l ) 
where T is the tClUperaturc ill " rh'ill. A, arE' tile' ('oeftici ('nt~ W('I'(, ; is t \1<' nrdC'r of tile' 
codlicicnt,. and L is defincd as: 
l' == 
(z - 01) - (Z<L - z) 
(=(1 - d) ( l.4. 2) 
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z is the resistance, zu is the upper resistance of the selected interval , zl is the lower 
resist ance in the interval. All are loglO of their respective resistance values. 
The main point of the calibration is to obtain the Chebychev coefficients, Ai for the un-
calibrated sensors. A sample program code to calculate the coefficients is listed in appendix 
A3 
1.4 .2 Testing 
Testing was preformed on the low temperature part of the addenda, as at low temperatures 
the addenda becomes more important due to the low heat capacity of samples. The heat. 
capacity of a sample at very low temperatures (T :S 5 K) can be, in general, only a factor 
of 2-3 larger than the addenda, in comparison to intermediate temperatures where the 
sample heat capacity is at least one order of magnitude larger than the addenda. Therefore, 
accurate knowledge of the low temperature behaviour of the addenda is crucial. The results 
of addenda measurements are shown in Fig 1.7 at low temperatures . The full black squares 
and circles are different addenda measurements. High purity copper pieces are used as a 
standard to test the low temperature behaviour, one piece of informat ion to ext ract from 
the Ileat capacity at low temperatmes is the Sommerfelcl coefficient, 7 of Cu given by 
equation 1.2.35. The standard literature value is 7.0 xlO- 4 J / moleK2 [33]. Fig 1.5 shows 
the results of our measurements on high puri ty Cu , which are in excellent agreement with 
the literature values, the value we obtain is tcu = (6.97 ± 0.06) xlO- 4 J / moleK2 
The total heat capacity when a sample is coupled by Apiezon grease to the platform is 
given by 
CLotal = Csample + CApiezon + CpLa.tjorm (1.4.3) 
We used 4 copper samples of varying mass, 30 mg, 100 mg, 200 mg and 300 mg. From 
the data, the Apiezon grease heat capacity is taken from tabulated values [30]. Subtracting 
Copper 
• 300mg Cu sample 
- UnearFit 
y = (6.97 ± 0.06)x1 OA J/moleK 
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 
r 2 (K2) 
30 
Figure 1.5: Cp/T as a funct ion of T2 for a 300 rug ropper sample. Full Blat:k squarE'S: 
measu red heat capacity. solid line: linear fit as described ill the text. 
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Figure 1.7: Semi-log plot of the heat capacity as a function of temperature. Full black 
squares and circles: Addenda measurements, open circles: estimation of the addenda from 
the measurements of eu samples with different masses. 
this from the total heat capacity as given by eqn 1.4.3, gives the platform and sample 
contribution. Plotting the total heat capacity minus the Apiezon grease heat capacity at a 
fixed temperature as a function of the mass of the copper piece, should then give a straight 
line. From this straight line extrapolation to an effective zero mass, will give an estimation of 
the platform heat capacity at that specific temperature. Fig 1.6 shows an example obtained 
at 2.67 K using this technique. Fig 1.7 shows the addenda heat capacity as a function of 
temperature. The full black squares and circles are measured platform heat capacities as 
done for regular addenda measurements. Open circles are estimations of the platform as 
determined by the above method using copper. The agreement with the measured addenda 
and that deduced from copper is very satisfactory. 
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Superconducting transition temperatures of Lead and Tin 
Following a measurement on TmGa3 (see next chapter) there was a difference of 0.1 K 
between the transition temperatures as reported in the literature [34, 35J and what we 
obtained on our new calorimeter. To check the custom calibration thermometer we measured 
the superconducting transition of high purity Lead and Tin. The standard literature values 
of the superconducting transition temperatures are given as Tc = 7.20 K and Tc = 3.70 K 
for lead and tin respectively. The experimental procedure was to have both samples on the 
platform in the same experimental run. The purest commerically available samples were 
chosen, lead 99.9999% pure and a 99.9995% pure tin sample (source Alfa Aesar, Johnson 
Matthey). For the tin sample the transition was not as sharp as for the lead sample, but a 
good estimate of the transition was possible. 
Fig 1.8 shows the plot of the Cp/T v T2 for high purity tin. The transition temperature 
found in the literature is Tc = 3.71 K. The transition as shown in fig 1.8 is broad due to 
the fact that there is also a lead sample on the platform, which contributes nevertheless at 
these low temperatures. In any case the midpoint of the transition, which is a reasonable 
estimate of the transition temperature, is at 3.72 ± 0.02 K, which is in good agreement 
with the literature data. 
The first lead sample when on the platform together with the tin sample, showed a 
transition that waS much broader than the resolution we need « 0.1 K) in order to conclude 
that our temperature calibration is correct. Due to the larger lattice contribution at 7 K 
from the tin sample, we measured the lead sample again alone. The lead sample was melted 
and then slowly cooled to relax possible lattice strains. The temperature dependance of the 
specific heat is shown in fig 1.9. As is evident the transition is much sharper, with a width 
of 0.025 K, and the critical temperature is in excellent agreement with the literature value 
of 7.20 K. 
In conclusion, it has been shown that the newly installed adiabatic calorimeter, which 
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Figure 1.8: Gp/T against T2 for high purity tin (99.999%, Alfa Aesar). 
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Figure 1.9: Gp/T against T for high purity lead (99.999%, Alfa Aesar). Insert: T depen-
dance from 2-9 K showing the small jump in Gp due to the t.ransition into the supercon-
ducting state. 
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can operate in the temperature range of 1.5 to 250 K, is calibrated correctly. With all these 
various checks of addenda and thermometers we can be sure that the data we obtain from 
our adiabatic calorimeter measurements are accurate and reliable. 
Chapter 2 
Investigation of the rare earth 
intermetallic compound TmGa3 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter I will present details of the investigations undertaken on the rare earth 
intermetallic compound TmGa3. TmGa3 undergoes two first order transitions at 4.29 K 
(Antiferroquadrupolar) and at 4.26 K (Antiferromagnetic) which are clearly evident in the 
heat capacity by two remarkable anomalies. Due to the close vicinity of the first order tran-
sitions this offers an interesting interplay between charge and magnetic degrees of freedom 
in this compound. In some particular rare earth intermetallic systems as in TmGa3, orbital 
ordering, through spontaneous lifting of the orbital degeneracy, manifests itself as a phase 
transition of quadrupole moments. A Ferroquadrupolar (FQ) transition results when the 
order parameter is uniform from site to site. On the other hand, an Antiferroquadrupolar 
(AFQ) transition occurs when the ordered phase has a staggered component. It was ar-
gued [36] that in insulating materials the interactions of the quadrupoles are mediated by 
phonons, and in metallic systems the quadrupolar interaction is mediated via a RKKY-like 
interaction through conduction electrons. 
Although the list of systems with experimentally verified AFQ transitions is limited, 
the number is growing due to recent increasing interest in these systems. Among Tm 
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based compounds, TmZn [37], TmCu [38J and TmGa3 were described to exhibit an AFQ 
order transition in the paramagnetic phase, followed closely by an antiferromagnetic (AFM) 
transition. TmCd [37], On the other hand, undergoes only a transition of AFQ nature, 
with no experimentally verified AFM transition down to 30 mK. TmTe, a divalent Tm2+ 
magnetic semiconductor, has been studied by inelastic neutron spectroscopy (INS) [39], in 
which a field induced magnetic superstructure was seen due to AFQ order at 1.8 K. CeB6 
was the first compound to be unambiguously defined by INS experiments [40J as having a 
low temperature AFQ character. CeB6 shows a huge enhancement of the AFQ phase in 
a magnetic field. Recently a modulated AFQ struture was observed in the intermetallic 
compound PrPb3 by INS experiments [41J. 
Rare earth moments are subject to the interactions with the surrounding charge distri-
bution. In general, this gives rise to a lifting of the 2J + 1 fold degeneracy of the total angular 
momentum. The remaining degeneracies are determined by symmetry and the magnitude 
of the electrical field generated by the charges in the environment. The interplay of the 
crystal electric field as well as orbital and magnetic ordering makes TmGa3 a very inter-
esting compound and generates a complex low temperature phase diagram. This was first 
investigated by Czopnik et al. [34J by specific heat, thermal expansion and susceptibility 
measurements. They found two close lying transitions at 4.26 K and 4.29 K. The first tran-
sition was attributed to, by a comparison with TmZn and TmCd, a structural transition 
driven by quadrupolar pair interactions at 4.29 K, followed by a second antiferromagnetic 
transition at 4.26 K. A r~l) crystal field ground state was concluded from the temperature 
dependance of the susceptibility. A 169Tm Mossbauer spectroscopy study [42J concluded 
crystal field parameters of x = -0.38 (in the Lea, Leask and Wolf notation) and Bg = -0.30 
K by an iterative procedure by fixing W = 1.0 K. The trivalent state of Tm3+, 4f12 has a 
total angular momentum of J = 6. A previous neutron study by Morin et al. [10J concluded 
the crystal field parameters in the Lea, Leask and Wolf (LLW) scheme [5J to be x = -0.32 
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and W = 1.03 K giving a CEF ground state as a f~l) triplet separated from the first excited 
state f3 by 2.5 meV. 
It is the purpose of this chapter to investigate, mainly in the paramagnetic phase, the 
CEF level scheme. To allow for a more detailed conclusion about the AFQ and AFM or-
dering, we decided to repeat and further the preceding experiment in order to see possible 
splitting of the f~l) ground state. In addition to this, to follow the temperature depen-
dance of the low lying crystal field levels near the antiferroquadrupolar transition to see if 
there are any signatures of the transition in the CEF spectra. Surprisingly, our experiments 
reveal a level scheme very much different from that proposed by Morin et al. and a signifi-
cantly reduced overall splitting of the Tm3+ CEF states. In further electron paramagnetic 
resonance, specific heat and magnetisation experiments we obtained support for this inter-
pretation. Also it will be discussed what effect this new level scheme has on the AFQ and 
AFM transitions. In the following section, we will review crystal field theory mainly in the 
cubic environment as in the case of TmGa3. 
2.2 Crystal field theory 
Crystal field theory is concerned primarily with the study of the energy level degeneracies 
of electrons that are localized on the atom, which is situated in a crystalline solid. Crystal 
field theory is a model for the calculation of the eigenvalues and the matrix elements of 
transitions between the CEF levels. 
The Hamiltonian of a 4f electron, is such that it is a combination of the Hamiltonian of 
the bound ion, and an electrostatic potential of the surrounding atoms which satisfies the 
Laplace equation, b. V = O. 
H = Ho + V (2.2.1) 
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V can be expanded in terms of spherical harmonics Yzm (19, 'P) 
V(r) = :L:L Al'Yzm(19, 'P)rl (2.2.2) 
I m 
The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of an electron must belong to the irreducible rep-
resentations of the group of the symmetry operations of the Hamiltonian, in which the 
electron finds itself, according to Wigner's theorem [43]. In the case of the free atom (or 
ion) the symmetry operations are 3-dimensional rotations. However as described above, 
when the environment in which the ion finds itself is in a crystalline solid, the ion will no 
longer experience a spherically symmetric potential, but the electrostatic potential which is 
experienced by the 4/ electrons will have the symmetry of the crystallographic point group. 
In this way symmetry alone plays an essential role. Group theory allows to predict the 
remaining degeneracies of the energy levels. The wave function of the electron must belong 
to one of the irreducible representations of the point group, and thus the degeneracies of 
the energy levels will depend on the dimension of the irreducible representations. 
To determine the irreducible representations by a given basiS, we must determine the 
conjugacy classes, which are described by symmetry operations that are the same in the 
case of the point group. The character of a representation can be defined by considering 
one element from each conjugacy class, which is given by 
( ) _ sin[(J + 1/2)'P] XJ 'P - sin( 'P/2) 
The irreducible representation can occur ari times given as 
1 
ari = h :L X *ri (R)xr(R) 
i 
(2.2.3) 
(2.2.4) 
For a free 4/ ion, the degenerate ground states would span a (2J + 1) dimensional rep-
resentation of a symmetry group. This is normally too large to be the dimension of any 
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Table 2.1: Stevens operator equivalents expressed in terms of angular momentum operators 
[3]. 
Notation Operator equivalents 
08 3Jz - J(J + 1) 
O~ -(J+ + J_) 
f-----.;0"*)6_+--_-----'35Jz - (30J(J + 1) - 25)Jz - 6J(J + 1) + 3Jz (J + 1) 
01 -(J+ + J_) 
08 231J~ -105(3J(J + 1) - 7)Jz + (105J (J + 1) - 525J(J + 1) + 294)J. 
-5J3 (J + 1)3 + 40J2(J + I? - 60J(J + 1) 
I----,O,.;;)~_+-"-t'_'_[(l_l_'J:'_- J(J + 1) - 38)(J+ + J_) + (J+ + J_)(l1J. - J(J + 1) - 38)] 
O~ -(J + J_) 
irreducible representation of a point group, and the crystal field acts to split the (2J+1) 
degenerate levels into sublevels. 
Using some of the properties of spherical harmonics, it is already possible to limit how 
V(r) acts within a subspace, because of the addition properties of angular moment a, l. For 
d-states the matrix element vanishes for I > 4, similarly for f states it is only needed to 
consider I :::; 6. Due to parity, all odd-parity components can also be taken out of the 
expansion of V(r). Therefore, the only contributions to the expansion of V(r) come from 
the terms I =' 0,2,4,6. 
In terms of a cubic crystal field, I =' 0,4,6 contribute to the total energy of the crystal. 
Therefore we can expand V as 
(2.2.5) 
The Hamiltonian in a cubic crystal field environment can be written as 
(2.2.6) 
The so called 0;;' are Stevens operator equivalents [44] of the corresponding spherical 
harmonics which are listed in table 2.1. E4 and B6 are coefficients that scale the crystal 
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field splitting, and can be shown to be related to < r4 > and < r6 >, the expectation values 
of rn calculated from the radial distribution r of the 4f wavefunction. B4 and B6 are given 
as 
(2.2.7) 
(2.2.8) 
where the radial part of the 4f wavefunction, P4f(r) is used to calculate the expectation 
of rn according to 
< rl >= l'" Ip4f(r)lr l+2dr (2.2.9) 
The terms A4 < r4 > and A6 < r6 > are the fourth and sixth order crystal field param-
eters given e.g. by [45]. (3 and 'Y are reduced matrix elements which are listed for each rare 
earth element in e.g. [46]. 
Lea, Leask and Wolf [5] conveniently transformed the B4 and B6 parameters into pa-
rameters of x and W by the following relations to display and tabulate in a convenient form 
the normalized eigenvectors and eigenvalues acting on a J-manifold. 
(2.2.10) 
(2.2.11) 
where -1 ::; x ::; 1 and F( 4) and F(6) are common factors, which in this way are 
conveniently separated out of the calculation. Rewriting 2.2.6 in terms of x and W yields 
HC;:F = [x (~~)) + (l-lxl) (~~))] (2.2.12) 
with 
04 = [02 + 50!] 
0 6 = [O~ - 21Ot] 
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(2.2.13) 
(2.2.14) 
If a cubic crystal undergoes a further distortion e.g. to tetragonal symmetry [34, 42] a 
further term has to be added to the Hamiltonian in 2.2.12: 
(2.2.15) 
Diagonalization of the Hamiltonian 2.2.12 in the range -1 :s:: x :s:: 1 gives the eigenvalues 
and energies belonging to the irreducible representations, fi. An example for J = 6 is given 
below 
(2.2.16) 
The degeneracy of each irreducible representations is: fl and f2 are singlets, f3 and 
f 4 are doublets and f~l) and f~2) are triplets. Lea, Leask and Wolf [5] diagonalized the 
Hamiltonian 2.2.12 for all values of x, with the energy scaled by W, this is shown in fig 2.1 
for J=6. The value of x = -0.32, W = 1.03 K that Morin et al. [10] found in TmGa3 is 
shown as giving a f~l) triplet ground state followed by a f3 doublet first excited state. The 
overall splitting of the crystal field levels according to Morin's suggestion would amount to 
"" 20 meV. 
The most powerful way to obtain the energy level diagram for a J manifold split by a 
crystal field is by inelastic neutron spectroscopy. Inelastic neutron spectroscopy is unique 
in that it probes the eigenvalues of the hamiltonian through the transition energies and the 
eigenfunctions through the transition intensities. Trammell [6] obtained the neutron crosS 
section. If we limit to small momentum transfers it is then given as [47] 
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Figure 2.1: Diagonalization of eqn 2.2.12 for the full range of x, according to [5J. 
d~: = (~~:22) 2 ~~ ]2(Q) ~Pnl(nlhlm)12J (En ~ Em _ w) (2.2.17) 
The effect of increasing the momentum transfer 1 Q 1 is to decrease the magnetic dipole 
transition intensities via the form factor f( Ch k f and ki are the final and initial state of 
the neutron. n and m are the states belonging to a given J multiplet. J J. is the component 
of the total angular momentum operator perpendicular to the scattering vector 1 Q I. From 
the Q and temperature dependance the crystal field transitions can be distinguished from 
phonon excitations which may occur in the same energy range. Phonon peak intensities 
vary as Q2 whereas crystal field peaks follow f2(Q). Phonons obey Bose statistics whereas 
crystal field levels obey Boltzmann statistics. 
Birgeneau [6J, calculated for integer and half integer J in a cubic crystal field the ap-
propriate matrix elements l(riIJzlrj)12 for a transition from crystal field level rj to r i. An 
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example for J = 6 as a function of the LLW parameter x is shown in figure 2.2. 
2.3 Crystal growth and structure 
TmGa3 crystallises in the AuGu3 type cubic structure with space group Pm3m. Fig 2.3 
shows a unit cell of TmGa3. 
The growth of single crystals was facilitated from a Ga flux as described in more detail 
in [48J. All samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction to make sure that no other 
phases were present and had the correct AuCu3 structure. In addition, Scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) was performed on single crystals of TmGa3 and revealed an atomic 
percentage of 74.95 for Ga, and 25.05 for Tm, showing unambiguously the high quality of 
the crystals and powders. A picture of a TmGa3 single crystal can be seen in fig 2.8. 
2.4 Specific heat, susceptibility and resistivity 
2.4.1 Ordering in TmGa3 shown in the specific heat 
Due to the closeness of the antiferroquadrupolar and antiferromagnetic transitions in TmGa3, 
specific heat measurements is a very approximate method to determine the transitions in 
zero field accurately. We therefore performed specific heat measurements on our single crys-
tals of TmGa3. In addition, we measured the heat capacity of the isostructural nonmagnetic 
LuGa3 by the quasi adiabatic heat pulse (Nernst) method as described in the previous chap-
ter. Using our newly built calorimeter we separated for the first time the two transitions 
in TmGa3 in zero field. Fig 2.4 shows Cp against T in the vicinity of the two transitions. 
The transitions give a remarkable anomaly in Cp with a peak value which is of the order of 
1000 J /moleK. The transitions are just seen to be separated, this reflects a good resolution 
in temperature of our calorimeter. 
Our results show that the transitions occur at a different temperature than what has 
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Figure 2.2: Transition probability matrix elements as a function of the LLW parameter x, 
for J = 6, taken from [6J. 
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Figure 2.3: Crystal structure of TmGa3. One unit cell is shown. larger grey spheres: Tm 
atoms, smaller blue spheres: Ga atoms. 
been reported in the literature, which is AFQ = 4.29 K and AFM = 4.26 K [34]. Our 
results indicate that the AFQ transition rather occurs at 4.40 K and AFM at 4.38 K. Our 
calorimeter has gone through numerous temperature checks, as described in chapter 1 so we 
are confident that our temperature calibration is correct for this temperature range. From 
now on we will quote these transitions happening at AFQ = 4.40 K and AFM = 4.38 K. 
To estimate the magnetic contribution to the specific heat we performed a subtraction of 
the heat capacity of LUGa3 by scaling the high temperature (T ;::: 250 K) Debye temperatures 
of LuGa3 such that this coincides with TmGa3. From the scaled Debye temperature of 
LuGa3 a lattice reference is calculated using the program 'Debye model' listed in appendix 
A2. This allows us to estimate the lattice and electronic contribution by subtraction from 
the total Gp of TmGa3 and thus obtain the magnetic contribution including any possible 
contribution of a Schottky anomaly due to the thermal excitation of the higher CEF levels. 
The magnetic entropy can then be estimated from eqn 2.4.1. 
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Figure 2.4: Semi-log plot of Gp against T showing the resolution of the AFQ and AFM 
transitions in TmGa3 at 0 T. The solid line is a guide to the eye. Insert: A plot showing 
the the two transitions on a linear scale. 
s = rT Gp(T) dT' 
lo T (2.4.1) 
As shown in the insert of figure 2.5 the entropy contained in each anomaly is approxi-
mately In(2). The total entropy accumulated up to 40 K, at which the entropy saturates 
is approximately 31n2. The phase diagram for the [001 J crystallographic direction is shown 
in fig 2.6 and it is taken from [7J. The nature of the two transitions is such that the first 
transition has a very large re-entrant feature, which goes to a maximum of around 5 K for a 
maximum field of 5 T along [00 1J. Then it decreases in temperature with increasing field. 
This is displayed in the insert of fig 2.6. The transition is of an antiferroquadrupolar na-
ture, and one of its signatures is a re-entrant phase diagram. The second antiferromagnetic 
transition decreases in temperature on applying a magnetic field. 
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Figure 2.7: Plot of the magnetic susceptibility of TmGa3 showing the drastic change in the 
susceptibility at the AFM and AFQ transitions. Insert: full temperature dependance of the 
magnetic susceptibility. 
2.4.2 Magnetic susceptibility 
Magnetic susceptibility measurements were performed from 2 - 330 K using a Quantum 
Design MPMS SQUID magnetometer [491. Figure 2.7 shows the susceptibility as a function 
of temperature for a magnetic field of 0.1 T near the AFQ, AFM transitions showing a 
drastic upturn of the susceptibility at the transition temperatures. The insert of figure 2.7 
shows the temperature dependant susceptibility for the whole measured temperature range. 
The first transition at 4.4 K is in agreement with the ordering temperature obtained by heat 
capacity. 
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Figure 2.8: Picture of the four point resistivity technique used for TmGa3. T wo samples 
are shown which (:U'e grey in colour. 
2.4.3 Resistiv ity 
Resistivity measurements were performed using a Quantum Design PPMS [50) systelll using 
the four point technique. Figure 2.8 shows a picture of the four point technique on two 
TmGa3 crystals. 
Figure 2.9 shows the resisti vity of TmGa3 for different fi elds applied along the [001) 
direction. The transit ion is seen to be washed out with the application of a stronger field , 
unt il at 9 T it is nearly flat . The field dependance of the AFQ transit ion in the resistivi ty 
quali tat ively confirms the phase diagram in fig 2.6. The insert of fignre 2.9 sholVs the 
resistivity up to room temperature. The room temperature resistivi ty for zerO fi eld has a 
value of Prt ~ 17 ItOhm-cm, indicating a good metal and is approximately the value found 
for Nb metal [5 1). Also a hump is seen in the resistivi ty a t about 30 K in zero field. Such 
a feature was also seen by Z. Kletowski et al. [52) which they assumed was a Kondo type 
anomaly due to cova lent interactions of the crystal field split 4/ state wi th conduction 
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properly of ti10 salJlplc. 
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2.5 Deduction of CEF parameters 
2.5.1 E lectron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) on LU1-xErxGa3 
Searching for the correct crystal field parameters involves determining for the cubic case, two 
variables, B4 and B6 or x , VV in the LLW notation. A way to perform a first estimation of 
these parameters is to perform a scaling, assurning that A4 and A6 do not vary significantly 
across the rare earth series. In a previous study on ErGa3 by Murasik et al. [54] the crystal 
field parameters were deduced from the Schottky anomaly in the specific heat and from an 
inelastic neutron spectroscopy investigation. A clearly defined Schottky anomaly provided 
a good basis for the determination of x and HI parameters, and the final evaluation from 
fitting inelastic spectra gave X5,· = + 0.195 and HI 5,· = + 0.022 meV. With the assumption 
that Afr "" AY'" and Af "" Ar'" and by using the appropriate values for r 4 (Tm,Er) and 
r6(Tm,Er) as given by Freeman and Watson [45] we can estimate XTm and HlTm from the 
values of ErGa3. If we convert XEr and W Er to the corresponding parameters for Tm we 
arrive at XTm = -0.382 and W Tm = -0.44 K. These parameters suggest a CEF which is 
completely different from tbat suggested by Morin et al . [10]. 
EPR (Electron Paramagnetic Resonance) was performed on diluted Er powder samples, 
in order to obtain the ground state from the resonance position, as well as the energy gap 
between the ground state and the nearest excited states. Under special conditions it is 
possible to extract from the linewidth broadening with increasing temperature the energy 
separation of near lying states. Upon agreement with the results obtained in [54J we can 
then scale x and W obtained by inelastic neutron spectroscopy of Er to that of Tm. This 
provides a rough fi rst approximation of the crystal field parameters for TmGa3· 
EPR was performed using a X-band spectrometer on Er3+ in diluted LU1 _x ErxGa3 
(x=0.005 , 0.01, 0.03) powder samples. EPR is a very sensitive technique (an introduction 
to the EPR technique is shown in a later chapter) , so a diluted sample can be used with 
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the advantage that in g(·'nerai. with dilution . the lincwidth decreases due to the reduced 
magnf't ic interaction. A lllagnet ically diluted sample minilllizes exchaIlge effects that resu lt 
between coupled Er ions. as the sample is so dilute in Er. this efi'ect is in principle zero . 
There may be clusters of Er ions. bu t in a first approximation this is taJ\en as negligible' 
and merely adds to the broadening of the resonance signal. Spectra were taken at 10\\· 
temperatures af) to populate the ground state, and with increasing temperature populate 
also excited CEF states. By studying t he relaxation processes via the excited states we can 
extract information about the nature of thE' excited state and tlt(' <"nerg.v gap to the ground 
statc. 
An example spectrum for a sample of LUo.9SOEro.Oo5Ga:l at 5 K is shown in fi g 2.10. 
The spectrum \vas fitted to a Lorentzian line incl uding absorption and dispersion signals 
and also included the effect of hyperfinc spl itting. [n Inetallic galllplcs the EPR liuc is a 
combinat ion of all absorptioll and a dispersion signal. As a consequence the EPR line of 
a metal is asymmetric. EPR with the standard effect ll1odulation technique (100 kI·lz in 
our sl'ectronwter) measures the first derivative wi th respect to the external fidel. An EPR 
resonancE' sigll al of a lll('tal can ill gellcral rather well npproxilllat('d b,v 
where n- is the d ispe l"s ioll . .J; is giH_'Q b.y 
.:1" 
11 - H ,·cs 
/::,11 
T he 9 factor of this given fidd is tl1(' calculated by 9/I.BH = Iw or. 
0.71449 x v li\lHz] 
9 = 
. 11reslG] 
(2.5 .1) 
(2.5.2) 
(2.5.3 ) 
'The faW data in fig 2.10 shows de viations from H single LOrE'lltzian linE'. This comes 
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Figure 2.10: EPR spectra of LUo.995Ero.o05Ga3 at 5 I<. Solid red line is a fit as described in 
t he text . Open ci rcles are the collected data. 
[roIll the hyperfine splitting which is caused by the dipole interaction between the nuclear 
spin moment and a magnetic field i. e. Zeeman spli tting . In the case of natural Er t his is a 
mixture of different isotopes as shown in table 2.2. Only t he isotope 167Er has a non-zero 
nuclear spin of 7/2, this means that in the ESR measurement it may be possible to see the 
(21+ 1) hyperfine lines. In fig 2.10 we have taken into account the effect of the hyperfine 
lines and calculated the resonance positions of the hyperfine satelli tes with the 'Breit-Ra bi ' 
formula [55] : 
( (
A )2) A2 ? H'e3 = Ho - Ami 1 + 2Ho - 2Ho (1(1 + 1) - ml) (2.5.4) 
where, Ho is the resonance field strength with 1 = 0, m, is the magnetic moment quan-
tum number representing t he z component of 1 and A is the hyperfine constant which was 
fi tted to A(167Er) = 72 ± 1 Oe. The hyperfine constant may vary as well and depend on 
5-1 
Table 2.2: isotopes of nalural Er. 
[sot ope Abnndance (Vc) nuclear Splll 
J"'Er 0.14 0 
,u'Er L.G1 0 
,u6 Er 3361 0 
'" ' Er 22.93 7/ 2 
'""Er 26.78 0 
"uEr 14.93 0 
lhl' particular host. Since wc' eould not rcsolw the hyperfine satellite's . filling ,Iic h.'·per-
f"ine consta nt did not converge to reasonable P'\nll llctcrs for A(' G7 Er ). Wc I hcrefor(' fixed 
A( 107Er) to a va lue which has been obs('rvccl in other metallic ph<1sl's (56). 
GivclI the fitted rCSon<1IlCC field (f = 0). represents.9 = G.~03. whieh indicat es a r7 
gr()nlld stiue as found by Mnrasik "al. (54). To obtain infonllalion abolll the ('xrilcd 
stat('s and the E'lIerg~'- gap. thC' lin('width us a function of temperature is gi"{'ll b~' 
(I.) 
6 H = !to + fI, T .J.. ---;--:-c~-=:--::­(.1"p(6/ kBT) - 1 (2.5.5) 
Th" Iillcwidth of tl1<' fitted Lorelltziall as a fUllction of t(,lIIpcralllrc' was fill('cl for Er 
doplng!-; of 1 alld 3fX. T he c:orrC'spolJei j IIg lit Hc('ord i Ilg to 2.5.5 gi \'('s I he' fi rst ('xci t ('<1 st H tE' 
III 3.0(5) II IPV away fr om 1\1(' gronn d slatC' a lld a K orringA. rcia." at ioll ralC' of 30 C / l<. All 
t"" r('slIl\s frOlIl om E Pn invest igatioll On doped Er samples supporl the filldings obtHinrd 
h,v i\lllri:\sik et al. {54_1 h,\' l1wh.\:-:,tie l\('Ulron scat tering and heat capacity IIlC'H SlIl'('1l1('lltS. 
Using these results (rolu ~lura"ik rt "I. (54) for ErGa3. wc ("iIll tllPlI scai<' the .f and ll' 
panulI('\C' rs to thal of TmGu:l nsing I he following relations 
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Figure 2.11 : Linewidth as a function of temperature for 1 and 3% doped Er samples. Solid 
red line is a fit as described in the text (ex 1/(exp(35I</r)-1)) . Open ci rcles, tr iangles and 
squares are the collected data. 
(2.5.6) 
(2.5 .7) 
Using the assu mption that A4 and 116 do not vary significant ly from Er to Tm. From this 
procedure we arrive at IT.", = -0.382 and W Tm. = -0.44 K. vVe would then expect x, W for 
TmGa3 to be negative and approximately in this range given above. The assumption t hat 
I and W should be negative already contradicts the results of MOI·in et at. [10). Therefore, 
to test the level scheme for TmGa3 fw·ther we performed inelastic neutron investigations 
which are discussed in the next section. 
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2. 5.2 Inelastic N eutron sp ectr oscopy 
Experiments on t he spec t ro rneter IN4 (ILL) 
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First. l1('\.\\ron (T~'stal field spC'('lros('opy was pcrfortllpd on thf' l\iC'rlllal lI('utron lime-of-
!\i)!,ht "Pl'drolllPtcr \ :\4 at Ihp ILL. CH'noh"' . Franct'. which \\'orks in Ihe Ihennal n('Ulron 
{,ll('r~Y rangp 10-100 n)['V. A ~uitahl(' ('IIC'rgy is s('kctf'o frOIll the thC'rlllnl Spf'dnllll wilh 
a (Tyslal mOllorhrOIllalor. All Ollllill(' of the C'xpcrimelltal ~C't 111) i:-: ~lIO\rll ill fig 2.12. 
Expcrill]('n!,,} data Oil IN I WHS takeJl wilh a pOWdN sHlnpk of Tl nG a:1 al 5. 10. ;jO. 50. 
1001( a l H wavE'length of:3.4 A. 
\ \" ith reference to the prcviolls reporl 011 the crvstnl lipid ('xc-ital iOlls. I1S large a ll ex("i-
tatioll of 17 IIJPV ,,'as expp(·tcd. Usillg j i\4 we disco\"ercci that all traIlsitiolls a l)()\'p" lIleV 
HI'(' not d lIP to cr,\'st al Hdd t rall:;i t ions. hut ari~(' from phOllOIl ('x('i t a i iOll;o; (S('{· fig 2. l:j for 
the high energy transfer sp<,ctra ) . This was acilicY{-'d by studying the' Q d('pC'lIcianc0 for fill 
trall~it iOlls. Indeed. there is 110 thrnnal ('ff('ct ~('cn On the high en(,l'g,Y I rall:-if('1' ('xeil (llions. 
b.E :::: 10 IlIeV which \\'(' would pxpccl if I hey arise due to (T\'slal fie ld excitatiolls. " 'c 
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saw one broad excitation centered at 2.5 me V that was due to a crystal field transition and 
also onc at a round 0.5 meV. Due to the limi ted re olution of IN4 at low energy transfer, it 
was not possible to fully resolve the low energy excitat ions. Searching wi th 6.E ;::: 5 meV 
did not produce any evidence for further crystal field excitation. Therefore, we were led 
to conclude that all CEF excited states are bunched together in an ellergy regime E ~ 
3 meV. This conclusion was supported by the extrapolation from the results obtained for 
ErGa3 and Luo.9ErO.l Ga3· In addition as shown by fig 2.14 we performed inelastic neutron 
scattering on ErGa3 iu which we saw evidence for a CEF excitation at lOmeV in agreement 
with th earlier work of Uurasik [54J . In addition as concluded from tbe work of i\furasik 
all excitations above 10 meV are due to phonon excitations in cone pondence with our 
m asuremcnts and conclusions on TmGa3. 
Using t he results from the EPR experim · nt, and scal ing to that of TmGa3, provides US 
with a preliminary set of star t ing values of our x and W parameter search. Using the [N4 
data a least square fitting procedure was carried out on the 5 and 10 K pectra. Although 
the 0.3 meV excitation is not clearly resolved , the relative intensities of the peaks at 0.3 
meV and 2.5 meV enable us to get a first set f parameters. The program ~lcphase [57] was 
used to calculate the intensities and energies of the allowed transitions for a s t temperature 
and x and W values. An additional program was written to fit the spectra using a wide 
range of x and W, using Gaussian lineshapes for the excitations. We also included an elastic 
peak, because of the closeness of the 0.3 meV peak to the elastic peak. 
Given an x and W we could fit the pectra using the intensities and energies given by 
a program cfield in lV[cphase. The program gives the total intensity in (barn/ ion) f r a set 
temperature and x and W according to equation 2.5.8 
(
ll.'Ye2 ) 2 exp(E,, / kBT) 2 ,,\, 2 
J E. -> Em = 41r mc2 Lm exp(Em/ kBT) x :3 L 1 < nIJ lm > 1 (2.5.8) 
An xample input file is giveIl in appendix BI and an example output file listing the 
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Fignrc 2.13: IN4 spcclm for Tlll GH:) a l 1.1 A fo r t hree di ffe relll 1(' lI lp( 'mt lln:s :J 1\ . 10 [, 
1I1ld 20 K. All tr ansit ions abov~ lO nlP V haw (wen idcntifipci as phonon cxcitillions . 
..-... 
Cl) 14 ErGa3 
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Figure 2.l4: [ ,\-1 spectra [or ErGa:l at 1.1 A at 10 [( and whilst cooling the ~alllp\c [rolU 
rOOll1 j-(,lllpc ratW"e. 
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Table 2.3: Tra.nsition probabilit ies according to equation 2.5.8 for x = -0.44 and W = -0.22 
K of the crystal fi eld sta.tes of Tm3+ in TmGa3· 
I Eo -> Em (barn/ion) 
r" ---+ f m /':, E (meV) 5K 10l< 151( 20K 30K 50K 
['.) --. n 
- 0 0.4 7.14 5.07 4.30 3.86 3.37 2.94 
r l --. r4 0.34 6.75 5.37 4.73 4.33 3.85 3.41 
r~ --. r ·) 
o -
-0.4 2.85 3.20 3.17 3.07 2.89 2.68 
r4 --. r l -0.34 3.08 3.63 3.64 3.56 3.38 3.15 
q --. r3 2.41 1.35 1.52 1.50 1.46 1.37 1.27 
r~ --. q 2.63 0.79 0.88 0.87 0.85 0.80 0.74 
r4 --. ['3 2.37 0.44 0.52 0.52 0.51 0.48 0.45 
r4 --. q 2.59 0.91 1.07 1.08 1.05 1.00 0.93 
r2 --. q 3.03 1.34 0.95 0.8 0.72 0.63 0.55 
transitions and intensities is given in appendix B2. An example of the transit ion intensities 
for the most intense excitations for x = -0.44 and W = -0.22 K is shown in Table 2.3. 
The best approximation was obtained for x = -0.42 and W = -0.222 K, this is shown 
in figure 2.15. The elastic peak at approximately zero energy tra.nsfer , is the most distinct 
fea.tlU"e, as well as the excita.tions at '" 2.5 meV. The observed accuracy was stima.ted by 
a.Jlowing small variations to these values, a.nd to see the effect on peak positions and relative 
intensities. In this way we fitted every peak tha.t ha.s a. non zero proba.bility regardless of 
the ma.gnitude of the relative probability, so tha.t every possible transit ions was accounted 
for, even when r n = ['m· Only in this way is it certa.in that correct parameters can be taken 
from such a small energy ra.nge, and wi th so many different transition probabili ties being 
so similar. 
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Figllre' 2.15 : IN4 spect ra of the scatterillg cross section for variOlls C'ncrgy t rallsfC'l's at :3.4 
A. Solid lil1~ is a fit as d,'scribecl in t he text. Ope]) circles arc the measu red datA. [Ilsert: 
(-'xc itat iolls at ~ 2.5 meV. 
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1N6 
Figure 2. 16: Experimental setup of IN6 at the ILL [9J . 
E xp eriments on t he sp ectrometer IN6 (ILL) 
Further measurements on the cold neutron t ime-focussing time-of-flight spectrometer IN6 
also at the ILL, Grenoble, provides quasielastic and inelastic scattering for incident wave-
lengths in the range of 4 to 6 A. The monochromator can deliver four wavelengths: 4.1 , 4.6, 
5.1 , and 5.9 A. The second order reflection from the graphite monochromator is removed 
by a beryllium-filter cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature. T he elastic energy resolution 
at 4.1 A is 170 l'eV and at 5.9 A, 50 f,eV. An outline of the set up is given by fig 2.16. 
Measurements on IN6 with TmGa3 at wavelengths of 4.1 and 5.1 A were taken at 5, 10, 15, 
20, 30 and 50 K. 
Further experiments on IN6 enabled us to fully resolve the excitations at "" 0.3 meV 
which are clearly seen in both energy loss and gain. Further exci tations at 2.5 meV were 
also seen on both sides of the elastic peak. Upon raising the temperature the effect of 
thermally populating higher CEF levels gives the effect of lowering the t ransition probability 
of excitations from the lower levels to the higher levels and this was observed in all spectra. 
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Figl1r(' 2.17: Semi-log plot of tilc Il\G s pecl ra lakcn at 5. 10, 15. 20. 30 and 50 J( for 
TlnGa.1. Solid red lint' r"preot'n l·s tile AI as dcscrib"d in the text. Green lillt'S MC lile 
inclividnal lorcntzian profiles. Open ci rcles are thc experimcntal dala. 
Filting the 1:\5 spect ra ,,·as clone llsi ug Lorcntziau profil('S as this was f01Jnd to fit th" 
sp<'ctra Illuch better than Gkltlssialls. CSillg the illtensitics and (,IH'rgi<'S frolll ~fcPIJasP \\"f' 
filt<,ci tilt, ('iast i(' li1le' to a Lor(,1l1ziHI1 with:j pHralll(~ l- ('rs. and tll( 'l1 0]1(' LorC'lItzii'HI for ('(I('h 
of ill" -0.4 Hud 0.4 meV peaks. a11(1 ont' for the 2.5 and 2.6 me \ · tn11JSiliOJls. The lil 5 for all 
1(,II1}H'ral IIn's t akE'lI all L'\u (lr<' showll ill fig 2.17. OnC' to the ('xi~t(,II(,(, of II1al1~' I rallsit iOlls 
w'r.,· dos(' to cach otirrr (sc(' lablc 2.:3 ) tile pmks at 2.37 and 2 .• 11 lueV WN(' 111('IW'ri iUlo 
oue Lorenlzian. aud also ti10 peaks at 2.59 aut! 2.01 nwV RI "I ±(0.3'1 aud 0.40 nll'V ). [n 
additioll. th£' transition at j.O;J II}(,V was illt'reasi llgl~' intense at lower I('lIIperatnl'es (S('0 
lal·M 2.3) and this 'H1S ind1Jckd iuto Ihe fit at 5 and 10 1<. It should he noted that all plots 
ill fig 2.17 an' sf'lIli-log pl()t ~. which (1110 too CEF trallsitioll~ Ileal' to the' dast ir lill{'. \\"('1'(' 
1I('('{'ssa I'Y in order to sCC' titr filII spcclnllll ill a clcar way. Thif-: shows ill 1I 101'{' df'! ail s t 11(' 
clOS(,II('SS of tile fit at I ll(' trallsit ion (:'l1crgics alld also higlllight s the part s of tiH' SPCC! nlln 
which arc not in close agr('c1I1('nt wit h the fit. 
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Figure 2.18: IN6 spectrum of TmGa3 at 50 IC Crystal field transitions are shown for x = 
-0.44 and W = -0.222 K for the low energy excitations only. Insert: 2.5 meV peak shown to 
consist of 4 t ransitions. Red line is the fi t from fi xing the intensities and transition energies 
from the program cfield. 
6-1 
Fmth<'r ~nalysis of rh" tran,ition~ shows t hat Ht bigh temperatnrcs. 301\ a nd 50 1\. thp 
agr{'(IIlIC'llt with the fit proHl('s and till'" IlW(lSlIITlIl0Ilt is al\\"a~'s close ('\'ell ou Cl log scak'. 
At lower temperatnres it becalllt' ill<Tcasingh' difficult to fit tbp ellergy pan b<'twPt'J) th" 
I nlllsi l ions at 0.3 IllE'V alld 2.5 tllcV. Ou(' can S(,(' at 20 I( thr agr(,(, lIlC'll\ with 11w dnta 
alld [it is goocl for the position of tbp trallsition energies and a roulld. but for the part of 
the 'pectrnm 1 meV S E S 1.5 n1C'V tlwrc is a gap between th(' fit and data and this 
persists frolll 20 I< to 5 1<. The reaSOll fo r this discrepancy lIJil;' be due' to a quasi" last ic 
contribution which onc \Vouln expect to decrease with increasillg lPIIl!>crat un'. This ('ould 
explain wh;' it disa ppears abo\'(' ;30 K. A quasiclastic lille was not inrlnded i" the fit s due to 
tht' requirell1ent to include all c last ic lill(' ill the fitting procedure. Also a t t his low ellE'rg;' 
tran!:.;fcr. t lien' could be pos~ibl(' broadening dut' to magnetic dispersion. 
T he SO I( spectrulll alltl At is showII ill 1lI0re detai l ill fig 2.18. The I rall~itioll positiolls 
al'(' shown as according to t"bl~ 2.3. The overall le\'el scheme is bUlIcI,CcI togel hel' ill a verv 
s lnail encrgy ran ge. ,,-ilh slllalltrallsit ion cllt'l'gics between lewls . The final 1('\'('1 sr\wnH' is 
~ho\\"1I in fig 2.19. The most inl"C'lls(' tra llsitiolls (f ll =I rm) arC' showlJ for C'1IC'rK," gaill alld 
los~. The tomparis()1\ with thl' forllH'T ll""t'l ~dlpmp is shown. which highligllt:' th(' diffC'r<'llt 
('lIergy sca le of the crystal field split!ill::; from the pre \-ioLls est imat(·. 
Exp e rime n ts on t h e s p ectrornctcl' I N12 (ILL) 
To I'('solve ti,e first CEF ('xcilalioll al al'Ollll(\ 0.3 11ICV additionill'llPasluT'lIl<'lIts 011 I'l,e ('old 
lll'utrOll t hree-axis spcC'trOll10ICr IN 12 at the ILL with a diluted Tnlo.1 LUIl.o G":J sl\lIlple ,,'cn' 
performcd. The experimental ontlin<' of IN 12 is showll in fig 2.20. 
1\\('asnrClllclIts all [:\12 on thc di luted Tm sample TlIlol luooGa,!. prO\'ides us wit h 
tilc' sillgle iOll properties of TIll. Dilution r('du('es magucti<' \nteraC'tioll find reduce'S line 
broadening due to possible disp(' rsion ill the CEF \e\-cls that cOllld 1)(' p\'idmt in the 1i\6 
spcC' t ra. Heat capacity 1IlCaSnrcmellts shown iu fig 2.21 indiC'at<- 110 luaglleti<' or qlladrnpole 
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Figure 2.19: Level scheme proposed by Marin et al. [10J (left). New level scheme (right), 
note that the ground state (f 2) has been shifted down to -0.3 meV so to be clearly seen 
from the f] wh ich is only 0.09 meV away. Solid arrows represent energy gain t ransfer, dash 
clot arrows energy loss. Only the most intense transit ions have been shown far r n i' r m ' 
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F igme 2.20: ExpcrilllPnlal selllp of IN I2 a t the ILL P l), 
orciN dowll to 1.7 K in TIlIO.l Lllo.aCaa· A cii fI('rcllcc b(' tw('(,1I TIllO.lLllo.\JG a" a ltd LItG"3 at 
T < to [( is sc,'n due to a Schottky allomaly cmerging frollJ the CEF exci la t io lls. 
Th(' SP<'C ITlInl at 2 K is showll ill fig 2.22 as a semi- log plot with Cl fit of llirN' gall~siall 
profile". The transitiow' at E ~ ±0.3 IlIcV "alll", dcarl,' rcsolwd ""dlhc.'· arc \\"eJl S('Pilralet! 
frolll 111<' daslic peak. The illsc'r! of fi~ 2.22 s hows the full 5petlnll11 al 2 \\. The transilioll 
Ht 2.:j lllC'V is also S('('JI hut ~('C'lIlS to b(' a~ hroad as in the ('as{' of t la"' t llllt' of flight (TOF) 
(\al H. Additionally. Iyllich is 11 01 Sf'ell ill a ll 0 1 1I('r data 011 L\~ alld \:'-iG. is a SII 1HII peak at \ 
llH'V. Oa la la ken Oil IN1 2 at 10 I( al so slloll"(,(\ 111(' sa lll(' [('atm"s as thal of 2 1\. illcilldillg 
Ihe peak at llueV. Wc propOSl' Ih a t IlIis ('xtr" fea ture COllles [rOll I a spli lti ll!', of Ihc 1-~2) 
third exc ited state. whidl may be (",,"sed by SOIlI(' s ligh t distorl"ioll frolll clIbic SY ltllllCI r.,·. 
This ~ Ii g,hl deviation Itla~· Hri~(' rrom th(' ~\l b:-;t itU1ion of LII 011 1I10~t of tli(' Till s il(\:-; and the 
difl"ercnee ill atomic radii. S\I,·h a s plill ing conld also describe SO IlIC' of thc fealllres of the 
2.5 ll1eV 1 ransition which is vCrI' broad. This could aris(' from lhp Ill'\\" dcgellerate I('veb 
c;Ulsed by I he s pli tti ng of tIre r~2) I riplct 10 higher ('xcited "tates. 13,' OI)sCIyillg the r<'lal in' 
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Figure 2.21: Heat capacity for Tmo.lLuo.gGa3 (closed squares) and LuGa3 (open circles) . 
Insert : difference between the heat capacity of TmO.lLuo.9Ga3 to that of LuGa3 . 
intensit ies and also positions, we find slight deviations in x and W from the pure TmGa3 
case, wllich can be expected. The best fi t values are obtained for x = -0.44 , W = -0.17 K, 
whjch give the same level scheme as before, but with a slight ly modified energy scale. 
2.6 Testing the CEP parameters with specific heat, suscep-
tihility and magnetisation 
To test the derived CEF level scheme heat capacity measurements on TmGa3 were carried 
ou t and compared with the heat capacity of the non magnetic isotropic compound LuGa3 
(see fig 2.23 for the superconduct ing transition at Tc = 2.45 ± 0.02 K in slight disagreement 
with reported literature values of Tc = 2.3 ± 0.1 K [58]) . The heat capaci ty of LuGa3 can 
be taken as an adequate representation for the phonon cont ribut ion to the heat capacity 
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Figure 2.22: Sellli-log plot of the lN12 dnta for Tmo.JLuo.gGa3 at 2 K. Open black circles 
are the data points. solid line represents the fit: as described in tlIe lext . Ill sert: fllll 11\12 
spectrulll frolll -0.6 ll1cY to 3.5 llleY. 
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Figure 2.23 : Supcrcollducting tralls itioll of LuGa" at 2.45 ± 0.02 K. Open circles represclli 
tlIe da la. 
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(lattice reference) . The maximum of the Schot tky anomaly in TmGa3 is very near to the 
ordering temperature, and thus is not clearly defined. Using the results of the neut ron 
spectroscopy we calculated the resul ting Schottky specific heat from the CEF energy levels. 
Experimentally, we performed heat capacity measurements on T mGa3 and LuGa3 from 
2 K - 250 K. By scaling and matching at high temperature (scaling factor 0.97) and then 
subtract ing the isost ructura l LuGa3 gives the magnetic cont ribut ion containing the Schottky 
anomaly and the first order transitions. Fig 2.24 shows Gp against T in the range of 6 K 
to 40 K, therefore being just above the AFQ and AFM t ransitions , meaning that the initial 
slope of the anomaly is smeared out by the oncoming t ransit ions at 4.3 K. Although the 
T 2 dependance of the Schottky anomaly is not clearly defined , the peak is seen at 11 K. 
Our calculations also show the peak clearly defi ned at 11 K and the corresponding decay 
after the peak . In addition, the anomaly as calculated using the resu lts of Morin a.1 so give 
a peak at around 10 K, but also an addit ional contribution centered at 32 K which is not 
confirmed by our data. 
Calculation of the temperature dependant susceptibili ty is also a method of determini ng 
or testing the crystal field parameters. Fig 2.25 shows a semi-log p.1ot of the inverse sus-
cept ibility in the range of 2 K to 200 K. The suscept ibility calcu.1ated from the crystal fi eld 
parameters as obtained by inelastic neutron spectroscopy agree well with the experimental 
data above the t ransition temperatures . T he difference with the results using the previous 
values of x and W from Morin et at. [7] further confirm the agreement with experiments 
using the new values obtained by our neutron scattering study. 
The magnetisation in the various crystaHographic di rections was also calculated in the 
paramagnetic phase to check for consistencies in the proposed CEF model. We checked the 
calculations against results obtained by Morin et at. [7] for the [DOl] and [llO] directions. 
These are shown in fi g 2.26 and 2.27. The calculation of the specific heat and suscept ibility 
was done using the mean field Monte Carlo program implemented in McP hase [57]. 
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Figme 2,24: Schottkv anomaly in the specific l10at after su bt raction of t ilc isoslructual 
LuG a:r, Open circles represC'nt t ile data, Solid black line the calcu lal ion usi ng t ile n('w 
<Tystal field parameters, Dasiled lilt(, calculat ion with the paralll('tl'rs of ~Iorin (' I ai. [7[. 
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Figu re 2.25: Semi-log plot of I ile tem perature dependence of the ill\'ersc suscppt iiJilit.,· of 
TnIGH;}. Opcn circks reprcS('nt lile data. Solid black line the calculation nsing I hp n('\\' 
cr~'s tal field paramet('rs. Dashed line calculation ",ith tll(' paralll('ters of ~ I orin et ai. [71· 
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Figure 2.26: Magnetisation at 10 K fot- TmGa3 along [001]. Data taken from lVIorin et al. 
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Figure 2.27: lVIagnetisation at 10 K for TmGa3 along [110] . Data taken from lVIorin et at. 
[7]. 
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2.7 Discussion and further work 
\\.C' 11<\\'(' obtained a 1\0\\- set of ('rystal field paramcters fl'OI11 incla~ti(' 1l('ntroIl scat tcrillg 
which ar(' ill stark cOlltrast to t hosp givell by l\lorin auci used as it bl1sis for the int'crpoiat-iQII 
of t he A FQ order pa ramrtcr ill T lil G'I :] . \ \ ·ltell the ncw CEF p"n\lIlNers >IrC uscd to 
("H\culat(' thennodynrunic propcrtics tltcy agr<'c "'ell when comparcd to cxpcrilllC'ntal data. 
\\ ·e hayc shown that the prcvious stud,' b,' ~[orill et al. "'hich gm'c .c = ·0.02 alld IV = 
1.03 I< do{'s Hot agree with our IlC'W \'alnes alld illciE'C'ci whell compared to ('xIJC'rill1E'lltaJ 
data. is in stmk disHgreclilcnt. As thc 13 (1),stal fidd Icvels ill TIIIO"" IIrc n'r.,· cios(' to 
('ach other and bunched to all 01l('rgy ntngc E < 3 m('V. there ex ist no rxcitatiolls abo\'e-1 
III('V . To resolve such a k"el ScilClll(, by llClltroll scattf'ring is difficlllt. To trust tltat wc h",'c 
tlw correct pararuet.('r set. wc have pcrfOrlllCc! a llumber of furtlt"r tests . First tcsti llg t lte 
assulJlption of ~ lurasik ct ul. [54] [or the CEP parameters of ErGa:!. by Ern 1I1CaSllrClllcllt 
ou uoped Er samples . Wc haw confirll\cd that for Er3+ in LuGa.] t.he ground ,tate is a [' , 
dOllblet and the lC"el schelllc by ~lnrasik appear,; to be correct. \\" l\;\\"(" thl'n scaled these 
Hllut.'s to proyide all approxilllHlioll of where' in the panunetf'1' space' till' C'OITC'('t nllllC's of 
.1' H 11d l F for T mGa:~ ('ollld hp. As 11('11 troll 5p('('1 roscop!' is the hC-::;1 mea Il~ to dpt ('rmine 
Sltch paraJllclCI'S. wC' han' filled 11\1111('1'0115 l-=pf'ctra alJd reach('d .r . l\ ' parall1f'lt'rs that hest 
fit all spcctra. ThC's(' YH11t('s W('I"(' takclI 10 cakulatc:' thermodYllHlllk propf'rti{'s. such H;; 
the Srhottkv allomal.,· ill Ihc specific heat alld the tE'll1pcr>lturc dep('lldallt 'llst·cptiiJilit.v 
as welt as tile' lll(lg!lctbatioll in 5('v(,1'(\1 ('J',vstallographir ciil'C'ctioIlS. The agl'C't'IIH'lIt with 
tll(' ntlues obtained by illC[,lSt ic ll('utron sp('("\roscop.v and the' the'nnod.vllallri(" prope'rties 
f'ItHbl(' I1S to conclude that \\'C' han' ohtaim'd the COITcd paranl('tC'r set. 011(' lIIa,\' Sp(-'('1I1ate 
wileth<'f other mmpOlUlds ~ho\\"il1g Hll AFQ tral1sition like' TlllCd and TlllZI1. also haw 
a differcnt k"'el schellle to the OI1('S proposed ill the litcratllr(, [:371· as iud('('d the 1(,\"(,1 
schellle:' for TmGa.] was propos('d to bc tll(' Sat11(' as that of TmCd and T",Zll. Th('rcfore . 
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there is a possibility that due to the limited spectra collected for TmCd and TmZn the 
resu lts given are not correct. Based on these results, order parameters were calculated and 
fitted to experimental behaviour [591 . Although the transition at low temperature gi ves the 
indication that they are due to antiferroquadrupolar ruld antiferromagnetic ordering. The 
role of the ordering in TmGa3 is given by a t ransition induced mixing of CEF levels, due 
to the small energy range of the whole CEF level scheme. The results that I presented here 
can then be used for further measurements in the ordered phase to understand the complex 
ruld interesting competition between orbital and magnetic ordering in t his compound and 
also other compounds such as TmCd and TmZn which could be revisited. Due to the fact 
that all CEF are bunched together into an energy interval E ~ 3 me V, we could not resolve 
any effect which points to quadrupolar splitting of the CEF levels. 
Chapter 3 
One dimensional S 1/2 
frustrated antiferromagnetic 
quantum chain compounds 
3.1 Introduction to low dimensional magnetism 
One dimcnsional magnetislIl originated in 1925. when Ernst Ising first in\'esligated a onc 
dinl(' lIsioual lIlodel of magnetislll [60], He stlldied a model \\'hich is 1I0\\' kllo\\,1I ," th0 
IllOciel of a OIIE'-dimC'llsionai I~illg: ('iwin. 1-1 (' a~!:'ulll('d fcrrolnagllf?ti(' Ilcar('st Ileig:IIi>Ollr iIIl('r-
actions hC'lwC'C'tl magnetic 1Il01ll('llts whi('h call ('it her point lip or down alld had to cOIl(."iude. 
~Oll\('\Yhi\t disappointedly. tha\ lung rnllg<' order <lj~app('an'cl at an~' iillitC' pO~ili\"(' lC'IIlPCI'-
al\l)'('. I II 193] a major ~I('p ill tile theoretical understallding of a ('hailJ s,\'st(,1Il ('Fun!' frolll 
13(,the [611. which is now kilo\\, as t!Jp l3et h(' Hllsatz . T he Bl'lhe all'>I \ Z provides a lI1<'thod 
to obtai n the exact qua !ltlllll 1I1c'C'iIallicai grOUlld state of the HlltifC'I'J'OIllHgllC'tiC' H('i ~(, lI bC'l'g 
IIlod,,!. which was proposed hy HeisclIlwrg [62] in 1928. T he interest in this fie-Id W(lS rather 
t hat there was i'ln C'xact r-;oiutioll of tit(' c:igcllfulll'tions alld (>1l('rgiC's of t h(' model. ri1t1lf'r 
than any nm'e! beba\'iour Iwing foulld. IlIdCC'd, the model \\'as first foulld to 1)(' 11101'(' us(,ful 
as a stC'ppillg stone to lIIor(' difficult 3D IIl0dels . rather thall any illt('I'('st in itsclf. TOda,'. 
to llIagnet ism is onc of the IIlost R('tiv(' areas ill research. both in theory and cxprril11<.'llt. 
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Figure 3.1: Different magnetic models in ID and for S = 1/ 2. a is the Ising model and b 
i t he planar xy model. c and d are the ant iferromagnetic and ferromagnetic Heisenberg 
nlOdels respectively. Taken from [12). 
Experimentally, it was not unt il the mid of the 1960's that any interest in the fie ld of 
ID magnetism was init iated , mainly due to the invention of novel synthesis methods or the 
discovery of natural compounds which show ID characteristics. For a review of the early ex-
perimental work see e.g. 1. J. De Longh and A. R. Miedema [12). A magnet with restricted 
dimensions can be realized in bulk , if the exchange interactions which leads to magnetic 
coupling are much stronger in 1 or 2 patial dimensions. Therefore, the experim ntal real-
ization of bulk materials with ID magnetic characteristics means that t heir properties can 
be probed and compared to theoretical results. 
The generaJ Hami ltonian assuming nearest neighbour exchange between spins Si. and Sj 
is 
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H = - ? '\' I (as< S ' + o(S'S" + S!I 5'")) 
.. L ' I J I J I J I J (3.1.1 ) 
T he s1..11nmatioll in this case is taken onl,v over nearest neighbour SpillS, Jij represents 
the llearc~t neighbour exchange constant. Obtaining difFerent models of magnetism is given 
by changing the vFl]ues of (I. alld b. For the' isotropic .Hciscnhf'rg 1I1odf'1. we would set a = b 
= 1. T IlE' Ising model results when a = 1 and b = O. Another li miting case is when a = 
o and 0 = 1. this provides the XY model. or planar Heisenberg IllodeL These models give 
certain degrees of freedom to the spins. and where they can point spatiall,v. in the classical 
sensf' . For exalllp!e. Heiscllbcrg spins can point <111y \\-her(' in 3 dilllensional space and the 
exchange' energy depends onl,y on the angle they E'IJclosc \vitll respect to each other. For 
Isillg spills. the,v arc restricted to either pointing up or down. For XY or planar spins they 
are confined to lie in the .zv plane. Figure 3.1 s!ro\\·s the Ileal C<lpacitr as a fUllct ion of 
rcdnced temperature for the three different models in one c1inwnsion and with spin 1/ 2. 
As \vell as th(' magnetic dilllensionalit,v. on(;' may also choose the latticE' dimclls ionality. 
[n n-'al mat(:rials. w(' may say that the magnet iC' int0ract ioll. if linliteci to within a cluster. 
rcpreS(-' llts d = O. for exchange pr0ferentially alollg 011(' latticr C\ircctioll. cl = 1. and with ill 
a planE' d = 2. It is show1l t hat the dimensioll of the magnetic' lattice has a profollud ('Heet 
011 1"\wrJllod,vllalllic quantities of Hll spin modrls. The iuteres t in this, is the clear brcakdO\"1\ 
of mcaIl fidd thcory. which can not, predict 1"11<' belia\'ior of 10\" di !llcllsio ll.al S.V!'5t(,lll ~ . A 
(' ]('ar illdi(,Ht"ioll of t his is sccn ill. fig 3.2. Here t \1(' H{"iseIlbcrg model for spill 1/ 2 i~ shm"!l 
for difIcrent lattice dimensions and the expectation within 1O('an fie ld theory. 
The breakdown of the mean field model. means that st udying the correlations between 
a spill and its neighbollr mllst be takc-'ll into acc.:Oll!lt. Fislier [G3] considercd t"ilC' statir pair 
correlation fUl1c t ion r r(T) 
3 M.F. 
HEI5ENBERG 
d= 1.2.3 
5=1/2 
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Figure 3.2: La ttice dimensionality efl'ects on t he heat capacity of the Hcisenberg model. For 
d = 1, 2, 3 and the mean fi eld (M F) approximation. Taken from [12J. 
(3.1.2) 
The denominator of eqn 3.1. 2 is a normalization factor. From this expression thermo-
dynamic quantities can be related to r ,. for a general magnetic model. The temperature 
dependance of the magnetic energy of a system with nearest neighbour interact ions can be 
expressed as 
(3.1.3) 
No is the number of pins, z is the number of nea rest neighbours and J is the exchange 
con tllllt. The heat capaci ty is then given by tbe derivative of Um \Vi t ll re peet to tem-
p rature. The magnetic susceptibility accord ing to the Auctuation theorem of statistical 
mechanic i given in terms of the correlation function by 
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\ = ~ (l + I: [.-(T)) 
,-;"0 
(3_1.-1) 
wherE' C is the Curie COllstall t . For a paramagnetic sy'stClIJ , [ I" s -+ O. giving just the 
faltlOUS Curic's la\\" , For an HIltifc'rrolllagn('t. the sign of the' sUllIllmtioll A.l t cr ll at('~. it was 
gi,-t'll I)\" Fish~r that equatioll 3_1.4 call be n'pr~sellted by 
C 
\ '" T (I- IU",(T)I) (3 _1.5) 
Fignre 3_3 shows the effcct of equatioll 3_1.2_ 3_1.3 and 3_1.5 as a function of rcduted 
temperature_ In F ig :3_3<1_ t ll(' ('orrelation fnllction is plotted as a fun(,tion of redn('cd 
t('lllperaturc . the solid lines represC' lI t r alld r \.r 00 is all iufi ltite range (,OITtlation which 
(,OlT(,SPOIlCb to long rallg(' orci f'J'. Thc' dot ted line' represent a.n intrrJ!l eciiatr VH luf' of l' which 
is inlcrlllPdiate between lhe two sol id lil!e's, [n fig 3 ,3b t lIP dashed li ne represents the ~ IF 
l'('Slilt. in which [ "" ~ }\ I; ~ U"" Tht, solid line is for U m '" -ifll, Fig 3_ :3(' sho\\-s the 
telllpCl'Ht lll'(, dcpendancc of I he ht'al ('apacit~-, the l\fF result is show I! as t ht, broken line, 
Fig :3.:3d shows tlw antif('rrOlIIf-'tgn('t if Sll~(·(·I)tihilit~·. 
The' importallt diffcl'C'lItl, het \\'('('11 t 11(' 111('(111 R('Id approximatioll and t h{' pair ('ort'f'IH-
t iOIl fllll('t ion approach i~ that t hc' forlllC'r doe's not accollnt for ~hort rangc' ('olTC'latiolls, 
wilic\t s!tO\\'S lip e,g. 1Il t \t(' \trat ('upa('it ,\' 1)('[orC' tile transitioIl to long rHlIg<' order takes 
]lla('t' (s('e fi g 3,3(' )_ So that ill ]'('clll('('(1 tiilllt'llSional it.'- systellls, t i t<' erreel of shorl rallgp 
ill l (,HWliolls which act to n.'llIOvc' HIl ('ss('nt ial fract ioll of tilE' 0I1t1"<.)P.\ ·' i-\r<' 1110l"r ... 1Ilc! 111()1"(' 
importaut. All the magnctic 11Iodc1s ill OIlC di lllellsion n(,vpr have IOIlg; rang(, orci('1" at a 
1l01l-z('ro t<' lllpf'ratnl'(' . (s('(' c'.g:. i\1C'l'Il1ill Hlld \raglJ(,!' [6<4 1) alld the (,lItl"{)P~' is tlll'lI \'( ' lIl()\'C'd 
h,\' short raIlge ordcr by Cl lIlaxi 11111111 i 11 t h(' :;pE'cific hec:1t Or SllS('('pt i hi lit ,\', 111 all r( 'al Oll(' 
dilllellsional lnaterials_ howe\'('L long range (3D) order arises clue to illt, 1t'/WIII collplillg_ 
So that in real ity, a material will sho\\' Cl broad sllOrt rangp m<1xinl11l11 ill the' S\ls('C'p1ihillty 
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Figure 3.3: (aJ Correlation function accord ing to eqn 3.1.2. (b) magnetic energy from 
eqn 3.1.3: broken curve represents f ao> solid curve: Um = -\rl \' (c) specific heat: broken 
curve is the mean field result. (d) susceptihility according to eqn 3.1.5. Taken from [12], 
after Fisher [13J. 
and heat capacity at some temperature which is greater than the 3D ordering temperature. 
The rest of this chapter will be concerned with the discussion of one dimensional spin 1/ 2 
Heisenberg magnets . 
The interest in one dimensional magnetism developed into a field of its own , generally 
due to the possibility of the exact solution of the Hamiltonian in 3.1.1 and also because 
of the rich variety of ground and excited states of quantum models . Due to compounds 
that have magnetic ions with a low Spill i.e. Cu2+ , 3d9 , S = 1/ 2, the interplay between 
quantum fluctuations and thermal fluctuations becomes more important. Theoretically, the 
field is very broad even when restricted to the one dimensional Heisenberg model. The exact 
solution provided by the Bethe ansatz, and the rapid development in Quantwu Monte Carlo 
(QMC) simulations enable interesting Hamiltonians to be studied which will be explained 
more fully in the llext sections. 
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3.1.1 Examples of Jow dimensional compounds 
The first compound lo be 0XP('rilll('llt ally Y('rified to be:' a IQ,," dilllC'llsionai Ulagllet was 
CuCI2 2NC5 HS (CP C) 1(5) which long ran g~ orders at 1.13 K. with H broad short rang~ 
nlHximull1 in tll<' susceptibili ly al 17.5 K. (C Ho) IN~ [nCI3 (T~glC) [G6) IVHS onc of Ihe lirst 
lD compollnds to be inyc'stigatcci by 1I('utroll !::jc<1ttC'rillg. Tod a,v t/tl'r<: exists all illl'}'C'(-lsillg 
l1nmbpr of verified one dimellsional cha.in systellls. To find Hell" 01lC' dimellsional S,V:-;tClllS. 
first onc has to search for cOlllpounds with ,·cry allisotropic chemintl hondinp; properties . 
[n a second step. testing tl](' lllaglwl ie susceptihility and the magnet it" ("olllribnl ion to lh{' 
Iwat ('apr1(.'jt~·. If both qualllitic~ ~how t~'pical [eatures and long range ordering appNtl'f-' 
Ht significant ly lower temperatnres. olle lll a~' \1<1\"(' a good realizatio11 of a one dimcnsional 
lllagll(,\ it' system . III a further ~tcp. detailed (,Olnparisiolls wi t h t Ilco!'('ti('al preciications 
H\'(' 11('('{'ssary to revea l the spr-cial cltaract('1' of the lllagnetisltJ. l\ Lagfwf ic \o!lg range' order 
is priIlHuii:' duE' to interthaiu illt(' rHctiolls. i.p. interactions to other lleighbollring ('haill ~. 
Sc!m!z {67J. lIsing a 1Il('atl field approx illlatioll provided a l'e\atio11 bet\\'l'rll intc'r- (.J.l- ) alld 
intrH- (J ) ('hain interartiolls gin'lI as 
1./ T.\" I = -:-:-~~ lA JA . .I / Ts (3.1.6) 
wht're' A = 0.32 and 1\ = :j.~ ;]}'(' 1l111l!cricaJ l'O]J::-tflntf'. U~illg 11Ii=-- I'('iatioll. frolll tile 
(\)I/' j 1(llTollHlgneLic ordt'rillg (Ts ) ;'111( \ t 11(' eXc\IHllgc integral (J) onc ('<-\11 obt ai 11 HII ('st illlat iOll 
of till' illtel"chailJ interact·iollS . .}l. ' 
At low telu peratu1"(,s. the grolllld slatC' of Cl OHC dimellsional spill chaill {'ompoHnd Ci-\11 
he' alltifC'ITolllagnE't ic or a Spill-PC'i{'rls grOl llH[ ~tate. Tbp untifelTOllmg:ll('fic stat0 is lllost 
common and comes from intc'J"cimill ('oup!ing. so [hat lIlost comjJoHllds ('xhibil long nlllg:c' 
ordt'J" at a finite temperature. Oll!f' compouuds ma:- also undergo a In-1 l1f'ition 10 a ~pil1-
PC'ierls 51 ate. ,,"lliclt is a consccluenc(' of Cl struC'tural dimerisatioll kadillg to a gap opening 
r------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -
1 
in the magnet ic excitation spectrum. The fi rst inorgaIlic material to exhibit this behaviour 
was CuGe03 [68). This material is driven to a spin-Peierls state at 14 IC. KCLlF3 is another 
good realization of a spin 1/ 2 Heisenberg antiferromagnet, although it has a relatively high 
transition to 3D order of TN = 39 1<. The exchange integral is quite large and of the order 
of 200 K [68). 
3 .1.2 C upra t e based magnetism and t he realization of frustra tion in one 
dimension 
Due to the discovery of high T e cuprate superconductors, where it i commonly thought 
that the cupmte 2-dimensional layers (CUO'I) CaITY the superconductivity, the int rest in 
low dimensional magnetism has rapidly grown in the last two decades. There are two basic 
I uilding blocks in cuprates. When the copper xide squares are corner sharing, which gives 
a Cu-O-Cu bond of "" 180°, such bonds give rise to very large exchange integrals of the order 
of 100 meV as found in undoped high temperature superconductors. A second case results 
when the copper oxide squaI'es aI'e edge sharing, this leads to a Cu-O-Cu bond enclosing an 
angle of ~ 90°. This gives rise to smaller exchange integrals and as discussed later, possible 
magnetic frustration. Examples of the different types of cuprate building blocks m'e shown 
in fig 3.4. Fig 3.4a shows the corner sharing cuprate, realized for example in the parent 
high-Te compowlCls such as in Sr2Cu03' Fig 3Ab shows the CuO topology whicl1 is the 
main part of t his thesis and is realized in edge sharing cuprates. Known examples of these 
are LiCuVO'I, LiCu202, CuGe03 and NaCu202. The third type, fi g 3.4c is a mixture of the 
edge and corner sharing cuprates which is realized in SrCuOz. This type of configuration 
is call d a zigzag chain. For reasons shown in t he next section , the next nearest neighbour 
coupling (1 0° bond) is around 10 times larger than the diagonal Cu-O-Cu bond enclosing 
an angle of 90°. 
If we take this view a step further and apply the orbital configurations, i.e. the oxygen 
• Cu 
00 
c) 
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Figure J .4: The t \\"o fUll cl<l lnClltal (, Ilpra le b ll ildi ng b locks. a) Corll er s hari llg (· llpr,\ le. b) 
Ed~(' sh(tring (' upratc. <:) A l\1\xtn\"(' \w tW('t'll eorll C'l' Hnd edge sharillg cllJ)ral"('s ~ so (,H llr rl . 
;dg7.Hg cliaill . 
2p allcl the copper 3d orbitals. \\"c SCC' ho\\" th(' dif!,'relll fundalllC'ntal cllprates c1ifr('r ill th(' 
lllap;llitllcic and sign of till' ('xC'hangr illtegrals and how this gin'~ ri~(' to frustration. I f 
WP lakf' 'hp rasp of thc' PHr<'1I1 high T t' !"lIp{'n'()lldu('tor~ . wlii('h is r<' pr(,~(, IItC'd in fig 3.3a. 
WC' S(,C' that tilC' larg(' dominant J1('a IT'~t nC'i ~hholtr ('xchallge illlegrals ('(111 1)(' lll1dprstood 
b:-" a large orhi t-al o'"crlap IH'1 \\"('('11 1 Ii(' CIl :3d and the 0 2p Ki'"ittg ri~l to large ex(,hangc' 
2100 ± 200 K [69J. TIH' case of edge shar ing {'llPnl tpf.! as show! l i ll fig :3.5b. I'f' )Jn 'sC'll t s a 
1l10r(, to ll lp licat('d situatioll . A sp('cia l sit llal iOn ar isE's c1uc to t he nHt\\l"(' of t ll(' o"crlap of 
t \'" d an<l p orbitals. On(' to 11", (lOo Cn-O-Cn bond angle the 'Il 3d hybridizC'" \\"ith Ihc 
1I{'arf'st 02p. H owE'YC'r. Illllik(' ill Ill(' CHS{' of thc' COrner ~harillg CllpnHP. the' 0 2" orbital is 
thf'1l ortilogollal to tbe' l1ext CIl 3d orbital. meauing that the (,xdmug(' int<'l'<.\('tioH betw('("n 
,"'m'esi neighbours is weak. Dllc to Ih('s(' structural rCHsons and d<'gcn(·raci('s. t h(' n('xl 0 
2" orbital h.,·bridiz('s lI"it h t l10 th ird Cll 3d orbital as sholl"n in fi g 3.5b. III terllls of I he 
x 
• Cu 
00 
Cu 3d 
X,2 _ y ,2 
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a) 
Figure 3.5: Orbital configurations in cllprates. a) Corner sharing Clip rates have 1800 Cu-
O-Cll pathway. b) Edge sharing cuprates have a 900 CU-O-Cll pathway. 
orbital configurations the nearest neighbour Cu-O-Cu interaction is either ferromagnetic 
or antiferrornagnetic and is much smaller than the more dominant antiferrornagnetic Cu-
O-O-Cu superexchange pathway to next nearest neighbours. Regardless of the nearest 
neighbour sign (i.e. ferromagnetic or antiferr0111agnetic) we then have a scenario of magnetic 
frustration. The next section will give an introduction to frustration in different lattices. 
3 .1.3 Frustration in low dimensional magnets 
Frustration in magnetism arises when a magnetic system cannot satisfy all interactions 
simultaneously. The most common type of frustration is geometrical frustration as in tri-
anglllar or Kagome 2D latt ices, or with a pyrochlore lattice in 3D. These types of config-
urations are shown in fig 3.6b,c. For a review of geometrical frustration see e.g. Ramirez 
[14]. Therefore, in edge sharing one dimensional compounds, when the Cll-O-Cll bond is 
90 degrees one may find a playgrowld of model systems for frustrated low dimensional spin 
1/ 2 quantwll antiferromagnets and novel quantum behaviour such as frustration which is 
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intirnatei y related to quantulll criticality. 
Theoreti('all.,·. t he frustrated Hamiltonian 3.1.7 was first s tudied bv ~la.inl1ldar and 
Ghosh [70. 71] in which they considered a Hamiltonian of a chain wi t h IV spin 1/ 2 par-
ticles. 
N N 
H = ) L SiSi+l + ) et L Si S i+2 (3.1.7) 
They considered the effect of the parameter 0 (the frustration parameter. given as ·hl )· 
where oh = 0 ) is t1w next nearest neighbour coupling) [or <I cases . t hey found: 1) ) < O. 
Q' > O. so that all interactions are fClTOluagJ1ct ic. with Cl ~tablc groulld state. 2) J > O. 
Lt < O. nearest lleighbour interaction is ant iferrornagnetic. while next nearest interaction 
is fcrrollwgnctic. again a stable ground statf' . An interesting quest ion came in the ll("xt 
case. 3) ) < O. et < O. so that t he nearest neighbour interaction is ferromagnetic. \\'i th 
the next nearest ne ighbour interaction be ing antifE'ITOlTlagnct ic. This COll figurat ion Cfluses 
an unstable ground statr. The fonr t h case . 4) ) > O. et > O. t he alignmrnt of I'Iw next 
nearCf't uE' ighbour is opposing that of the nearest llcighbour. this givc~ thc grOHlld st-ate 
'·0 lx' UjfJ"crl'Ilt to that of the classical anHJoguc by sym Jlletry. BU J"f;ill [15J cOlll"i11lwd llsil1g 
D('nsit.v-~ lat r ix Rrllormalizat ioll Group theory (Dil IRG) \\-itl! the fOllowing Hall1iltolli an 
(3 .1.8) 
This Haruiitoniall was stud ied for t he range of 0. = J2/Jl = sin w/ cosw = ta llW. Fig 3.7 
shows the T = 0 phase diagram for classical spin systems and the quantum analogue'. In 
da~s ic<'li lllngnds competing interactions with strong frustrat ion often rE-su it ill hc1 illlag-
IIctic g round states with inColllll10Hsuratc long range order. III tlH' qll flll t lllll ('''lS ( ' . st rong 
frustration can suppress long range order and create gapped spin liqllid ph asf's and other 
states with local s pin correla.tions. 
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Figure 3.6: Types of geometrical frustration. a) One dimensional chain, nearest neighbour 
i ferromagnetic, while the next nearest neighbol\l' is antiferromagnetic and stronger. b) 
Two dimensional triangle, all interactions are equal and antiferromagnetic. c) 3D case for 
an antiferromagnetic coupled tetrahedra as e.g. in the pyrocWore lattice [14] . 
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for I he Hall1iltollian ill 3.1.8. left: Cla,~ i(',,1 (·ase. righl: 
The cl~lssical case gives three· clis! illct phases. a ferrOll1aglletic grcJlllld slnte. C1lltifcl'-
rOlllHgnf'tic ground state, and also heli(,al ordC'r for a frustrated regioll of t 11(\ ('XChHllgC' 
pararuC'ter:-. rn the qll ft lltlllll ('[(~('. 111(' Hllti ff'lTomagnetic rcg-illlC' i~ ~ lIppr('~s('d. so it- {'x-
11,,' ~lil.illllldar-Ghosh (~IG ) HilllIillOlIiall (70. 71 ] in Idlich then' arC' dinlcrised singlcls '" 
11 H" gro llnd SltHe. with all (,1I('q4~' f!,ap 10 C'xcitcd states . The' [rllst rat('d n~gilll{' i ~ giH'1\ h.\' 
t his J>llH~'j(' diagra ll l. A cross {)\Tl' poillt Ol'{'Hr:; whell the gappcd spill iiqllid pl\(\:-\(' clianges 
illto Cl gapped ~ rG ciilllC'r t)·pc' ground statc. Th(' questioll arises to \\"hidl (,X{<'lIt qlli:lll(Ulll 
HlIC'! Ilatiolls (\1"(' pr('sent arolllld I hi s ar('a. This area of tlw pha~e diagnl1u has 110 c\a!"sicai 
analog. 
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3.1.4 Examples of low dimensional H eisenberg S = 1/ 2 qua ntum chain 
syst e ms with a weaker nearest and stronger next nearest neighbour 
interaction 
Gibson and collaborators first showed that LiCuV04 represents a one dimensional system 
with competing nearest and next nearest neighbour interactions. An incommensurate anti-
ferromagnetic ground state was found by single crystal neutron diffraction [72) and it was 
first propo ed that a scenario of competing nearest and next nearest neighbour interactions 
giving rise to magnetic frustra tion could be valid in this compound. Subsequent inelas-
tic neutron scattering [21) found that the nearest neighbour exchange is ) 1 = -15K, and 
the next nearest neighbour exchange is h = 40 K, thus confirming unquestionably this 
scenario of fntstration. This will be discussed in more detail in chapter 5. A simi lar sce-
nario was proposed to hold for LiCU20 2[73) and lIlOre recently for NaCu202[74). Chapter 
6 will summarize the main fi ndings of the currently available one dimen ional frustrated 
chain compounds. The next chapter is the investigation of two new low dimensional com-
pounds which are magnetically frustrated due to a weaker nearest and st ronger next nearest 
neighbour interaction. 
Chapter 4 
Investigation of CUCl2 and CuBr2: 
Possible systems with a frustrated 
S 1/2 Heisenberg chain 
Historicall.,·. CuCl~ and C nI3r2 belong to COIOPOUIlc!S that han' bN'1I '1I1111.,·,r<l ill trnns 
1)[ OIl(' <lilllcllsiollal chains ( SI'<' c.g. L. .J. D,' LOllgh alld A. 11. :llicdclIIl1 [12] a lld rrkr-
('II("('S thereill) as early as 1962. Thl' fi rst slIs('eptibili\,' llleaSUn'III('lIts [7S. 7G] !,crforll"'" 
011 CuCI 2 "lid CIII3r2 sho\\"('d a transition al 23.9 [~ and 7JA 1< rt"I)('(·lin'l.y whirh illliil'll'll 
(\ lit i ft'ITollJaglletie i lJ trrac! ions da ~1I pCJ'C'xC'hallgc' t iIrongh th(" llalog011 at ()! H. A hove' the 
orderillg tTm pcratu l'c. Cl broad 1!l(-\xiIllUlJl is seen \v ltich is a gencra! charHct eristi(, or low 
dlllH'llsiollHl <llltiferromagllC'tic spill s,rstr llls. NQn (NlIc1car Quarirllpoic '1(,:-;0111111('(' ) [77J 
Oil CIlBr2 showcd a sudden donoas(' ill t hl' RI Br '\QIl signal at 7-1 1<. thc ("o!,prr r('SOllallc(' 
disHPPf'HJ'efl s1.larpl~; at ~2 K . HC'at {'flpatil ~' 11\eaS\'HT'lnentS ou Cn I3r2 ~howt\d a clear tran-
s it ion at 74 E. Prelimilla ry powder IlCntroll data was taken at 293 a nd 4.2 " on CuBr2' 
Th('s(~ ITn'alcd only onc possible \\'{'ak. not dearl," resolnx l. magnetic !"('Heel iOIl which was 
011 the sboulder of thc lo\\"("st angle IInclrRl" r('Ac("tioll [78J. 
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CuClz has received more attention due to the possible preparation of CuClz single 
crystals [79J. Heat capacity [80, 81J measurements on powders showed the Neel temperature 
at 23.9 K and a broad short range maximum around 40 K, although the absence of an 
adequate lattice reference made it difficult to estimate a more precise magnetic contribution 
to the heat capacity. A detailed analysis of the magnetic ground state and the character 
of the short range ordering process above the Neel temperature is missing so far. In this 
chapter, it will be shown that these compounds can be understood by a one dimensional 
Heisenberg model with competing interactions giving rise to magnetic frustration. As both 
compounds exhibit 3D order at a considerable Neel temperature they are possibly far from 
representing ideal low dimensional systems. 
4.1 Crystal structures of CuCb and CuBr2 
The binary divalent Cu halides crystallize in a layered structure with Cu2+ (3d9 configu-
ration , S = 1/ 2) in a Jahn-Teller distorted octahedral halogen atom environment . Each 
CUX6 (X = CI,Br) octahedron shares two X-X equatorial edges with adjacent octalledra. 
The apical halogen atoms are equatorial ligands for adjacent octahedra. As a result , the 
structures contain chains of Cu2+ ions extending along (010) coupled by superexchange via 
halogen bridges. 
The chemical structme can be described within the monoclinic space group C 2/m 
[82, 83J with the Cu2+ ion occupying Wyckoff position 2a ruld CI1- or Br1- occupying 
position 4i . Fig 4.1 shows the crystal structure of CuClz and CuBrz which clearly shows 
the chain structure extending along b. Table 4.1 shows the lattice parameters and monoclinic 
angle for both compounds as well as the Cu-X-Cu bond angle. 
a) 
c) • • 
• • 
_a 
I 
c 
--•• b 
A .- . 
• • • 
b) 
• Cu 
• 
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Fignrc -1.1: Crystal structnrc of a ) CnCll ancl b) Cnl3r2. larger atoms r<'pr('sc'nl lite italide. 
slllall grf'f' 1l atoms arc copper. (' ) ShO\\"R tile Cu.i'lt squares ('xtellding £lloIlg th~ tT~'stallo­
graphi(' b direction and the CII-X-CII bOlld Hngif' 
Table '1. 1: Lattice paranlCi'ers . lllonoclini( ' angle ancl Cn-X-Cu bond Hngle' for CnCll and 
Cn13r1 at room temperatnu'. 
Compound " (A) b (A ) c (A ) J (0) Cu-X-Cn Hnglp (0) 
CuCh 6.9038(9) 3.2995(4) 6 .824(1) 122.20( I ) 92.03 
CuI3r2 7.2096(5) 3.4712(2) 7.0-175(6) 119.61 (0) 93.6·1 
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4 .2 Specific heat measurements 
Specifi c heat measurements were performed on powder samples of CuCl2 and CuBr2 by the 
quasi adiabatic (Nernst) heat pulse method as described in the fi rst chapter. The powder 
samples were contained in Duran glass ampules under ~ 1 bar of He gas to provide thermal 
coupling. A minute amount of Apiezon N grease was used to attach the ampule to the 
sapphire platform, which has a stainless steel heater and a CERNOX CX 1050 thermometer 
(LakeShore) . The platform thermometer is read out by a LakeShore 370 resistance bridge. 
A single T rela-'Xation method (as described in chapter 1) is used by applying a heat pulse 
to the sample and measuring the relaxing temperature. Fi tt ing the relaxation to the single 
T model gives the temperature diffe rence brought abou t by the electrical heat pulse. T he 
heat capacity of the ampule, Apiezon and sample holder was subtracted after measurement. 
The temperature range was 2 - 250 IC 
4.2 .1 CuCh 
Fig 4.2 shows the heat capacity as a ftmction of temperature for powder samples of CuCl2 
(black open circles) and MgCl2 (open red circles) . lvlgCl2 is chosen as an ini t ial lat t ice 
reference which one can subt ract in order to obtain the magnetic contribut ion to the specific 
heat of CuCI2' At 23.9 K one can see a small hump in the heat capacity of CuClz due to 
long range ordering. lvlgCl2 is not perfectly sui ted to be used as a direct lat tice reference as 
subtraction leads to a much higher magnetic entropy than expected. Indeed, the structure 
of lvlgCl2 is different from that of CuCl2 due to the Jahn-Teller distortion which the copper 
halogen octallcdra undergo. Therefore, we can expect a somewhat altered phonon spectra 
for lVlgCl2. In add ition, the mass of lvlg is much smaller than that of Cu, so lVlgCl2 was 
not used as a lattice reference in which to obtain the magnetic contribution to the specific 
heat of CuCI2. As there are no available phonon spectra for CuC)z , we constructed a lat tice 
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F igure 4.2 : Specific heat of CuCI, (OpC'lI bb,ck ci rcles). Specific heal elf ~ l gC I ., (r('c1 opell 
cil·des) . The lIlagnetic COlllTibntioll to the specific heat for CuCI·, (OP(,II bllle cirdcs). 
Dilsl,ccl black line estimated laltic<' cOlltriblltioll for CuCI2 (c1etails ill I('xl ) . i1 "d solirllill(' 
i, a two.} model fit as described ill I he lext. 
refer(,lJce lIsilJg an e"(,lIeled Dd,\"(' lll('tho<1. Th(' black dashed lin(' ill fip; 1.2 shows a lallice 
est illlat ion based Oil all ('xtell<iC'ti Drb!'" IIlodel. TIlC' iatti('(' ('ont ri 1111 t ion was C'st illlat "d frolll 
(4.2.1 ) 
['or T ~ ISO K IlL(' ],,'St descri ptioll was fOllJl{1 lIsiug ,i , = 0.55 ' U.J/ lJ IO \l( I. ,i., = 1.7 
three atollls per formula lIuil. wc' ani"r al a Dehre tcmperature 0D (T = 0) "" 250 \( . 
The' lat ti(,e cOlltribllt ion show!" that t Ju:,rc' is st ill a magnct it ('OIlt l'ilntl iOIl to t he' heat 
capadt.,· of Cue!, (,,'('u lip to 1;;0 1<. The <'lltrop.' · of I he magllC'tic cOlltrib1l1 iOll 10 the 'p('cifie 
heat giycs RilJ2 as expected for C,,2- (S = 1/ 2). The blue OpClJ ein·les ill fi g 1.2 show thc 
",b(racted lattice eontributiolJ from CuC!,. The magnetic colltrihlltiolJ colltaillS t!w long 
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range ordering temperature which is shown as a A-type anomaly at 23.9 K and also the 
broad short range maximum which is shown in more detail in fig 4.3. 
The broad maximum indicates that this compound is a low dimensional system, with a 
large amount of entropy released via short range correlations above the Neel temperature. 
Using only a nearest neighbour interaction , J"" , on a one dimensional S = 1/2 chain , the 
heat capacity was calculated using t he ALPS libraries [84] according to 
(4.2.2) 
The best value of Jnn which fits the experimental data is an exchange parameter of J"" 
110 K (see fig 4.3 ). If we use t he relation from Johnston et al. [85] obtained for the 
Bethe ansatz calculation 
kaT,"ax = 0.48028487 J (4.2.3) 
Using the temperature Tmax J where the maxin1um in the magnetic heat capacity occurs, 
for CuClz T max ~ at 54 K (see fig 4.3). Equat ion 4.2.3 gives a uniform nearest neighbour 
exchange integral of Jnn = 112 K. Using the relation given by Schultz [86] for an estimation 
of the interchain coupl ing, J 1-
( 4.2.4) 
Via a crude nearest neighbour only model, a coupling ratio can be estimated as Rc = 
J1- / J,.,. = 1 x 10- 1 Comparing with TN / J"" = 0.3, both values are quite large for one 
dimensional systems, but are nevertheless comparable to t hat of KCuF3 (J"" '" 400 K) [87]. 
If the idea is taken fur ther it is possible to estimate the effect of a two J model , as shown 
in the previous chapter. In a lattice geometry such as CuClz we could expect nearest and 
next nearest neighbour exchrulge interaction. T he red solid line in fig 4.2 and fi g 4.3 shows 
5.0,---------,r-------,------, 
4.5 
Q' 4.0 
<J.) 3.5 E 3.0 
_ 2.5 
2- 2.0 
~1 . 5 
o 1.0 
0.5 
0.00 50 100 150 
T (K) 
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Figlll"L' 4.3: ~ I agnct. i (" spcc- in(" heat o[ CuC I~ (open circles) . Solid bla("k line is a lit to H S = 
1/ 2 with uniform nearest l10ighbour coupling on ly (1"" = 110 T< ). Solicl recl Iin(' is H two J 
lIIodel fit as descri bed in the l('xl (J I = 30 K. h = 120 K). 
the calculation for a t\\"o J lllOU<'l . The hes t agrcclllellt \\"ith t Lw suhtracted cOlltrilnrtioll i;; 
"htain('cI for .]1 = 30 [\ anu J1 = 1201\ . This re,ults in a sigmllmc of a nlagn('tic- frnstrat('cI 
S.\"S\ ('Ill \\"i t h competing exchallge i 111 (·grab. 
4.2 .2 C uB!"" 
Fig 01.4 shows the hrat capacity as a flllJ('\-iotl of t-ellJperat'lll'(' for Cid I':l. Tlu' 011S(' t of 
long range antifcrromagn("tic order is at 73.4 K which is ~howll as a A-type allolllal~' ill t ll(' 
sperific h('at. In a ::;imiiar llIatlll(,l' to CuCb tile' broad short rallgf' IllrL'i: illlllll l is S('(' 1l ill the' 
spC'('ifk hc'at aho\"e the t ransitioll Ht 73 .L I 1\. Ullrort11l1ately. as thl' tran:-iilioll lC'llIpC'ral1lrC' 
to 3D order is so high. the short range order maximum is approximatel.'· Ht 120 I\. AI 
such tempcrat m es it is difficult to ('stilllat!' the llIagnetic beat capacit)· dlt(' to tl10 difficult)· 
in the' lattic!' estimat ion at high l!'lnp!'ratures. However it is possible la fit th!' lIIagnetic 
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Figure 4.4: Specific heat of CuB r2' Insert: The long range order t ransition at 74 K showing 
a A type anomaly. 
susceptibility which will be shown in the next section. 
4.3 M agnetisation and susceptibility 
Susceptibility measurements were performed using a Quantum Design MPMS SQUID mag-
netometer. Fitting of t he data is done to the theoretical prediction of the suscept ibility of 
an ant iferromagnetic Heisenberg spin 1/2 chain with uniform nearest neighbour coupling 
[85] and a two J model , with JI and J2 representing the nearest and next nearest neighbour 
interaction respectively. 
The fi ts have been performed in two ways. One by full diagonalization using both a 
nearest and next nearest neighbour interaction defined as 
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(4.3.1) 
Second . 'tssllming that tlw e"perimental data cau be ciescri l)('ci by t he sllsceplibilit-y 
of a l1niform antiferrolllagJl('ti(' S::::; 1/ 2 HeisC'llbrrg chain with additiollal lerlllS tHkillg into 
(\('coun1 a Curie-\\'clss sus('c'ptibility conlributioll arising from quasi-isolated maglletic Ctl-
tities. e.g. from Inaguctie illlpllrities. All additional temperatt ll'e illdcpcndcnt COllt rii)lllioll 
'(0 is "deled LO t"kc into account the dia magneti c suscept ibili t ies of t he c1o~('d core ('i<'ct ron ic 
shclls of the Cu2- and Br- . Cl- ions . In this case using onc cx(·hangc intcgral. ./. for a 
next nearest interaction. The suscept ibilities were fitled to a model including thp err<'ct of 
tiIf' illtCl'chaill interact ion trca1"('d ill a IlJcan fidel approach 
Xrh Chllp 111 0 1(' + + 
(1 + ch (,1 J' j J )) (T - 8 ) Ao Amofr -'(//I olc = 
(4.3 .2 ) 
witil \~~'oh: as defincd ill equatioll 5-1 of fer {85] (parameters arc gin'l1 in Table I of 1'('[ [85]). 
:;'J' repl'PsclllS the illlC'rcli;:lill couplillg. \ "liP is it low t('mpf'ratllH' illlPu rity ('ont rilJllt ion alld 
e is t he paramagnetic Curie rOHslant of lhe \mpurit ies . 
4.3.1 CuCh 
dilllC'Jls iullal chain . t-liere is H hroad sllort rallgC' IIl i-l.Xilllll lll clearl.\· S('(,II ill t!J(' s ll~('('ptibilit.\ · 
wi t iJ a lllax illlulll C'clllcrpd aJ 71 f\ . The ollset or :3D nnti ff'ITOIlI i-l.gll(,tic onk'r is indicated Ht 
2:3.!! 1\ by a kink in the s llsc~ptihilit .\ · . in <'xc-cllent agreemellt with the r('snlls frolll the 1](,,,1 
capHdty IIlCaSlUTIllC'nt. Th<, Op<'1I circles an.."\ the data points Hlld tilc' solid lill(' is il fit to 
t'qllation .\.3.2. T he parameters obtaillt'd frolll the fit s art' listed in table .1.2. Attelllpts to 
add additiollal telllperat UI"{' depend<'nt tNIIlS aD .J <:11 T+ <12 T- to the exchange parallleter 
.) converged to v~r.\· 5111a l1 '">tlues for a, (40) alld ill turn the fits w~re I)('rforllled llsing on ly 
e'ln -1. ;1.2. 
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Figure '1.5: Open circles: powder susceptibili ty of CuCl2, solid line: fi t to equation 4.3.2. 
The resulting fi t of the exchange parameter J = 103 K agrees well wi th what one would 
expect just taking into account the maximum in the susceptibili ty, using the formula given 
by Johnston et al. [85J. 
k8T;WX = 0.640851OJ (4.3.3) 
Using the maximum in the suscept ibility at 71 K, equation 4.3.5 provides a nearest 
neighbour exchange of no K. 
If we extend the fitting to include a two J model with the Hamiltonian given in equa-
t ion 4.3.1 we can obtain an estimate of the nearest neighbour and next nearest neighbour 
exchange in tegrals. Fig 4.6 shows the experimental data. The dashed line is a fit using 
only a nearest neighbour interaction , Jnn . The solid line is the full diagonalization of the 
Hamiltonian 4.3.1 for a nearest neighbour exchange integral of J1 = 30 K and a next nearest 
neighbotu" interaction of Jz= 120 K, both being antiferromaglletic. Using only a nearest 
2.25 
......... 2.00 
o 
E 1.75 
r')-
51.50 
----~ , 
1.25 f-- J
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= 120K J
1 
= 30K', 
" J NN = 110 K 1 . 00 '--.....--'---'-"'--'-~.L-...--'-~-'-~.L..-~ 
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T (K) 
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Figure 4.D: OPl'll circles: powder susceptibility of CuC12 . solid line: full c1iagonalization of 
the Hanliltonian 4.3.1 for 20 sites using the ALPS program (for details sce text). Dilshecl 
line is a calcu i;). tioll of as = 1/ 2 model with uniform neaxest ll('ighbour coupling onl~ ( .]1111 
= 110 1<). 
neighbour interaction does not fit the high temperat ure suscept ibility well wit h large devi-
at ions wherf'[ls the two.] IIlodel with tll(' exchange parameters giH'll nbo\"C' fits the ,,-holr 
C'xpcriluelltal Cl1rVf'. 
The valul's Ilwt fit tlw susecplibili t,· hc'st to" two.] model ill'(' ,·erv close to those found 
in the analysis of the magnetic hC""t ,""pacity. The Rnding frolll 111E' c!C'lai led ana lysis of both 
qllantities results ill a consistPnt set for .i l allt! Jz . This call he takell as a first C'vidence 
of a frust ration scenario III CnCI2 . by having R. wcakE'r antiferromaguctlc llP(lr('st neighhour 
and a much st ronger antifcrroJl1agnetic Il('Xt Ilparpst neighbour interactioll. th11S pro\·iding 
magllc't"ic frllstration in onc dilUCIlSioll. Later ill this tlH'sis: I prcsC'ut IH'ut roll s('atti lJg results 
011 CuCb where t he realizat ioll of frustration is shown in terl1lS of tlte lUagnetic st ructure. 
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Figure 4.7: Open circles: powder susceptibili ty of CuBr2 , solid line: fit to equat ion 4.3.2 as 
described in t he text . 
4.3 .2 CuBr2 
The temperature dependent susceptibility of CuBr2 is shown in fig 4.7. As in CuCI2, 
there is a broad short range maximum clearly seen in the susceptibili ty with t he ma.ximum 
centered at 220 K. The onset of 3D anti ferromagnetic order is seen at 73.4 K by a kink in the 
susceptibil ity, in excellent agreement with the results from the heat capaci ty measurements. 
The low temperature susceptibility vs. l i T dependance indicates a negative Curie-Weiss 
temperature (8 = -1.2 ± 0.2 K). The origin of this negative 8 indicates some antiferro-
lnagnetic exchange. 
The suscept ibili ty was simulated by fixing the g-factor to 2.06. This is a standard 
value for a powder, as well as Xo to -83 x lO- 6 , as calculated from Sell wood's table [88J (fi t 
parameters shown in table 4.2). In addition , we asswned a smooth temperature dependence 
of J according to a polynomial to second order and allowed the variation of t he coefficients 
ai (e.g. Johnston et al. [85]) 
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Figure 4.8: T he cxcllangc parameter as ('\. function of telBpcrat\\n~ af(,ording to the fit of 
eqn.4.JA for Cu13 rz. 
( 4.3.4) 
T he rc'suiting fit was largely insC'llsit ive' to the choice' of z·J' / .l and WE' consequently fix('d 
iJ' /J t·o 0.035 or eqllivalcnih' T.v= 711 K. The fit was improved with a slight Iv redllcecl 
valllE' of .] (T= 0 K) and lIPgativc c:o('ffkipHt~ C11 anci <l1 (\vith ao == 1). NegativC' \,Ftl1H:s 
for H., induce a smooth increase of .] hOIll room tcmperatllre to lo\y telllperatures of about 
14 '/i (sec fig 4.8) . An increase' of J with decreasing iClllperalure call easily be attributed 
to a contraction of the lattice callsing an increasing overlap of the \vi:.1\·efunctiolls. If we 
reasonably assume a latticE' contraction of ahout 1 Vt and the sllpcl'exchange to ciC'l)(,lld 011 
tile distallce d. like dll ( ll~ 10-15) wc arrive at the l'xperimellh-d \"alllC:-' giveIl c)bov('. 
Tn a similar matlller to CuCI2. T he r€snlt ing fit of till' ('xchange parameter.] = 322 
K agrees well with v·,rhat one would expect just taking into arCOllllt" the mR.XilllUlIJ ill the 
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Figure 4.9: Open circles: susceptibili ty of CuBr2, solid line: full diagonalization of the 
Hamiltonian 4.3.1 for N = 20 lattice sites. Dashed line: is a calculation of a S = 1/ 2 model 
with uniform nearest neighbour coupling only (J"n = 340 1<). 
susceptibility, using the formula 4.3.5. 
kBT;'"X = 0.6408510J ( 4.3.5 ) 
Using the ma.ximull1 in the susceptibility at 220 K, results in a nearest neighbour ex-
change integral of 340 K. If we extend the fitting to include a two J model as described by 
equation 4.3.1 we can get an estimate of the nearest neighbour and next nearest neighbour 
exchange integrals. Fig 4.9 shows the powder susceptibility of CUBr2 . The solid line is the 
full diagonaJization of the Hamiltonian 4.3. 1 for a nearest neighbour excllange integral of 
J1 = 85 K and a next nearest neighbour interaction of J2 = 340 K, both being antiferro-
magnetic as in the case of CuCb. On the other hand , as in t he case of CuCI2, using only a 
nearest neighbour interaction does not agree well with the measured data in the high tem-
perature regime of the magnetic susceptibility and a two J model produces a much better 
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Table 4.2: Parameters of the fits according to e'ln 4.3.2 to the susc('ptiiJilit it'S of CuBr2 and 
CuCI2 . Lettf'rs (f) and (,.) indicate whether the respecti,'c parameters W('re fixed or \ariee! 
ill the fit ling procedure. 
Panll11cter CuCI" CuBr2 
'/ (K ) 103(1 ) (v) 322(5) (v) 
!I 2.0G(0) (f) 2.06 (f) 
z' J' /J (lllol / cm:! ) -0.0113(1) (\ ) -0.01'1 (f) 
'\0 (lO-u cm3 / molc) -83 (f) -83 (f) 
Cim" (10- 3(")u31< / molc) 1.43(1) (v) 1.25 (1) (f) 
e (K) 0 .65(1) (\) -1.2(2) (f) 
agr(,C'IJ1cnt. 
The results of the susceptibility fits for both CuCI" ane! Cu13r2 in t('nlls of a IImrest 
neighbour model based 011 tilt' B0t.h" AlIsatz is shown in table 4.2. Tht, r('st tlt of bot It lite 
:::i llsccpt ibility and magnetic spccif-i(' lieat fits in tenus of <:l two.] model .. \1'(' SI I1l1111Hl'il'.cc\ ill 
table 6.2 of citapter 6. 
4.4 Crystal growth of CuCh 
Single· (T~'SI<ds of CllC1:l were growlI a(,cording to a pre\'ious r<'port h," BiII€'rC'-," cl o/. (7U]. 
Tht, <Tvstals w('re grown from tilt' m(']t. Sp(''';al prenmtiou nmst 1)(' taken ,1110 to th(' high 
chlorin(' \'apor pressure close to t\1(' 1IH'ltillg point. By this I1lcthod. ~ingl(' cry;.;ta!;.; of Itla>.: 
2xlOx2 nnll:J coukl be grown ill qllartz glass tulws by slowly cooling tl1(' In('ll. Fig LlD 
shows a picturE' of Cl lx5x l 111m3 ClICl:2 si ngle crystal. The sillgle eryst H!s an' k<'l)t in inert 
conditions (dry argon gas) dl'" to tll<'nl being ntoislure scnsith·e. Cr~·'tals treHted in air 
SilO\\' all additional orcicrillg [('attIre at low tC'1111H."'ratuH'S (~ :3 K) which ('all be ftltrihlltc\d 
to antifcrrolllagnetic order of CIl '1 2.2 H2 0 [891. \\'hen left in air for m'er 20 lIlinll"'S the 
('[[cct is lIlore "isi ble b,' a light gr<'C'n colour t'nlC'rging on the edges of the cr.' ·st "I. \ \ ·it 11 time 
the cr~'stal deteriorates . As it will be shown lat er CuC12 cr~'stals are inl1erentl~' twinncd in 
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Figure 4.10: lxl0xl mm3 Single crystal of CuCI2 enclosed in argon atmosphere. 
the a.c plane. 
4 .5 High Field magnetization and phase diagram 
A further test of the magnetic behaviour and the exchange integrals in the previous section 
can be made from high field magnetisation. At sufficiently high fields saturation may 
be expected when the Zeeman energy is of the order of the exchange energy. In this 
section, I will provide the phase diagram of CuCb using high field measurements. High 
field measurements were carried out using a non destructive technique at the Laboratoire 
National des Champs iVIagnetiques Pulses Toulouse, France. The large magnetic fields are 
produced in pulses lasting not more than Is. In this way, fields of up to 60 T can be 
produced, while maintaining longer coil survival times i.e. increasing the number of pulses. 
We measured a single crystal of CuCI2 along the chain axis, b. The results up to 55 Tare 
shown in fig 4.1l. 
There are two main conclusions that can be drawn from fig 4.11 . The first is the 
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Figure 4.11: High Field response for single crystals of CuCl" with H 11 b for 1.4 anti 4.21<. 
[nsert: Spin ftop transition at Hsr ~ 4 T. 
occurrence of a step in the magnetisation at 4 T possibly elue to a spm fiop transition . 
The other conclusion is that there is no saturation seen up to 55 T. In the first case. the 
O('(,ll!Tf'nCE' of a Illagnetisation jump iIldicates a slldd(,ll change in the lllagnrtic stTlIctnrc. 
bv possib ly a spin flop transition. Th,' lack of salmation eft'ccts support s ti,e \'icw of the 
susccptibility and i1eat capacity fits. that a field of ovcr 100 T would be nceded in order 
to break tll<' exchange fidel. ~[easurernCllts up to 150 T at the ~lcgaGauss facility in 
l3erlin. via a dest ructive lIlet hod [901. sho\\'ccI a possible saturatiOlI at approx 200 T (~ 120 
r(' see fig 4.12) in agreemclIL with tiw CXdWllg(' integrals fitted above'. HO\\-evcr . clUe' to 
f'XIX'rill1('nta i problems the result was llot cOllclusive clue to the small sigllal cOlllillg from 
thE' Sall.lp\(' jus t abo\"(~ tlois(' levels. 
With all the information collected above. a ET - T phase diagram ca ll be constru('ted for 
[-I \\ /;. This \s shown in fig 4 .13. There an' two clear phases as w(' go below the long range 
order temperature. Onc is \vith helicoidal long range order. as will be discussed ill thE' next 
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Figure 4.12: Field pulse H (t) (solid blue line), time deri vative dH jdl (solid red line) for 
single crystals of CuCl2 with H 11 b at 2 [(. Black straight li nes show ChflJ1ges ill the gradient 
of the time deriva tive and show small kinks at fields of ~ 200 T. 
section. A second phase is seen with the application of a magnetic field . Above 4 T , CuCI2 
undergoes a spin flo p phase where there is ,1 rearrangement of the spin structure due to 
loca l an isotropies, in agreement with previous brief reports [91, 921. The field dependance 
of the phase boundary increases slowly wi th increasing temperature unt il 5 T with a tri-
critical point at 23.4 K and 5.24 T. The next section will show elastic and inelastic neutron 
scatteri ng results in the two main areas of the phase diagram as presented in fig 4.13. 
4 .6 Neutron scattering 
Neut ron scattering is a fundamental exp rimentai technique in magnetism. It provides, via 
elastic and inelastic diffraction, a probe of t he static and dynamic spin structures. The fi rst 
magnetic structure to be solved by elastic neutron scattering was 1n0 by C. Shull [931 
which eamed him the Nobel prize by onfinuing the idea of antiferromagnetism propo ed 
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by Neel [94J. Ever since, the plethora of magnetic structure that nat ure offers has been 
invest igated using the powerful technique of neutron scat tering. In the next section, I 
will report on powder and single crystal neutron diffr action on CuCI} and powder neutron 
scattering investigation on CuBrz· 
4.6.1 Powder n eutron scatte ring on CuClz and CuBrz 
Powder neutron diffraction was performed on poly crystalline samples of CuClz and CuBrz 
on ILL's high flux two-axis powder diffractometer D20 (see fig 4.14 for an outline) at a 
wavelength of 1.88 A (high resolution opt ion) and 2.5 A (high intensity, low resolut ion). 
The refinements of the chemical structures were done using the program FULLPROF [95J. 
Powder neut ron diffraction was undertaken in order to obtain the magnetic structure 
and to follow the structural properties as a function of temperature. Due to the very 
small ordered moment in both CuClz and CuBr}, only a few very weak magnetic Bragg 
refl ections were seen below the Neel temperature. The temperature dependance of these 
reBections identifies them unambiguously as magnetic reflections. This is demonstrated for 
both compounds in fig 4.19. Both reflections disappear at 23.9 and 73 K for CuClz and 
CuBrz, respectively. These temperature aTe in excellent agreement with thermodynamic 
properties. Full profile refinements (see fi g 4.15, 4.17 and 4.16) using FULLPROF [95J to 
the diffraction patterns collected in a temperature range of 2 - 100 K for CuBr} indicate 
structural anomalies close to TN due to magnetoelastic coupling. This is most pronounced 
in the lattice parameter b which is the along the chain , and also in the monoclinic angle (3. 
This is shown in fig 4.19h and j . 
Due to the occurrence of magnetic reBections in the diffraction patters below the or-
dering temperatures (see the difference pattern for CuClz, fig 4.18) , it is possible to define 
a propagation vector by indexing the posit ions in the scat tering angle 28. For CuClz a 
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magnct ic I3ragg rf'fit:,(,tion i!4 cl nrl,\' :-;('(, 11 ill tite Ilcutron dal a alld i!-; showu ill t I!C' t (,111 ))(,1'-
t('lItal iw' propagation y('('tor of k = [0,0,-0.22--1.0] for enCl:!. which i-'1I~g('st~ all ill(,OII1111CIl-
Sllral<' !-'t rnctll r(' along b. 11nd gin's n pOl-'sihl(' helicoidal order along t h(' chain. Lik('wi;-;c', 
IVC ",'(, ref\~et ions at 25.3 and ·11 d('g r('cs in 20 for CuBr2 "'hieh wc 1('nlalin'I.,· index 10 a 
propagation H'ctor k = (0.G.-0.245.0 ) . Tt is rt'HSOlmble t1mt tlie two propagation H'c lors do 
lIot difl'cr gr('atiy. as w(' wonld ('X lx'ct t ilC'JIl 1"0 gin:' similar rcs lllt~ gin'lI the closeness of tlte 
dl('lllical cell. 
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4.7 Magnetic structure determination from single crystal diffrac-
tion 
Every magnetic structure is described by the superposit ion of the basis functions of the 
irreducible representation in the magnetic representation of the crystal symmetry group 
[96J. The determination of a magnetic structure requires the propagation vector, which 
describes the relation between orientations of moments of equivalent magnetic atom in 
different nuclear cells. Also a knowledge of the form of the basis vectors that make up an 
irreducible representation is needed. 
A central concept in the symmet ry analysis of magnetic structures is the li ttle group Gk 
which contains all t he symmetry elements that leave k , t he propagation vector, invariant. 
There exists matrix sets that de cribe how the moments transform under all the operations 
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Figurr ~.19: :\[agn('tic and sl r1lcl nral prop('rli('s for CuCI2 and Cn\3r2' For CnCI1 : a) 
lIIagn('tic rdl('ct ion at 20 = 22° ind('xcd as [0.5.0.224.0]. Latti('c para nl('l('rs: h) 0. c) b. 
cl) ('. c) lIIonoclinic angl('. d. For Cu\3r1: f) magnetic refection al 20 '" 25.3° ind('x('d as 
(0.5.-0.245.0). Lattice paralllclrrs: g) a. It ) b. i) c. f) monoclinic angle. d. 
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of G k. these can be separated orthogonally into irreducible representations. The real power 
of group theory comes from the Landau theory of second order phase transitions [97]. This 
states that when a second order t ransition occurs, this involves the build up of magnetic 
fluctuations that have the symmetry of only onc irreducible representation. As a result of 
the Landau theory this implies that the resulting magnetic structure can be described by 
the basis vectors associated with that irreducible representation. In t his way, all the otber 
basis vectors associated with the irreducible representations tbat are not involved ill the 
t ransition are zero. Tbis. in many cases, considerably reduces the number of pos ibilitie 
of magnetic models. However, in the case of both CuCl2 and CUBr2. using the spac group 
and propagation vector, as obtained from power neutron scattering, symmetry analysis does 
not help to reduce the number of magnetic models. 
4. 7.1 Single cryst a l n eu t r on diffract ion - magnetic s tructures 
Single crystalneutroll diffraction was performed on CuCl2 using tbe four-circle diffractolllc-
ter D10 at the Institute Laue-Langevin, Grenoblc, France. An instrument outline is given 
in fig 4.20. A wavelengtb of A = 2.34 A provided by a Cu[200)monochromator was chosen 
for t he experiment because this instrument setting provides optimal flux conditions. Low 
temperatures were provided by a helium-Aow cryo tat. Using CuCI2 ingle crystals on DlO 
at the ILL, nuclear structure data were taken at 300 K and magnetic structure data at 2 1<. 
IVlagnetic refl ections were identified by searching many directions in the Brillouin zone 
and then comparing with tbe response at 30 K, above the magnetic ordering temperature. 
The propagation vector was succes fully identified by centering a magnetic reflection in 
reciprocal pace. This gave a propagation vector of 7 = [0.50.224, 0) as hown in fig 4.21 
in excellent agreement with tbe powder study. The refinement of the crystallograpbic and 
magnetic structure was done using tbe standard routines of the Cambridge Cry tal!ographic 
Subroutine Library (CCSL) [98) and the Rietveld analysis FULLPROF suite [95). The 
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Figure 4.20: Experimelltal SNup of OlD at th" ILL [17[. 
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program SFT\,VIN ill CCSL was used in order to explain aIld refine the twinlled structur(' 
of CuC12 Llsing the space group C 2/ 1ll and the twill mat rix of equat ioll --1.7.1. 
T = (~ ~l ~l 
100 
(4 .7.1 ) 
\ Vhon applied to a iLkl reflection. t his mat rix changes the h and!. and leaves k opposite 
in s ign . No twinning in CuC12 has been reported before . and it· W(;lS first o bscn'ed by the 
Occurr('ncE' of forbidde ll rcfkct ions in the Single crystal neu tron data when g iven the al>on:' 
space group. X-ray analysis on sma ll crystals (2x5x2 mJll2 ) confirlll(·'d by t he twill matrix 
given above. FHrthe r iuvestigations \;v ith Electroll Spin Rc'sonallcE:' (ESR) al so revealed two 
sigll als coming from both twill domains as discussed ill detail in a later scctioll. The best 
re finf'ment of the nuclear da ta is shown in fig 4.22 . 
The final structure refinement gave a Xl = 15.9 using SFTWIN for 86 uniqur reflections . 
The dOlnain population of the twin was refined to 58% and 42 '7< . Sce Appendix C l fo r a 
complete rrA cctions li st. T he magnetic struct ure was r('fined using FULLPROF by sekchng 
the ll1flgJJ f'I'jc reflecti olls that correspond to the llllclf'ar structllH-' of Q11(' dOlllai ll i. (, . fro111 the 
lludrar rcnllPltlE'll l OIl<"' Gi ll separate the domaiu re flec t ions . the n from thi s . pickillg out the 
magnetic rE'flcct iol1s t hat" ari se from the Iluclear reHecl"ioll. This gave 1;:) unique reHcct iollS 
t hat belollged to 0111.\, onc dOllla in.. The best rcn neluellt or Ill(' Inaglletic struct ure fact.ors 
gave a polariz('ci lll agllrtic he lix ill the ab plane. This luagndic st ruct llre ll10del gave a X2 of 
7.3 (sep a ppendix C2 fo r a list of integrated int ('nsities) . The refined C u moment is /'c" = 
0.6:3 (1) / ,./3 . T he refined IlI agnctic st r uct lll"C' of C uCl 2 is shown in fig 4.23. Onl\· the cop ]J( 'r 
at'olll s arc ShO\Vll wit h the arrows which I"f'pres(' nt the mOlllent direction. 
The in("()1l1l11enSllra biJi ty in t llf' Inag n0tic structure indicl::l tes that there is a f'onsidcra bJ r 
ciegrC'(' of frustration in the system. Si lllilcu results hav(' becl! seen for other frust ra ted one 
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c 
Figure 4.23: Magnetic structure of CuCl2 showing only the copper positions. Five nuclear 
uni t cells are shown along b, and two along a to give one magnetic uni t cel l. Arrows show 
the direction of the moments. 
dimensional spin chain systems [72 , 73 , 74]. The pitch angle between spins given by the 
propagation vector is t/>T = 80.6°. Using the classical prediction of the frustration parameter 
c>, we arri ve at a frustration ratio c> = h l )1 = -1.53. The propagation vector is similar 
to that found for other frustrated quasi one dimensional spin systems that undergo Neel 
ordering (see chapter six). 
Further single crystal experiments on E6 (see fig 4.24) at the H1VlI were performed to 
get a temperature dependance of a selected magnetic reflection, to allow an estimation of 
the cri t ical exponent, fJ of the order pammeter. We found by fitting the integrated intensity 
to the following formula 
(4.7.2) 
where J is the intensity, 10 is the intensity at T = 0 and BG is the background. The 
best fit as shown in fi g 4.25, revealed a critical exponent fJ = 0.26 ± 0.05. 
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Figure 4.25: Critical exponent est imation for CnC12 . Open circles rcprpsent th(' raw data. 
Solidlinc i, a fit to eqn 4.7.2. 
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Figure 4.26: lvlagnetic Aeld dependance of the strongest magnetic refl ection [0.5 k -IJ. 
4.7.2 N eutron diffraction in an applied field 
In addition to zero fi eld measurements resulting in the magnetic structure, first measure-
ments were carried out in an applied field to test the nature of the propagat ion vector in the 
spin flop phase. Fig 4.26 shows the magnetic field dependance of a strong magneti c peak 
at [0.5 k -l J. It is evident that there is a sudden decrease in the intensity of the magnetic 
peak which could indicate that the spin flop transition involves only a small change in the 
mag netic structure ruld not a full phase transition. Therefore, t his supports the view that 
there is only change in the helix in this phase. The nucleru' peaks at [0 0 4J ruld [2 0 DJ 
showed no change in the integrated intensity when passing through tbe spin flop trrulsition. 
We also found when increasing the field above 4 T that there was no chrulge in the prop-
agation vector, therefore the magnetic stmcture appears to remain incorlllnensm ate in the 
spin Aop phase. 
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F igure 4.27: EXjl('rilll(,lItal "Nllp of 11\20 at the ILL [10[. 
4.7.3 Single crys ta l ill e las tic neutron scatte ring 
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IlIcla!'tic m'lllron diA'n1ctioll ,,,,IS dOIl t' 011 1\"12 a nd 1:\"20. Fig -1.27 shows tll<' ('xpcrilllclltal 
set "1' of 1:\"20. th0 set llP of 1\"12 \\'as diS('ll!'S('d ill a I'n"'iolls chapte!". 1i\20 is a lll{'nnai 
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(F \ \"Hi\ I ) Illcasnred \\"ith it 1'('f(,I'(,I1(,(, vanadiulIl satllpic at the graphite' filter \\'mT'-HUllIber:.; 
k, = 2.66 A- I and -1.1 A - I arc 0.82(:3) IIl"V alld 3.05 (15) IIlc\!. J"('Sp(,(·t i \"('I~·. lI o\\'("'''!"' 
du(' to the small cr~'sta1s tllld lo\\" 1110111('111. it was difficult to 11l('aSltrC' tilt' spill dispersion 
o\\d long scan ti1nes \\"C'H' fequired. h i addition . due to the lo\\" signal. <\100 the \ndnslon of 
watpl" ill tilE' ~ampl(' durillg thr aliglling procedure created dOlllillilllt illcoiI('I"Pllt scatterillg 
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Figure 4.28: Colour plot of the magnon spectra of CuClz single crystals. The black dots in-
di cate where data points were taken. The number for the colour scaling are counts/moni tor. 
k scans were taken, i.e. along the chain, showing the dispersion originating from the ordered 
structure. 
from hydrogen. Therefore, at present a conclusive resul t was not obtained . However , the 
init ial dispersion (E < 10 meV) could be mapped out from the ordered structure k = 0.22 , 
0.77 (see fig 4.28) . It was seen that the ini tial dispersion from the ordered k vector was 
very steep, when going along k . Al though the signal at the zone boundary was too weak to 
be mapped out, we can conclude support for the large integrals obtained by susceptibility 
measurements. 
4.7.4 Discussion from bulk and n e utron invest igations 
From the resul ts of our powder and single crystal neut ron diffraction experiments and bulk 
properties, we have shown that both CuCI2 and CuBr2 represent another example of a ID 
Heisenberg antiferromagnetic chain. SpeCific heat measurements and susceptibility show 
that there is a sizable interchain interaction for both CuClz and CuBrz as they undergo 
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a t l'an:-;it iOll I () long range allt ifC')T0]J1flhll)C'1 ic ordrr at T x = 73.-1 and 29.3 l\: I'('spf'cti\'('iy. 
I3o(il cOlllpounds can iw showlI to bc' qwt~i~ l D a:-; the broad short I"C-lllg(' ('onei;.-uiolls arC' 
drarly 5(,(' 11 ill both compounds ab v(' thr ordering ten1peraturl'. 
Om neutron diffraction rc'su lts indicate that the magnetic order is incolnlllcnsuraLc along 
the chai ns. and will be' described as heli coidal ordering. Sizable Illaglldo-rlastic coupling is 
seen in the temperature dep('ndance of the latricc parallleter b alld the IlIonoriillic angle .3 
for ClIBr2. \Ye ascri l)(' th~ in<"Olllnlcnsmability to competing interactions along the chain 
dircctions due to a fcrroIllagIlC'lic II('Rrcst lI~ighbOllr and an (1ntifeITomagnpti(' lIf'xI HC'i:1r('St 
neighbour conpling. as prm'id('d by th IwO./ fit to the susceptibilit,' and magnetic specific 
heal. This is in analogy to LiCuVO I. for which details will be discussed in a lal('1" chapter. 
Thc 1I('xl s('ction looks further illto I hc twinned nature of CUCI2 b~' Electron spill 1'('son>1n('(' 
111('as \ I r('ll1<' IltS. 
4.8 The Electron Spin R esonance technique and principles 
EI('ctron Spill Rpsonan("c (E 11 ) drals with thc illteraction of electromagnctic radiatioll wilh 
1I1Hgllf't i<' Ill0lJ1C'11Is. It r(,lJIa jll~ IIllI il 1I0W OIJ(' of 11)(' ('xpC'rillH'llt aJ 1 f'dllliql1CS ill (,olld(,Il~f'd 
mHtter which gin:-s dear ill~igh!s illlo tll(' COIlC('pts of quantum llIechallic:.., II I Il!()~t ~p('('jl'o­
!-'('opi<' st ud it's H bsorption OC'{'llrs WII(' 11 till' (,lI('IX " of a <l'lantulll of r miial ion (111.1) (,OIT('SPOllcif' 
to t h(' separatiOll b<'tWI'(,ll (, 11('rg~ \rv{'\s. 
Fig 4.29a shows the bm,ic K<'lIlP of a con lillllons ,,'avc Er n spcc·trolll('\"!". Th(' SOI II'("I' 
of f'\('(:t rolllagnctic radiatioll ill Oil!' ( ',Ui(' i~ a microwavE' kl~'stl"oll ~ourn.' proyiding high 
frpqll('IIC,' radialio" wilh a frcqllellcy of 9.5 CHz (wa\'clength of approx :30 nllll) . TIll' 
SHI n plC" is located ill a rcsonati IIg ('ad t.\ ' where' at rf'SOllan('t"' t hf:' (,lIerg,\' dellsi I," i$ siglli fin-lIlt Jy 
C'tlhallt'cd. Th<:> magnetic fidd lIH1st b(' vcry stable. as any variatioll!, ill tlie field r('I,,·c':O;Cllt 
yariatiotl in the rcsonallC(' fie-Id. or (,ll('rg~· s('piwation. As a dptC'('tol". H solid state diode is 
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Figure 4.29: Experimental basics of EPR. a) Basic experimental setup of a continuous w,wc 
EPR spectrometer. b) Energy level diagram of a free electron system as a function of an 
applied magnetic field. By varying the static field, B , we can reach resonant absorption 
when the separation of the two energy levels is equal to the energy IIV of an incident 
microwave photon, denoted as BT' 
[24 
used which is sensitive to microwaw' ("Il('rg~·. The C:'xternal field is modulated b~' a slIlall high 
fr~qt1('nr,' (typicallv 100 kHz) fic,ld of '" 10 O~ a lllplitude. The diode si~na l is d~lected bv a 
lock-in amplifier. Considering the ('HS(' as showlI in fig 4.29b. Cl ~ illlpl(' (,llcrgy level diagn"ll!l 
of a spin 1/ 2 partid(' in it JIlagll<' tic fi~ ld. The ('nergy levels arc showlI by nand jJ. By 
varying the static field. B. we can reach r{'sonant absorption \\"liC'1I tile separatioll of tilt' two 
energ, ' le"c\s is equal to the ell('rgy /'" or an incident micrmHlYe photon. Tlte abso rption of 
photons is indicated b,' a change in 1 he detector current. The derivative of the resollance 
sigllal d P"bs / d H is obtained IIsillg I he lock-in technique d<,snibed abm·(, . Th~ illlportalll 
parallwt('1' ill ESR i!S the Z('('IlHlIl split tillg g-rac·tor defilled as 
Itv 
g=--
. II.o H 
(4.8.1 ) 
Por >\ free electron the .'I-factor >\\I1O\lIll s to g = 2.002319304386(2) which is Oll~ of the 
most ar('uratel~' known physical ('o llsLants. For a single rrystal material. Esn ('Hn l'<:'v('(11 
<lll i:-:otrop'v, leading to a el('pellclall(,(, of the l'e'sonance line position 011 the' r r,\'stai orielltation 
rdatiw to the magnetic fidel. A systc' lII will ha"e t hree mutuall,' p('rp~lIc1i("\llar illherc'lIt 
dir{'ctioll!'. called the pr;nelplf (UT"":, whi('h aI'(' tile principi(' axC's of the' g-t(,lI~Ol' des(,ribing 
t hc ' ZC'C'1I1a1l split ti llg in a ll ('xl (' \"11<\) lIIa!{lIet ic- npld. whieh df'Scriiws 1 he all iSOI ropir pro pert it's 
of the' (,1'."5ta1. For an isot ropiC' S,, 'stC'lll tli(' g- 1" ell sor is diagonal with all diagonal t(,ll ~OI' 
y" = 9& = Ye = 9 ( -1.8.2) 
Li k('wis(' for an anisot ropic syst {'Ill wit It ort horhom hie 01' lower sy llllll('t r~' t h~ [J- tensor 
('all be diagoIlalized \\,it h the iudividual g-fcH'tors. ,rfl along the principle ax('s 
(-I. .3) 
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4.8.1 Electron Spin Resonance in one dimensional spin chains 
The discovery of the Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) techniqne in 1945 by E. Zavoisky 
[99] prompted the use of tills technique to understand many interesting properties of a 
material by this microscopic probe. Many studies proceeded on salts containing 1V1n2+ Or 
Cu2+ [1 00, 101] which were shown to exhibit characteristic line broadening of the resonance 
line. Theoretical analysis followed from Van Vleck [102] and Anderson [103] in which the 
linewidth broadening was related to dipole-dipole interaction. Extensive studies on the 
behaviour of one dimensional magnets came with the discovery of the Heisenberg magnet 
(CH3)4NiV1nCI3 (TMMC) which showed no long range ordering down to 1.1 K [104]. ESR 
investigations [105] demonstrated that the role of reduced dimensionality can be under-
stood by the long time persistence of spin correlations. It was shown that the Iinewidth 
as a function of angle did not follow the (1+cos2 (O)) dependance predicted from previ-
ous exchange-narrowing theories. In the former theory, an exponential t ime dependance 
of the relation function would give a Lorentzian lineshape. However, if long term diffusive 
behaviour is found in low dimensional magnetic systems, then the lilleshape is an inter-
mediate between a Lorentzian and Gaussian. The lineshape is determined by the Fourier 
transform of e- A/ ,3/ 2 , where A is a scale parameter. In addition, the angular dependance 
of the Iinewidth is given by (13cos2(O) _114/3). At '" 54.7 degrees from the chain axis, the 
lineshape is a pure Lorentzian. TillS angle is the so-called 'magic angle' and the Iinewidth 
assumes a 111inimu111. 
Recent studies on low dimensional compounds such as CuGe03 have shown that other ef-
fects such as the Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction may give rise to large broadening at room 
temperature [1 06, 107] but further investigation on CuGe03 proved that the anisotropic ex-
change interaction is indeed the major cause of line broadening [108] . We note that most 
of the effects that are characteristic of one dimensional compOlUlds e.g. the so called ' half 
field resonance', are rarely seen in quasi-one dimensional compounds which undergo long 
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Figu re 4.30: Unit cell of CuCI1' Grl'Cu s lIIaller circles represent Cll atOlIlS . larger orallgp 
circle's represent Cl atollls. Crystallogl'aphir axC's. a. band c arC' showlI wit 11 Hrrow heads. 
the c1laill ax is is b. ~lagl1Nic principle axes are gh'eu as a'. b and c. 
rHlI ge orde r at low t C'm perat ll r('s [24]. 
4 .8 .2 C rystal cons iderat ions of C uC l2 
111 this s('c tion. t he prillciple axis is dclilled. ill tprllls of the normal cr.,·slal axis and the 
tw ill Hxif' . Th(' twillning ill this ('om polllld COIII('S from the fart that the lauic(' paratllC't('r~ 
11 Blld (' arc quite close and thal tile mOlloclillic augle J ;::::; 120 d('gr('('~. IlIt er('hanging (I 
and c resu lts in a 'mirror twill', Thi s WHS fir!'t concluded as sho\\'1I ill t hC' prC'\"iolls SC'{'t iOll 
b,Y c\H!'ti(' ll f'lltro n studies . for whi('h tite ('I'('atioll of mall)' forhidc\('ll rdlc{'\ iOll~ ill the 0(' 
plalle was obsenTd. The prillcipi(' >l Xl', of tile 0 tellsor [o nlls all ortllollOl'lllH i ,.vstelll. 13} 
"'[('Illical reasolls. ill CuC I ~ olle Illay ('xpect prillciple directiolls alollg b Hlld c. The third 
prillciple di reclion alollg a \votdd be ~ 30 degrcC's U\\-ay frOlll (f towards t. As the' anglp 
frolll (t 10 c (J ) is 122.2 degrees. I his wOllld gi ,'c tl1(' a principle 'L, is at 90 dep;rel's from (' 
and :32.2 from (I. Fig..j .30 shows tlw C'l'yst allographic ~trl1ctur('. a1-> \\-e11 a~ tit(' pl'illcipi<' ax('s 
The twinning is defined such t lH\.t t he (I alld (' lattice parH1ll('tC'rs arC' interchallged, and 
c 
.' 
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.' 
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Figure 4.31 : ac plane of CuCI2 . Black axes as defined for the normal structure, with a' 
the principle axis. Red axes: The twin st ructure a..xes is defined by at and et with a'l the 
pri nci ple a..xis of the twin. 
the chain axis, b of the mirror twin are anti parallel. Therefore the effect t his leaves on 
the principle a..xis a' is shown in fig 4.31. T he axes in fig 4.31 are colour coded so when 
we discuss the angular dependance from individual lines later, the red colour is the line 
originating from the twin a..xis and t he black from the normal axis. 
4.8.3 Angular dependance 
In a single crystal of CuCI2 we have only one Cu crystallographic posit ion. One would 
therefore expect only a single resonance line at a resonance given by eqn 4.8.6 and 4.8.7. 
Experimentally however, one finds a superposition of several lines, two rather intense with 
a pronounced angular dependance and a third resonance line which is considerably weaker 
in intensity and which shows a weaker angular dependance of the resonance position not 
immediately related to the two symmetric lines. These three lines are clearly resolved only 
at temperatu res of 100 K and below. Above ~ 100 K relaxation processes cau e a rapid 
I roadening and the lines in general can not be resolved any more. 
Due to the appearance of tlu·ee signals in the ESR spectra, the linewid th of each signal 
0.10 
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:r: -0.05 
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Figurc ,1.:32: 3D pial of I he ESlt resUllance (1/ = 9.3-1 GHz) sigll a l. magllcl ir n,' ld alld rol al iOIl 
wli(, ll going froIll the (J axis to t 11<, (. i-lxis ill cue!:! at 25 K . Cl'o:--s('s ar<' 11 1(' ('xprrilll{'lltai 
dala Hlld solid lill(,s rcprcS<'1I1 a Ih,."c lil\(' lil as ciescribed by (''I" 1.8,4, Th" d('v('loPIIl(,lIi 
of' tile 1'111'('(' signals Yarics sI rOllgi,\' going rrOll! OIH~ (-lx-is to allot hcl'. 
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broadens at high temperature due to the perturbations of the dipole-dipole, anisotropic or 
antisymmetric interactions to the Heisenberg operator. This causes a single broad signal at 
room temperature, and it is not possible to resolve individual lines without the introduction 
of unreasonable errors. With this is mind , cooling down to intermediate temperatures (100 
- 50 1<) gives three separable lines . Two are clearly seen at all angles in the rotation. Only 
at certain angles does the other third line appear. At these angles it is not possible to fit 
the spectrum with two lines, even with the introduction of a dispersive contribut ion to the 
linewidth , i.e. allowing deviations from a pure lorentzian absorpt ion signal by admixtme 
of a dispersive part as is seen e.g. in metallic samples (Dyson lineshape). Therefore as a 
result , three lines were taken into consideration to fit the spect ra. The spectra were fitted 
to the following equation containing the derivatives of a Lorentzian resonance line 
(4.8.4) 
where ao and a, are introduced to describe a linear background signal, W; is the illdi-
viduallinewidth , and I; the intensity of the Lorentzian, the parameters X; are given by 
H - Hc; 
Xi, = 
'Wi 
( 48.5) 
H is the magnetic field which is scanned during the measurement, H ci is the resonance 
position of the individual line, which is identical with the point where the derivative of the 
Signal changes sign. Example scans are shown in figures 4.32, 4.33 and 4.34, the best three 
line fi t is shown by the red solid line. From fi tting we obtain t lu-ee parameters from each 
line, the resonance position , linewidth and the intensity. 
In the case of twins, it is important to know which axis and twin is the source of the 
resonance signal. \¥e can fit the 9 factors as a function of angle using the following equation 
for a single line 
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Fignl"(o 4.33: ESR signal at 100 1< for 90 degrees from n to c in a ae plane rotal iol!. Closed 
squares arC data points. solid line is the best fit with 3 lines. 
(4.8.6) 
wilere . .91 and [/'2 Hrp y fac tors associatf'd to tl1(' differellt" principl(, axes in t ilt' rotat ion. 
alld y i:-; t ilE' Dllgle betwC'en tiIe field and the princip le ax i ~. y(J is all offset angle'. The 
COll\"(~ rSl 0 1! bN\\-eCn tll(' {j fador and l ll(l r(,SOIJaI1CC field is lIIade by gll" H = 1/1/ or i ll 
COllYellicnt UllitS 
0.71449 x ,, [J\IJf z] 
9 = H,es[G] 
Ang ula r d e p e ndance in t he ac pla ne 
(4.8.7) 
Due to the size of the salll pl,' space in the cavity. and the needle sha pe of the single en·sta ls 
of CuC l1 . it is difficult to mount a large crystal for a rotation of the field in the ab piane. 
Fortunately. t he ne plane does not have the same prohlem . as t 110 b ax is is I hen perpendicular 
ell 
c 
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Figure 4.34: ESR sigllal at 100 K for a ac plane rotatioll. 0 degrees represent when the 
crystal is aligned along a. Closed squares are data points, solid line is the best fit with 3 
lines. 
to the fi eld direction and selected well shaped large crystals can be mounted without cutting. 
Cutting the crystals very often leads to a separation of the crystals into a frayed like sample. 
T wo crystals were investigated in t his manner. The domain population in the twin is 
expected to be approximately equal in a large crystal. In a smaller crystal , the domain 
population of the twin could be imbalanced , alld this was indeed the case when several 
small crystals were checked by X-ray diffraction. In this way we can test our interpretation 
by performing ESR on both type of crystals. 
The dimensions of the single crystal used for ESR was b "" 10 mm a "" 2 mm and c "" 
2 mm. The crystal was aligned such that the b a..xis was perpendicular to the field , and the 
a a..'( is was approximately aligned to be parallel to the field at zerO degrees ('P = 0). The 
angular dependance was investigated at 100 K. The temperature was stable within 0.1 I( 
during the measurement. 
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Tli(' plots of the reSonance' positioll alld lill('width as a function of Bngle art:' shown ill fig 
4.:35 Hnd 4.36 r~spccti\·ely. Lpt u' first addrpss 111(' reSOnanCe position. The black square's 
in fig 4.35 represent the data point' which rrsults froll! thc fit of CCpl 4.8.'1. The solid li n"s 
Hr" a fit of eqn 4.8.G to tllcse data poin ts . Frolll the da ta it is ('vidrnt t hat two reso nlllK(' 
lint's ('xist with a similar angular depc'lIcirUi(,f' but shifted ill tllC'ir rf'SOILHII('(' positioll b,v 
about 30 degrees. A third line consid('rabl~· less intcnse is also \·isible. but the' resonancc 
position has a much smaller dependance on angle. At present we at tribute> this line to 
intergro\nl n\·stallites or from det('riorated crystallitcs at the crystals surface . Tlw fitting 
of the 9 factors to th(1 lines illvoin'd ~ pantlll{"\lers. two g factors . ..p and all offsC't Hngle' 
("0) according to eqnation ~ .8.6. ThE' intensities of the three Iin,,' is such th a t the signal 
comillg frOIll the Ilormal axis is the samC' as the twin axis. TI1C' intellsit,v or lhr third iin(' 
fro JII inte l·grown crysla ll it<" is HI·Ol lll el 30'10 tl,al of the norJllal a lld tit(' twill ax('s. 
\Vhl'll going from onE' prinripl0 axis to ullc)tliE'r. gi\'cs the cflcct or goin g frolll 1-1 ]W'\. Xillllllll 
in the rf'SOllllnce to a minimum. To dedure which signal comes from the twin or normal 
axis. it is inlportant to define the' st arting ('onditions. "·r \dll ahnl\·s t alk in terlllS of t ltt, 
axis as d('filled in fig -l.:J1. T he l'HI l1pie \\"a~ lIlountC'd such that the a rL"dS (the d('a\'a~e 
plalH' is t hp ob planE'. so that a i ~ 1- to b) wat' at zero dcgr('('s. In I-Il(' twill I his COIT('spollcis 
to \!t( , c' axis. As (1 is Hot Cl priudplt' ru..:iS. wC' call distinguish bC't\\"('('1l th(' "rill alld the 
ll(Jrll!aJ part in the follo\\"ing way, TII('r(' <Ir(' two cOflditiolls "'hidl i!ld icate t lia! I h(' crystal 
was 1-1 I igll('d at zC'ro degrce's r1101l g: (' i J1 I hC' t wi 11. (.1. or along (I' in I'l lp 11111 \Vi Il('d Hxis bei llg 
:30 degrees a\\"a~r From a Lowards (' . 'ThC' ('onditiOIl is tllat tilt, first two axis COIIl<' fro1l1 the 
sallle principle axis. It CiHl 1)(' shown that thc onl,' way tllis is just ined is if lW' start with 
c' a t zero. thell a rotation ill the ac plall(, would produce' C at 60 degr<'('s . a" Ht 90 ci<'gr(,pf; 
and (t. at 150 degrees giw'n that nO offs(,t is present (po = 0). As shown in ni; .. 1.:3.) the 
r< 'f-iOlHlIl('(' positiolls of the' two illtf'IlHf' lille's call be fitted with t h~(' assumptiolls allowing 
HI! of1:,et (= lllisaliglllll('nt) of ';0 =:e 15°. The' ph a'" differmct' in this case m>JJld hI' ~ 30 
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ac plane rotation 100K 
d - c a,t _ a' d _ c a,t - a' 
100 300 
Figure 4.35: Resonance position as a function of angle for the rotation in the ae plane. 
Black squares represent the data points. Lines are the fit according to eqn 4.8.6. Three 
lines are shown, the black dashed line is from a polycrystalline piece. The solid black line 
is from the 110rmal axes and the solid red line is the signal from the twin axes. 
degrees and this is the offset parameter. As zero degrees in the rotation is between a' and et 
the offset in each case is ± 15 o. The results for the g factor is such that along the principle 
axis c, t he best fit gives gc = 2.273 ± 0.001 and along the principle axis a' , ga' = 2.065 ± 
0.001. 
This procedure allows us to separate which signal comes from which axes (the twin or 
normal) so then we can look at the linewidth of these signals. The linewidth of both the 
normal and twin axes are given in fig 4.36. The signal from the normal axis of the crystal 
gives a clearer angular dependance than the twin part. A maximum is seen in the normal 
ac plane rotation 100K 
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Figure 4 .36: Experimental li ncwidth as a fllllctioll of nnglc for the ro tat'ioll in t he (t c plant'. 
Closed squares: signal frol11 t !w nOl"llli::1.i axis . fled closed sqll c:t res : signal frolll HIP twin axis. 
Solid line me conne('ting t h0 data points. Solid lines are the calcu lation of A(l + cos28 ) 
silOwing the approxiluate cosine de pendence. 
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part along the c axis, and a minimum is seen along the a' axis. The apparent fluctuat ions 
at other angles (around 40 and 220 degrees) arise when lines merge and problem arise to 
deconvolu te the spectrum. Difficultie with the deconvolution could also be the origin for 
the di fferent ampli tude of the linewid th of the the mirror twins. 
The dependance on temperature will be analyzed in a later section. Next we look at 
the rotation of the crystal in the ab plane. 
Ang ular dep endance in t he ab pla ne 
In this section the angular dependance of t he lines is shown in the ab plane. T he crystal, 
wi th dimensions b "" 2 mm a "" 0. 5 lllm and e "" 0.5 mm was mounted such that in the 
ini tial pOSition ('I' = 0), the chain axis (b) was chosen to be approximately aligned wi th 
the magnetic field. Therefore at 90 degrees, this should correspond to the et axis which 
is perpendicular to b, or the a' axis. The a ' axis is not perpendicular to the cha in axis in 
the rotation, but is "" 30 degrees toward c. This could be the case if the crystal is not 
perfectly aligned Aat in the ab plane, but i light ly elevated so that it is in the a ' b plane. 
This is feasible since the alignment was done by visual inspection only. The rotation and 
data collection was done at 50 ± 0. 1 re Fig 4.37 and 4.38 shows the angu lar dependance for 
the resonance position and the linewidth, respectively. Let us fi rst address the resonance 
position. Tbere exist three lines as in tbe ae plane rotation. As there is no twinning along 
the b axis, we would expect there to be one signal , but given the intergrowth and polycrystaJ 
pieces in the sample, this means that other 9 factors will be present . F\'om the a nalysis of 
this crystal in the ae plane, we would expect one signal to come from the normal structure, 
to give a characteristic dependance at b and at a' . By fi tting a ll three lines, it is clear that 
varying the 9 factors only one line exactly matches that found for the ae rotation along a, 
which gives the minimum along b. The 9 factors given in t his case are g",= 2.065 ± 0.001 
along a' and along b, gb= 2.235 ± 0.001. The other two li nes represented by a maximum 
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ab plane rotation 50K 
b a' ----- b 
Figllre 4.37: Resonance positioll as a fUllctioll of angle fo r tllE' rotatioIl ill the a.v piall(,. Black 
squares represent the data points. Solid Lines are the 6t according to cqn 4 .. G. Three lines 
are sho\\·n. the black dashed line onc is frolll the polycrystalline piece. The black solid line 
originates from thE' llormal axis and the red solid line from the twi ll (L,is. 
alollg b Hnd minimulll a lon g a al~o haw' all Hllgniar dcpcndillltC'. I ntf'rE'stingl~;. the line with 
tlJ(~ 1I1inilllUll1 a lollg 0,' with respect to the llOl'l 11 ai cr,vstal has cl g factor of .f)jJoly= 2.19 ± 
0.01. which is the HVC'l"age of all the 9 factor~ ["ollIld along. 0:. u and c . .indicAting that- this 
is il1deed could be a pol .\"Cr.v~tallinc pipce wit h SOll1e' preferred orientatioll. There'fore, WC' 
('xp('ct I-hat the cr,y::;ta l \\"(15 aligned ill fhe al; rather thall the ab pIanC'. 
ThE' linC'wicllh dependance 011 aIlgle is showl1 ill fig 4.38. the OPPll sqnare'S represent 
thp signal from the normal crystal. It is showll that the lincwidth is constant as it passes 
through the b a xis. al\d there is a Illinil[llllll along the 0, " axis. as S(?(:'H also ill L\w {L(': plane 
rotation. The final g Factors coming froll! each principle axes an' 
ga' = 2.065 ± 0.001 (4.8.8) 
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Figure 4.38: Linewidth as a function of angle for the rotation in the ab plane. Lines 
connecting the data points are a guide for the eyes. The open squares are originating from 
the polycrystalline piece. Black closed circles is the signal originating from the normal a,.,is. 
Open red ci rcles are from the twin axis. Solid lines are the calculation of A(l + cos28 ) 
showing the approximate cosine dependence. 
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.% = 2235 ± 0001 (4.8.9) 
ge = 2273 ± 0001 (4.8.10) 
4 .8.4 ' D e- twining ' the twin 
In this section we will deal with onlv t lw Signal from the normal part of the crystal and 
compare each rotation . This was done bv taking t he resul ts of the fit s from the previous 
section for the lines t hat correspond to the so-called normal part of the crystal. so that 1 he 
twin s ig nal and the intcrgrow th part are not discussed fur ther. Evell tliough the rot atioIl 
in the ac and nb planes were done a t different tcmperat ures . at 100 and 50 K respect ively. 
this should not givc much difference iu the 9-factors. However. in the case of the lill€wid th. 
we could sec differences as t he temperature at 50 K is where t l1(' maximum lies in the heat 
capaci ty and susceptibili ty. which would yield it different valnc th an at 100 K Next. wc will 
(,0111pa1'0 the signal from the oe and ob plane rotation. 
Fig .!1. 39 s hows the rC'sonHllC(' position for tile (l e (closed green squares) Cllld ab (oP(,1I 
blue cirdes) plane rotation. The extra featmes on the ab plane at G5 and 150 degrees. 
could come from At decol1\'olntion problems in the fit proceciure. '" lilies Illerge a t these 
angles . In fi g 4.40 the linewicJth is plol·ted as a fnnction of angle. \\'i t lr t h,' " 'L~i s loca ted 
at 0 deg rees . Lt call be seCIl that at the 0, ' axi s there is a lt1illi III 11 11 1 in both rotatiollS. 
followed by a. relativf'ly Hat rC'gion going to b. ancl <:1, maximulll going to c. The c axis is well 
defined probably because of the large crvstal tlta t was chosen for tlw ae rotation . so there 
is no a lubiguih' in till' liue. The ab plane rot ation is nol as wel l deAned cJnc to the smaller 
signal which was half of Ihe signal frOlIl the polycrystalline pieces. The solid lines in fi gure 
4.40 are a calculat ion of the func tion A(t + c05"8) which describes qualit atively the cosine 
depeudance on the angle. The constant A is a scaling quanti ty. 
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Figure 4.39: l\[easured resonanCe position as a function of angle for the rotation in the ab 
plane (open circles) and ac plane (closed squares). 
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Figure 4.40: Linewidth as a function of angle for the rotation in the a'b and a'c plane. The 
solid lines are a fit to the function A(l + cos2e) showing the cosine dependance. 
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4 .8 .5 E stima tion of t he m ajor p erturbat ions ca us ing the E SR line broad-
e ning in C u Cl] 
The Hamiltonian due to all exchange cou pled magnetic system call be d('scribcd as 
H = Ho + H' (4.8.11 ) 
Ho consists of the isotropic cxchangc between spins and the Zeeman interact ion givcn 
by 
Ho = .] 2::: Si' S'+I - M! 2::: S, . q. h ( 4.8.12) 
wherc-' 9 is the g-factor: .] is the exchallge interactioll along the chain assuming nearest 
IIcighbour in teractions only. h is the applied held and I'B is th" Bollr Ulagncton . The pcr-
turbatioll H' comprises of all the terms \vhich may canse 1in(' broadplung. Line broac\C'niug 
can be caused by dipolar illterC1ctions. anisotropic {-!xchange . antisymmetric exchange. sillgle 
ion anisotropy and hypcrfine intt'ractions. The first threE' contributions in gell0ral are much 
larger. and tiLe rE'st can l1 S 1U:.lll~· be neglected . The perturbat ion term. I-J' in ('<I ll 4.S.1L can 
be writ tell as (sre e. g. [24]) 
(4.8.10) 
Th(' d Icet of the line broadclling of the three perturbat iolls call be calcu lateu by tlie 
s('('onc! mOlllent [102J as given by Yamada et o.i. [109J 
. ') .) 
MP!) = 3rrWi; 
- 2 (2::: ), ) 2 5(5 + 1)( 1 + C0.52 (&)) i>j I) (4.8.1 '1) 
(4..8.15) 
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(4 .8.16) 
where 7' is the Cu-Cu distance, 0 is the rotat ion angle when going from one principle 
axis to the other, IAiHtI = (L1g/gj2 lJl, Id;,i+J 1 = (L1g/ g)I J I with L1g = Ig - 21· Each of 
these terms will be analyzed for the b axis (chain axis) of CUCI2' 
Dipole-dipole exchange perturbation 
The only parameter in eqn 4.8.14 is the Cu-Cu distance, 7' and the 9 factor along the chain. 
In the case of CuCI2 , 'r = 3.30 A and from ESR measurements at high temperature 9b = 
2.235. The angular variation (1+C082(8)) is fixed to 1 (0 = 90°) and S = 1/ 2. 
(4.8.17) 
(4.8.18) 
Anisotropic exchange p erturba tion 
The anisotropic exchange is calculated from eqn 4.8.15. The exchange integral Jnn is taken 
from the the analysis of the susceptibility data assmning a S = 1/ 2 antiferromagnet Heisen-
berg chain with uniform nearest neighbour interaction Jnn / kB = HO 1<. The anisotropic 
exchange second moment is then 
(4.8.19) 
= 0.65028 [A/ mJ = 6.5 x 107 [Oe2J (4.8.20) 
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A nt isymmetri c excha nge perturbation 
The sumE' paramcters arc llsed as bcfol'f' .. \"ieldillg for thE' ant'tsymTnclric exchange pertur-
bation 
J\f.pM 1 (( 12.235 - 21 ) ) 2 . 
" [A / m] = 3 x 2.2352,,~ 2.2:35 110 x Ka x :3 / 4 (48.21 ) 
= 14.715 [A/m] = 1.5 x 109 [Ocl ] (4.8.22) 
4 .8 .6 M ajor p erturbat ion in C u C l2 
It follows froll) these calculations that along the b axi s in CuCI, 
(4.823) 
According to ref [1091. the Iincwidth is given by. 
(4.824) 
Using Our nliuC's as cakuiatf'd above. wC' ("all 11se t hi ::; rdatioIl to cakulate the cfi'c('t of 
iin<' broadenillg 011 the ES R line' for each pertnrbatioll. The valuE' o f .Inn is thp same' as 
used abm"E'. The values caknlat0d are giv('1l below 
f::,.j-J DD '" (3 - lO) 00 (4825 ) 
f::,.HA E",(50-200) 0(' (482G) 
f::,.H DAI '" (1000 - 2000) Oc (4.8.27) 
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Figure 4.41: Linewidth as a fu nction of angle for t he 3 major pert urbations in CuCb as cal-
culated from eqn 4.8.24. Closed circles are t he resul ts of t he (LC plane rotation measurement 
on t he larger crysta l. 
Theoretically, t his would give t he major line broadening at room temperature coming 
from the D-1VI interaction: all other interactions are small compared to t his one. Experi-
mentally, by looki ng at the magnit ude of t he linewidt h as a fWlction of rotation and also 
of temperature reveal that the major contribut ion from pert urbation effects actually comes 
from the anisotropic exchange cont ribution. Indeed, t he ant isymmetric exchange is zero, 
by symmetry in t he space group of CuCI2 (see e.g. [24] page 33). Therefore, t lus does 
not cont ribute to t he broadening of the linewidt h. It would predict that t he linewidt h at 
room temperature should be of t he order of kOe. This is not observed experimentally. The 
plot of t he angular dependance of the different interactions is shown in fig 4.41. The closed 
circles are t hat from t he (LC rota tion with the large crystal. It should be noted that the 
only ext ra parameter used to compare t he theory with the experimental data is an offset 
angle corresponding to misalignments of the crystal, so that the mini ma li e at the same 
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angle, Fig 4.41 shows unambiguous l,v that t he major cfi'cct of line broadening ill CuC1 2 
comes from the anisotropic interaction. Similar cOllclusions have been drawn for other C'dgE' 
sharing based cuprate systems which have all anisotropic exchange interaction which causes 
line broadening in the ESR spectra. LiC" VO", as will be discussed in t hc ncxt chapter. as 
well as CuGeO:) were found to have anisotropic interactions [110. 1081. 
4.8.7 Temperature dependance of the ESR linewidth and intensity along 
the principle crystallographic directions 
III this chapter . the temperatu re dependance of the linewidth. resonance posit ion and i11-
tcnsit~,. ·wil1 be shown for the three principle cr,vstallogntphic direct iolls. As we alwa.ys have 
three lines in t he spectra . t hey merge to give one broad line a t highe r temperatures (T 2: 100 
K) . COllsequcntly. at higher temperature it. is very difficult to reso lve each line as \\'e have 
to fi t ninE' parameters to an observation that is evcntually onc lint' (in \vhich 3 parameters 
would be Sllfticient) . Depending on which signal we are interested in. depends how far in 
telllperaturc wc can fit without making large errors. In gE'neral. WE' could fit the data unt il 
T ~ 250 re Starting witll the resonance posit ion as a fUllction of t cmpcratlll'C. tlw insrrt of 
fignn' 4.42 shows the tcmpc'ratllrc dependance along (L · o band c. ThE' s.talldard behaviour 
is 5 C'('11 for the (L Hnd c axes . with the resonance position varyi llg H:'ry li ttle acros~ the whol(' 
rangc. How('\"cr. a long the b axis t. his behm'iour is observed up to 160 K and then due to 
j 11(' hro;.·\dpll illg or the line and losses ill illte!lsity large ('rrors arE' int roduced. 
F ig 4.42 shows t he tempcrat u)'(' dependance of the linc\\'idt h along the 0 .. band c direc-
tions. To a good approximation all directions producc a lincar dppendallC'(, wi th tellll)('rat·llr(' 
abov(' ~ 50 1<. The discont inuitics that arc seen at certaill tcmpe ratures ) an: rl.scri\;<'d to s.vs-
tClllatic rrrOrs cOluillg from the fits o f the spect ra. as increasillg t he tC'lIlpC'ratun"' uroadrlls 
thr three signals into onE'. 
Lastly. the temperature dependance of intensities call be compared with the SQUID 
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F igure 4.42 : Linewid th as a function of temperature along the t luee principle directions. 
Insert: Resonance position as a function of temperature along the tlu'ee principle directions. 
Note that the discontinuitics at higher temperatures arise from the fit ting procedure. 
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Figure 4.43: Intensity as a function of temperature along the three main directions. Insert: 
comparison with the SQUID suscept ibility. 
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signal. I n fi g 4.4:3 the inte llsit ,v for each direction is shown as a fUllction of temperature , 
All the ill te ll sit ies fa ll off quiddv as a function of increasing tenl[Wratnre (note tha t t he u 
axis intensity is smaller than the other axes due to the the s lllaller crystal llsed so ca nllot 
1)(' compared ). As t he ESR int('nsity follows the SQUID measurel11ent s . tlwre shonld he 
S0111e correspondence. At approxi11lately 70 I<. t here is a 1lliL"irnl11n in t he suscep tibilit.,· 
due to one ci iulensional short rallge ant ifcrromagneti c correlat ions. Interestingl,v this is 
llot observed in the ESR signal. rather a somewhat sharper maximum a ppears at 40 K. 
This is SPf'll ill all t hree direct ions. but more so in the 0, ' direction because of th!' ci0arrl' 
s igna l. The in sert of fi g 4.43 sllows a direct co mpari son wi t h t he ES R. signal frOlll the (t ' 
ci ir('c t ioll with the susceptibility a lso along t his direction. In t hE' case of t he s llsceptibili t),. 
\VC havE' all averaged effect . cl ue to the twin and polycry~t allinc pieces . Howpver. for the 
ESR signal wc arc followiug one contribution onl,Y. so are separat illg out t he response frorn 
the lloll-crystall ine pieces. This could afIcet till' comparison. 
4. 9 Discussion 
I II this (hapt('r 1 havE' s hml"1l that CuCl2 a nci CuBr2 can be modellecl as Olle ciillwllsiollal 
lllagllC'ts \\'ith compet ing int(,ractions . B:v fitting thE' mag netic ~us('('ptih i lit :y a nd also t iJf' 
Illagnet ic sp<'cii1c heat . i t is shmnl that they call be E'xplained b~r a Illode l assum ing a s maller 
HutiferrolllaglJE'tiC' IIcarest llc'ighbonr interaC't ioll and a larger ClntiferrolllagllE'tir next J1('a r('~t 
nei ghhonr illteract ion. High field 1ll('aS l1lT'm(-~nts on CllC12 ~inglc crys t als have ShO\\'11 a ll 
in terest ing phase diagram ill witi ('h there is a spill flop transition at ::::: 4 T . The magnetiC' 
structurE' at zero fiC' ld is ShO\VIl to hp inCOIl111l('llsllrn..te along ti lE' dlaiu directioll and rf'S lli1 s 
ill a Illagnetic ('('\1 \\·h ich is approxima tely four t·ill1C's large]" than thp cr.\" :sbtllograpiti (' llllit· 
cell. T he refined magnetic structure gives all ab plane hel ix alld a llloment of :::::::: O.G I' l] · 
ESR m eaSllremeuts on sillgle crystals revealed tiw inherent tw inning of all invpstigateci 
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crystals and gave an anisotropic .9 factor. From a detailed comparison of possible linewidth 
broadening effects I conclude the broadening of the signal is due to the anisotropic exchange 
perturbation. A summary of the magnetic properties of CuCh and CuBrz is given in chapter 
6. 
Chapter 5 
LiCuV04: An Ideal ID frustrated 
magnet? 
5.1 Previous work 
F irst spf'cifk heat and slls(,E'ptibiiity measurelUents on a pO\vder samplE' of L ien VOI1 found 
a short r!1!l g '(l ordering t!laximwu a t 20 K aad t"llC characteristic long range magnetic order 
t ralls it ioll Rt 2.5 K flU ]. It was firs t argued that' LiCuVO\ Ulll be de:->{'ribC'ci hy a llCHI'Cst 
lH' igbbour exchange lllodel on]" with an exchangl' integra] ./ '" ,[elK [lll. 112.113. 110j. 
HOW('\TI'. the mag llf:'t ic st r llc tU l"C \va s deterlllined by sing le crysta l llelltro n difrradioll [72J 
to br a ll incOll1lnenSllrate helix pola riz.ed alon g t he ('hain direction silnilar to t hat of CllCb 
and CuBr:2 as di scussed before . The' incommcnsllnlbiii ty was proposcc\ to be ('(:lllsed b,v 
a sccnario of frustration illvolving a nearest and next lleares t interaction along t he chain 
rat hrr t han a s ing lc' .] !Ilo ci f' l as described bcforC' e. g . cqn 4.3 .1. SllbsequC'!lt iu('las tic 
ncutron scat teriug [21 ] found t he 1l.car('st neighbour C'xch a ngc b(' illg fcrromagllctic ( .J] ~ 
-12 K ) . anci the uex t nem'est neighbour cxcha nge being larger and Rntil"E'LTO!l1aglletic (,h 
~ 41 K ) . t hus unqucs tiollRbly cou rirming this ~ccnario of frust rat ioll . D\lc to t ht' low long 
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range ordering temperature a nd frustration in this compound, without crystal twining and 
moisture sensitivity, makes it an ideal system to study the effects of nearest neighbour and 
next nearest neighbour competing interaction. In the next few sections, I describe further 
work on LiCuVO" in an applied magnetic field , including t he investigation of the phase 
diagram and the first observat ion of a two peak specific heat in zero fi eld . 
5.2 Crystal structure 
LiCuVO, crystallizes in the inverse spinel s tructure, with an orthorhombic distor tion due 
to a cooperat ive Jahn-Teller effect induced by t he Cu2+ ions. LiCuV04 crystallizes wit h 
t he space group I mma with lattice constants a = 5.6599 A, b = 5.8108 A, and c = 8.7595 
A [20]. Fig 5.1 shows the crystal struct ure , wi th the Cu2+ ions forming chains along the 
crystallographic b direction. Single crystals of LiCu VO" of dimension up to 12 x 4 x 4 
mm3, were grown frol11 solutions of LiCuV04 in a LiV03 or LiV03-LiCI melt according to 
the procedures described elsewhere [ll4]. Composition and homogeneity was checked using 
electron microprobe energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX). Elemental analysis, performed 
on several crystalli tes, revealed a slight homogeneity range on t he Li , Cu, and V sites of 
approximate composition, Lio.99(1)CUl.02(1) V 1.00(1)° 4 . 
5.3 High fie ld magnetisation 
Fig 5.2 and 5.3 shows the derivative of the magnetisat ion with respect to the magnetic field , 
up to 55 T for H 11 c and H 11 a respect ively. For H 11 c there exist two features, one of 
t hem at 40.7 T which marks the saturation field. This value is in good agreement wit ll t he 
fi eld strength required to break the exchange interaction as deduced by inelastic neut ron 
diffraction [21]. A second peak is seen when the field is applied along a ll crystallographic 
directions at 7.5 T. In addit ion , for H 11 a, a third peak is seen a t 3.5 T. From the magnetic 
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F iglIrf' ,i. 1: Crvstal stmctul'C of LiCuVO I accordillg to [20J. Spatially separated Cu2+ cliaills 
C<'lll be 5<'<:'11 along the crystallographk b axis. The grey tetrahedra are VO t\ tetrahedra. 
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Figure 5.2: Field derivative of the high field magnetisation of LiCuV04 with H " cat 1.7 
K (for high field region see Enderle et al. [211). 
structure [72], one could expect a spin-flop phase transition for 11 11 a, as the spins lie in 
the ab plane, simi lar to what happens for CuCl2 as seen for 11 11 b in the previous chapter. 
However, for a field applied parallel to c one gets a singulari ty in the magnetisation at 8.5 
T. One would not expect such a spin-flop like transition to occur for H 11 c because the helix 
lies in tile ab plane. In addition, an anisotropic field of 9 T is quite large. Therefore, we 
interpret tltis extra transition at low field not to be due to a local anisot ropy field resulting in 
a spin flop like phase. Following on from the ltigh field data, I discuss next the investigation 
of the nature of the 9 T transition. 
The magnetization (NI - 11 curve) of an antiferromagnetic chain with nearest and next 
nearest neighbour interaction at zero [115] and finite temperatures [1l6] was calculated 
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F igure 0.3: F ield der iva!iV(' of the high fidel lllagnetisation of LiCuVO,j with H 11 (J at 1.6 
K. 
usiug D~lR.G j in tl10 tiwrllloclvnallJic limit for var ious rat ios of J2/.ft of the frustrat ion 
p,wllnciN . 0'. At zero temperature . a so-called "lllidd le field ClISP s ingu laritv" (ld FCS) was 
sCCn in the JII - H curve for !I > 0.25. T he respousible mcclianisnl for this cusp s ingula rity 
was tlte diH'ercllce ill the dinpcl's ioll curv(' as tht' panullPtE' r n is cliallged . For (1 ::; O.2G. 
t-he: dispersioll of Cl :'OIH' dowll spin" has 0l1E' minillllllll. For Cl > 0 .2:3, at k = 7i Cl local 
maximulll and two millima appear at either sidf' of t hp lllHXillllllll. These maxillla lcad 
to n \"clll Ho\'C' typE' s illg1l1al'it· ~: ill t ilC' magnoll density of states leading to tile cusp ill the 
Illagllctization. To reveal slI dl eflccts in real matC'r ials a fin ite tC'mpcra t urc calculatioll was 
calculated s howing that increasing the tCl1l lWraturc decreases the effect of the 1I 1FCS. 
Usillg Di\ rRC caintlat ions the lllagnctisat ion was ('aiclllal('d llsing the' parHlllctcrs 1'1'0111 
irldasric l lE'utroll scattering. to see if I-here is <lily midd le [idd cusp Hingular i ty ill tlli .... />(.1-
}'(Ullctcr rcgilllC'. In th is C350 from ne utron mca~ll rell1('nts. wC' haw' a. (= .].2 / .11) = -3 .5. The 
IT ltcse calculations ha.ve been prefo rlll ed for thi~ work by F. rl {:' jdri c h~ .\I <:' i s ll E'r i.l nd /\ . f-/ o l'l cckcr. 
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Figure 5.4: Magnetisation (m) against normalized magnetic field (h) using DMRG for l / a 
= -0.3 and N = 48, 72 , 120 and 156 sites. Solid line is a fit , taking the middle poi nt of each 
plateaus in the magnetisation for N = 72 sites . In the parameter range of LiCu VO" there 
exist no MFCS. 
results of the calculations are shown in fig 5.4. They have been obtained for system sizes, 
N = 48, 72 , 120 and 156. In all cases we see no magnetisation change by a jump or a 
singularity. Therefore in this parameter range of LiCu VO. we have no evidence of a middle 
field cusp singularity. 
The next section will show the phase diagram constructed from three different experi-
mental techniques, and a discussion of the possible phase transition at 9 T. 
5.4 Low temperature phase diagram 
The low tem peratme phase diagram has not been investigated in detail unt il now. It offers 
the possibility as with CuCb to see other phases in an applied field. In this section, I show 
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the pha~,' diag"ull along all crystallographic directions by three diffcrent experilllelltal tech· 
niques. high field magnetisation. specific heat and magnetic susceptibilit~ · lllPasu rC'In811ts . 
5.4.1 f-I 11 c 
The phase diagram H 11 c is shown in fi g 5.5. The applicat ion of a magn0tic field along c. 
therefore perpendicular to the spin phlllC. produces two phases. Due to the low tClllperatur<' 
of the long range order . it rnakes it difficult us ing only commercial equipment to determine 
all accu rate phasE' diagram at very low temperatllres. i.e . below 1.5 K. However. we have 
dc,teeted two low temperature phases. onc is the helica l phase as solved by neu tron scat· 
tering. The second phase. at ~ 8 T (T = 0). is cnrrently unknown and is not a ~IFCS as 
discussed above . Tt is most likely not due to local anisot ropies, resulting in a spin Rop fie ld. 
due to the large magnetic field required to induce it. Rather it 1113,)' reprcsC'nts a completE' 
reoricntation in magnetic structure. i.1? the spins arc not only in the av plane but have a 
component perpendicular, or more exotically, a field induced spin liquid phase. Further 
studies are neccssar.v to reveal the nature of this phase. 
5 .4.2 tr 11 b and " 11 u 
With t llc nlagnctir Held applied III Hl(' plane of th" helix. i.e in t he ab plane. offers a rich 
phase di agram . III th is case. we reveal 3 distinct phases . Likr in the case of CuCl:.!. aboH" a 
fiE'ld of approx J .5 T there exists a phase ill which the Spill st ructu re changcs ill the plam-'. 
tllis is likel.v to be a spin flop phase. In addition. there is also another phase. likc for the 
case of H 11 c. which is st ill not understood . III fig 5.7 the dashed line represents a tentative 
phase boundary' which \Va;:; difficll/t- to follow with Olll' experilllelltal equip l.Ucllt (T/lI//I ::::' L.8 
K. H max '" 9 T). 
As for the case of CuCI! . there exists a spin Hop pllflse wi t h H 11 b. Howcver. due to the 
twinning of the CuCb single crystals. it may not be possible to detect a spin fiop in the (I 
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Figure 5.5: Phase diagram of LiCuVO'1 with If I! c. Closed circles: specific heat measure-
ments, closed triaJlgles: susceptibi lity, closed squares: high fipld measurements. Dashed 
lines represent tentative phase boundaries . 
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Figure 5.6: Phase diagram of LiCuVO'1 with If 11 b. Closed circles from specific heat mea-
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figure 5.7: Phase diagram of LiCuV04 wi th H 11 a. Closed circles frolll specific heat mm-
SU rell1('llts. closed triallgles from susceptibili ty. closed squares frolll high field mcasureuwnt s. 
D aslled line'S repr(>~en t tentative phase bou ll clari('s . 
directions. aHhongh it is argued that it probably Illav exists . The interesting difi'crcnce is 
at high fields. wIH'I"(' CuCl 2 only has onc phase in an applied field whell the field is applied 
ill t ile' spill pianC:' . [nrthe!" nClltTOn scu ttE'ring ll1eaSurelll('nts arc l'C'quircd to understalld l11r 
interestin g phases of LiCu VO I in an applied field. 
5.5 Two p eak specific heat 
III addi t ion to the interesting low temperature phasE' diagralu . and to til(' low ordering 
t.elllperature. an investigat ion of the specific Ileat of LiCuVO.1 ,)( T ~ TN is of in terest . 
In this section the two peak specific heat nature of LiCllV0 1 is showu. Tlworeti ea lh·. 
11l1tch work hfts becn ('aHird Ollt 011 the two .J 1l1odC'i for a ont' dillH.'lIsiowd H('i~cnb('rg 
flntiferromagnct ('yer since the discovery of non-classical ground states that call exist for a 
frustrated model [15, 701. Calculation of the thennodynalllic properties resulted in pos,ible 
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Figure 5.8: Speci fic heat of LiCu V04 . Closed black circles: raw specific heat data including 
the magnetic and la ttice cont ribut ioll, dashed black line: latt ice estimation. Red open 
circles: magnetic contribution to the specific heat . Blue so lid line: F\lll di agonalization 
calculation for 20 sites with J 1 = -12 K and h == 41 K. 
novel excitations of a domain wall type 1117]. However, due to fini te size results, the low 
temperature behavior of the specific heat was considered not reliable. It was reported that 
two maxima were seen in tile specific heat for a frustrat ion parameter of ex == J 1/ h = 
0.2 IllS] . Iv[ore recently, much theoretical work has been carried out using density-matrix 
renormalization group (Dl'v[RG) technique 1119] which does not suffer from the sign problem 
as in the case of Monte Carlo simulations, and also not from fin ite size effects as with full 
diagonalization techniques. A recent study showed two peaks in the low temperature specific 
heat using transfer-matrix renonnalization group method (TlV[RG) in the parameter range 
ex= -0.3 [120). 
There is no diamagnetic compound isostructural to LiCuV04 which could serve as an 
adequate reference for the phonon contribut ion to the heat capacity and a phonon spectra 
is not available at present. We therefore cOllStructed the lattice contribution to the heat 
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capacity at illtermediate temperatures Hsillg <U1 extended Dcbye npproach. The lattice 
('ontributioll was estimated from 
(5.5.1 ) 
For T s: 100 K. wC found the best description using Li l = 0.17 n!.l /molI(4 rh = 2.65 
x10- s J / molI<6 (33 = 2.06 xlO- I' J / 111011{ 8 and (34 = 627 :dO- l7 .J / molI( lo Using 01 
and seven atoms per fonnula unit: wc arrive at a Debyc trlllperaturc e o(T = 0) c:::: 400 K. 
Silnilar valnes have been reported for other copp0r based edgE' sitarjng compollnds [12 1]. 
The so lid blu(' line in fig 5.8 is the full diagonalization of the' fol lowing Hamiltonian up to 
chain fragments \vith 20 mf'lnbcrs 
(5.5.2) 
with J I = -l2 K and h = 41 K as declllced from INS mcasnrelllcnts. Using the AL PS 
libraries [84] we then ciiagonaliheci the Ham iltollian for a 1V = 20 ring. The lIIcasured ra\\" 
data ill fig 5.8 clearly shows the peak at 12 re Tt shou ld be noted I'Iwt thp nrst peak at 12 
1\ does not COllIE' frOlll short rallge' order. using th0 C'xchange parallleters frOll1 INS gi\"cs a 
broad short" rallge order maXillJUIl1 at 32 K which is also sC'c n in thE' llutguE't ic ht'at capacit.v. 
ThereforE' wC' lllUst conclude that anothE'r mechallislll is 1'('5P0115ibl(' for it. The H,;';.-tSOll wh.\" 
tlw p~ak at 12 K io scen better than tlte peak at 32 1< is cllle 10 tlte plot of Cp / T which 
magnifi(ls the low tcmperature region. ~o that thE' low tt:'luperature pc-ak Ht 12 K call b0' 
clcarly S('CIl. Fig 5.9 shows a log-log plot of the magnE'tic heat capacity of LiCuVO tJ showing 
the clear two p('ak natnre. The' arrow shows the position of the second low tE'mperature 
peak. Also plotted is the r('suit of tlte full cliagonalizatioll calc ulation wit It J I = -12 K alld 
J'2 = 41 K. this shows that the second peak can be fi tted IlSillg these exchange ill tegrals from 
INS expC'rill1E'nts. Using a nearest neighbollr on ly model doe'S not show 1:1 second feature' in 
the low temperature region. 
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Figure 5.9: Specific heat of LiCuVO • . Open black circles: magnetic specific heat. Red solid 
line: Two) model with ), = -12 K and ) 2 = 41 K. Blue dashed line: nearest neighbour 
only exchange J"n = 44 K. 
Fig 5.10 shows a plot of the heat capacity as a function of tem perature and the effect 
of a magnetic field on the heat capacity of single crystals of Li CuVO. with If 11 c. At 9 T 
the transition broadens. The broad peak at 12 K still remains, but the maximum shifts to 
lower temperatures. 
Our calculations for the speci fic heat for a range of the frustration parameter n shows a 
two peak feature in the specific heat originating from frustration. For large n , i.e. for large 
) 1 , the effect of the two peaks in the specific heat is clear (see fi gure 5.11) , this results from 
a large nearest neighbour and smaller next nearest neighbour interaction, As n is reduced 
the effect of the second peak becomes smaller, until at a = -0.3 it is barely visible. This 
effect is in agreement with our specific heat measurements which shows a very small peak, 
almost as a shoulder to the main short range order peak, as a result of a more dominant 
next neru'est neighbour interaction . However , the effect is stili visible even at this reduced 
a. 
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Figure 5.10: Low temperature second peak as a fUlIction of lllagnctic field. Nee] temperature 
is shown at ~ 2.5 K. 
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fi gure 5.11: Specific heat per site against reduced temperaturC' for 'v = 20 siles. The dFcCi 
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5.6 Discussion 
The title of this chapter poses a question regarding whether or not LiCu V04 can be de-
scribed as an ideal one dimensional frustrated compound . In this chapter I have shown 
that there are many properties that this compound exhibits which shows it to close to an 
ideal case. First of all , t he low long range ordering temperature at 2.5 K, gives us an idea 
that the interchain coupling is sufficiently weak compared to the intTachain coupling. This 
has been further substantiated by inelastic neutron scattering, which also shows that this 
compound has a weaker nearest neighbour coupling and a stronger next ne,U'est neighbour 
coupling, giving rise to frustration along a chain. furthermore, we have found a two peak 
feature in the specific heat which origi nates from the frustrated nature of the exchange inte-
grals, and gives a ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic component to the magnetic specific 
heat . Although the zero fi eld properties of the one dimensional compound LiCuV04 are 
largely understood, the fi eld dependance has not been investigated until now. It has been 
shown that wjth applied field there exists more than one phase. When the field is applied 
in the spin plane i.e. along a or b axes we encounter 3 phases. The first is the helical phase 
which extends up to ~ 3 T. Then another phase occurs which is assigned to a spin flop 
pllase due to local anisotropy. Possibly the most interesting phase transition occurs at ~ 
8 T when the field is applied along any axes. We investigated this in terms of a middle 
field cusp singularity. However, with a frustration parameter of a = -0.3, a middle field 
cusp singularity should not be expected. Therefore, this phase t ransition is either due to an 
essential change of the magnetic structure, or more exotically to a transition to a spin liquid 
phase. Additional neutron scattering experiments are required to understand the magnetiC 
structure in these new phases with experimental facilities which are equipped with high 
magnetic fields (currently up to 15 T) in order to do a full investigation. 
In summary, this section has shown that LiCuVO. represents an ideal one dimensional 
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frllstrated Systf'lll . by it s fortunate relatioll of intra to int(lr-cha in exdlange . The silllpl(' 
crystal s tructure and tht, availabilit,v of large single tT);stals make LiCuVO-t an ideal system 
for further investigat ions . 
Chapter 6 
Common physics and outlook 
ID frustrated chains 
• In 
The common properties of edge sharing cuprates offer surprising and intriguing results. In 
this chapter I will briefly summarize known compounds which share common physics due 
to the edge sharing nature of their geometry. As shown in chapter 3 on the properties of 
magnetism in edge and corner sharing cuprates, due to the nature of the Cu 3d and 0 211 
orbitals the difference in the edge and corner sharing cuprate is profound mld in both cases 
very interesting. As seen in fig 3.7, there exist different ground states for a one dimensional 
chain with competing nearest and next nem'est neighbour interactions depending on the sign 
and magnitude of the exchange interactions. I will summarize in this section properties of 
other compotmds which lie in the frustrated helical pm·t of tI, is phase diagram. So far there 
have been 5 compounds (two of which are introduced in this thesis, CuCb and CuBrz) 
identified which have a Cu-X-Cu bond angle close to 90 degrees (see tab le 6.1 )' with strong 
one dimensional correlations and wi th incommensurate helical ground states. 
6.1 Magnetic structures 
The most common properties that are shown by these compounds with frustration in one 
dimension is the occurrence of an incommensurate magnetic structure in the long range 
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Table 6.1: Crystallograpllir properties of onc dimensional frnstrated compounds. The COn-
figuration for LiCU202 and NaCu202 arc shown ill detail in fi g 6.1. 
Compound l18.me space group 
LiCuV04 [20] 1 111 III a 
LiC1l202 [22] Pllll1a 
NaCu202 [23] Pnma 
CuCI 2 [82J C 2/ m 
CuB!', [83J C 2/ m 
a) 
Cn-Cn distance (A) 
2.905 
2.861 
2.933 
3.000 
3.474 
• Cu 
00 
b) 
Cll - X - Cu angle (0) 
94.96 
89.52 / 89.70 
94.81 / 95.87 
93.644 
92.028 
94.81 0 
Fignrc 6.1: Di ffercnt Cu-O-Cu bond angles in a CuO plaquctte for a ) LiCu,02 [22J aHe! b) 
N"CU202 [231· 
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ordered phase. This incommensurate magnetic st ructure is the key indication that frus-
trat ion plays a large role in these compounds by provid ing a spin structure that is not 
commensurate with the lat t ice. Furthermore, in all cases, the propagation vector roughly 
quadruples the magnetic unit cell in regard to the nuclear unit cell. The magnetic structure 
is characteri zed by a polarized helix along the chain. Table 6.2 summarizes t he magnetic 
properties for the five compounds. The first two columns list the exchange integrals, J1 
being the nearest neighbour exchange and h the next nearest neighbour exchange along 
the chain. In this case the values are taken from susceptibili ty fits and magnetic specific 
heat, if avai la ble. In the case of the magnetic susceptibility, there will be three parameters, 
J1 and J2 and also a g factol'. Usually the g factor has been measured a primi by ESR. 
The third column is 0', which is the ratio of J2 to J1 . The fourth column is the long range 
ordering temperature. The fifth to sevent h columns are required to describe the magnetic 
structure, in terms of the propagation vector ( the Cu-Cu spin angle and the ordered 
moment . The last few columns give the maximum temperatures of the broad short range 
ordering anomalies from the specific heat and the suscept ibility, if known. The common 
magnetic structure t hen gives the possibili ty of a common phase diagram as discussed in 
the next section. 
6.2 H - T phase diagrams 
The properties of a common magnetic structure gives the possibility of a common phase di-
agram, once the magnetic properties are determined by interaction along the chain . Indeed, 
if we construct a temperature-field phase diagram, then we can see COmmon propert ies . At 
low fi elds, due to local anisotropy, these compowlds undergo a spin flop phase when the field 
is applied along the chain and also perpendicular to it (but still in the helix plane, i.e . along 
a in LiCuV04 ) . However , in most of the compounds, twinning is presellt in single crystals. 
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T ab\f' 6.2: lI[agnetic proper tic's of one dimensional frustrated com pounds . 
COIllPound .]1 oh 0 ' TN c ClI-CU spin If'Ca TI~·~l.r T;~a.r '> 
(K) (K) (1<) angle. q> (0) ("8) (1<) (K) 
LiCuV04 [72. 21] -1 2 40 -3.3 2.5 0.532 83 .6 0.:31 32 28 
Li Cuz 0 2 [r3. 122] -95 95 -1 22 0.174 62.6 ? ? 37 
NaCu2 02 [74] -47 90 -2 13 0.22r 81.7 056 38 52 
CUC12 30 120 4 23.9 0.224 80.6 0.G3 5G 71 
CuBr') 85 :.140 4 74 0.245 88.6 ? ? 220 
Therefore it lIl'W not be possible to sce t he effect in wllich direction t lie spins point fr0111 
susceptibil ity rneasurCJllents. Three to [Olll' of the five compounds in table G.l are tho ught 
to \w twinned . and only single crystals of LiCuV0 1 arc free from twinning. In LiCuVO'I. 
as shown in the previous d lll,pter. at ~ 9 T anot her phase appears when t.he field is appl ied 
along all C'rystatlographic dir("('t ions. This has not been seen in (1-ny other l:omponnc\ so far. 
The magnctic strncture in tll<' a pplied field pllUSCS has !lot been investip;ated vet for any of 
tiIe ('Q!Jlpollllds. 
6.3 Effect of the Cu-X-Cu angle 
The propcrt-iC's \\-i th regard to the magllitude' aIJd sign of the c10ILlill~\t illg C'xciHtnge integral 
in thc,(' cOl\Jponnds arc expec ted to depcnd s trongly on the CIl-X-Cn angle. 
Fig 6.2 shmvs the nearest lIeighbour exchange illtegral. tabnlated ill table 6.1. as a 
fHnction of tll(' Cu-X-Cu angle . as tabulated 111 table 6.2. The striki llg feature is that tll('.\· 
fit all a strflight linc. onl~·  LiCU202 diflers. Howev('l". nrst inC'lastlt neutron d1ffraction on 
twi lllwd single crystals of LiCulO, proposed thal there exists three exchange integrals of 
equal st rength [1231. III addition to the nearest and next nearest lteighbour exchanw' along 
the chain the authors cOl1c luei<' a longer ('Xclu:lllge Qver 4 nearest neighbours which is of 
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Figure 6.2: Nearest neighbour exchange integral against Cu - X - Cu angle for the five 
known compounds which exhibit frustrated magnet ism in one dimension. 
equal magnitude to t he next nearest neighbour interaction. Therefore, on ly two exchange 
integrals as shown in table 6.2 may not be sufficient to explain the magnetic susceptibili ty. 
However , the four other compounds seem to fit ni cely on a straight line from susceptibility 
fits using a two J model. The crOSSover from a ferromagnetic to an antiferromagnetic 
nearest neighbour coupling occurs at 94.3 ± 0.3°. A similar behaviour has also been seen 
in di-I'-hydroxo bridges copper complexes 124J. It has been shown that the singlet-triplet 
separation is linearly dependant on the Cu-O-Cu angle. A plot of this behaviour is shown 
in fig 6.3. Therefore, for an angle less than'" 97° , the spin triplet lies lowest , while for 
greater t han "" 97° the spin singlet is t he ground state. 
Fig 6.4 shows the frustration parameter Q as a function of the Cu-X-Cu angle. Once 
again the values follow an approximate straight line, only LiCul Oz differs due to the different 
nature of the coupling as discussed above. This shows that the bond angle represents a guide 
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Figure 5.:}: Angular dependance of the .! coupling in di-It-hyciroxo bridge copper complexes. 
Data taken from [24]. 
to obtain A,Jl ('stiruatC' of the sign (llld magnitude of the. exc:hange inl"egra\s. 
6.4 Phase diagram of a J1-J2 chain 
Using DilTIle calculations. Gmsil! et al. [15] fonued the phase diagrilln of a .It-.h chain 
as pre\·iousl.'· discussed in srction 3.1.3. In t his section. r sho\\" the location On rh,' phase 
diagram of the compounds in table 6.2. The position (anglc) of the COIllPouncis can be 
cukn\at('d froH1 the frustration parameter 0. (=)2 / .]j ) Llsing the following relation givcll by 
Bursill 
(G4.1) 
USillg the values of et frOIll table 6.2. the posit ion of the compouncis has been c1ctennincd 
and arc plotted in fig 6.5. Th<, compouuds introduced in this thesi s. CuCl2 and Cu13r2, are 
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Figure 6.4: Frustration parameter c> against Cu - X - Cu angle for the five known S = 1/ 2 
compounds. 
on the phase diagram most nearest to the Majumdar-Ghosh point (WMC), and represents 
One of the first experimental cases of a compound with an antiferromagnetic )1 and h 
exchange path. The other compounds lie on the negative )1 (ferromagnetic ) side of the 
phase diagram and LiCu202 is the nearest to the purely ferromagnetic ground state (wpp ). 
However, all compounds lie firmly in the frustrated regime of the phase diagram agreeing 
well between theory aIr d experiment. 
Using the information from c> we can calculate, the classical pitch angle from the fol-
lowing formula given by Bursill for classical spin systems 
1 
cosq, =-4 
- a 
(6.4.2) 
For this we arrive at the following angles, LiCuVO'1 (85°), LiCU202 (75°), NaCu202 
170 
w 
'. 
Fig-llr06.5: Phase diagralll for a J I-h S = 1/ 2 chain taken frolll 13ursilJ r l 0/. [1 5). 011 lhl' 
pha~(' diagrams .. we the compollllds as pn'sl'lltT'd ill table 6.2 ( COlltPHI'(, with fig 3. 7). 
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(82°) and 93° for both CuCl2 and CuBr2. The experimental pitch angles from the incom-
mensurate wave vector are shown in table 6.2. It seems difficu lt to compare if the predic-
tions from theory are experimentally realized , for example the comparison for LiCuV04 
and NaCu202 seem to match the theoretical prediction , but for the other compounds the 
prediction is signifi cant ly different from the measured values . 
Bursill also calculated the pi tch angle as a function of w. T his is shown in fig 6.6. One of 
the main conclusions of th is investigation was the difference between the classical pi tch angle 
and the quantum pitch angle as obtained from DlIffiG calculat ions. The quantum pitch 
angle stays much closer to "./ 2 for varying values of w than the classica l pi tch angle, which 
immediately deviates from ". /2, as w itself deviates from". /2. In fig 6.6 the experimental 
values of <p and w have been plotted , from the propagation vector and the rat io of J 1 and 
h in the case of each of the five compounds. It is interesting to see that they lie close to 
t.he classical estimation than the quantum (DMRG ) estimate. Only LiCu202 and CuCl2 
deviate signifi cantly. Of COlu·se in the case of LiCU20 2, a two J model was fou nd not to 
be sufficient to describe the inelastic neutron scattering study. T herefore a two J fi t to 
the suscept ibility is probably not accurate to describe the magnetism and hence affects the 
significance of the value of w. The results of CuCh is quite surprising and at the moment 
and not fu lly understood . However, it seems interesting that the classical approximation 
can account quite well for the pitch angle for a number of these compounds. 
6.5 Discussion and further work In frustrated one dimen-
sional compounds 
Compounds that exhibit one dimensional magnetism with frustration have been shown to 
have interesti ng features. It seems now that they can be modelled correct ly in zero fi eld . 
The magnetic structures are known, and reproduced ill fi ve compounds. Also the exchange 
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integrals, even when fitting the susceptibility by a two J model, are quite robust. Inelastic 
neutron diffraction has shown that the model of magnetism, with a weaker nearest neighbour 
and a stronger antiferromagnetic next nearest neighbour interact ion , is correct. However, 
the field dependant properties have not been studied until now. With t he solution in zero 
field comes the il,terest in the properties in an applied field. I t has been shown in this 
thesis that a common magnetic structure and also a common phase diagram may exist . 
With an applied field , there appears more than one phase: a spin flop phase at low fi elds 
and in some cases another phase at higher fields. More work is needed, especially neutron 
studies in a magnetic field , to unravel the magnet ic structure of these phases. Especially 
for Lieu V04 the structure at H ::: 9 T might be of particular in terest to investigate. It 
either represents a major change in the magnetic st ructure or possibly a t ransition to a 
spin liquid state. In conclusion, a concise study has been clone in these compounds in zero 
field. In my thesis I have introduced two new compounds to broaden the possible number 
of one dimensional frustrated compounds with helical magnetic structures to five in total. 
[ have summarized and discussed their properties in terms of the Cu-X-Cu angle and their 
magnetic properties. As a result the complex phase diagram with applied field has been 
obtained for future investigations. 
Appendix A 
Program code for the heat capacity 
programs 
A.I Einstein model 
C Program to calculate the Einstein Heat capacity 
C CALLS FUNCTION func 
REAL*8 T,FUNC,x,Te,CP,R 
OPEN(10,FILE='Einstein.OUT') 
R=8.314dO 
DO 100 J=1 , 21,1 
Te=100 ODO+DFLOAT(]-1)*50.0DO 
DO 200 1=1,300 
T=DFLOAT(I)*1.0DO 
x = TeIT 
f = dexp(x)/(dexp(x) - l)/(dexp(x)-l) 
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CP~ x*x*f 
write(10,1300) Te,T,CP 
200 CONTINUE 100 CONTINUE C FoRMATSTATEMENTS 1300 FoRMAT(3F20.8) 
STOP 
END 
A.2 Debye model 
C Program to calculate the Debye Law Heat capacity 
C CALLS FUNCTION func 
REAL*8 T,FUNC,A,B,Theta,CP,R,S 
oPEN(10,FILE~'DEBYE.OUT') 
A~O.OdO 
NIN~14 
EXTERNAL FUNC 
DO 100 J~1,21,1 
THETA=100.0DO+DFLoAT(J-l)*50.0DO 
DD 200 1=1,300 
T~DFLoAT(I)*1.0DO 
B=Theta/T 
CALL TRAPZD(func,A,B,S,NIN) 
CP~9.0DO/B/B/B*S 
write(10,1300) Theta,T,CP 
200 CONTINUE 100 CONTINUE 
C FoRMATSTATEMENTS 
1300 FoRMAT(3F20.8) 
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STOP 
END 
C FUNCTION to calculate the Integrand of a Debye function 
Function func(x) 
Real*8 func,x,x2,dxl,dx2 
x2=x*x 
dxl=dexp(x) 
dx2=dxl-1. ODO 
FUNC=x2*x2*dxl/dx2/dx2 
END 
C External subroutine to calculate the integral by 
C Trapezoidal rule 
SUBROUTINE trapzd(func,a,b,s,n) 
INTEGER n 
REAL*8 a,b,s,func 
EXTERNAL func 
INTEGER it ,j 
REAL*8 del,sum,tnm,x 
if (n.eq.l) then 
s=0.5dO*(b-a)*(func(a)+func(b» 
else 
it=2**(n-2) 
tnm=it 
del=(b-a)/tnm 
x=a+0.5dO*del 
sum=O. 
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do 11 j=1,it 
sum=sum+func(x) 
x=x+del 
11 continue 
s=0.5dO*(s+(b-a)*sum/tnm) 
endif 
return 
END 
C (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Softyare +j"2. 
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A.3 Calculating the Chebychev coefficients using a function 
minimization subroutine 
Program chebyfit 
C program to fit a set of data of Resistance and temperature 
values using the chebychev C polynomial to calibrate the 
temperature sensors on the cryostat. C program by Michael Banks, 
3rd oct 2002. Subroutine NELMIN by Dr R Kremer. 
real*8 xmin,start,step,ynewlo,reqmin,stes 
real*8 res,t,ctemp,tdiff, chi, chisum 
dimension res(84),t(84), ctemp(84),tdiff(84) 
dimension xmin(8) ,start(8) ,step(8) ,ifrei(8),stes(B) 
common res, t, ctemp,tdiff 
m = 8 
k = 84 
knovge = 5 
reqmin 1.d-20 
icount 9999 
C opening files, first start.dat, where the starting values of the 
coefficients are C placed with the step values and ifrei. 
lakeshore.txt is where the resistance and C temperature values 
are, area1,2,3 are the 3 defined ares for fitting in the total C 
range, diff is the output file of resistance, calculated temp by 
chebychev, measured C temp, and the diff of calculated temp to 
measures temp, coeff is the output coeffiecents 
open(10,file='start.txt') 
open(11,file='lakeshore.txt') 
open(12,file='area1') 
open(13,file='area2') 
open(14,file='area3') 
open(15,file='diff.o') 
open(20,file='coeff.o') 
do 3 is = 1, m ,1 
read(10,*) start(is), step(is), ifrei(is) 
3 stes(is) = step(is)*dble(ifrei(is» 
do 30 i = 1, k ,1 
read(11,*) t(i),res(i) 
30 continue 
C finished reading from files. 
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do 40 i = 1,29,1 
write(12,*) t(i),res(i) 
40 continue 
do 50 i = 30,55,1 
write(13,*) t(i),res(i) 
50 continue 
do 60 i = 56,84,1 
write(14,*) t(i),res(i) 
60 continue 
call nelmin (m,start,ynewlo,reqmin,stes,konvge,icount) 
do 210 i = 1,29,1 
tdiff(i) = (t(i) - ctemp(i)) 
write(15,*) i,res(i),t(i),ctemp(i),tdiff(i) 
210 continue 
do 220 is=1,m, 1 
write (20,*) xmin(is) 
220 continue 
C finished writing to files. 
C to calculate chi squared. 
chisum = 0.0 
do 240 i=1,29,1 
chisum chisum + (tdiff(i))**2/t(i) 
240 continue 
chi = (chisum/21) 
print*, chi 
stop 
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C end of program 
end 
C function subroutine which contains the chebchev polynomial, 
output is the C coefficients 'a'. 
function fn(a) 
real*8 fn,a 
real*8 res,t,ctemp 
real*8 uppres,lowres,zu,zl,z,x,ax,sum 
dimension res(84),t(84),ctemp(84) 
dimension a (8) 
common res,t, cternp 
m = 8 
k = 84 
uppres 41149.6752422178 
lowres = 844.372266602526 
ZU dlogl0(uppres) 
ZL dlogl0(lowres) 
fn 0.0 
C loop around the resistances. 
do 100 i = 1,29,1 
Z = dlogl0(res(i)) 
x = ((Z-ZL)-(ZU-Z))/(ZU-ZL) 
ax = dacos(x) 
sum = 0.0 
C loop around the order, m 
do 200 is = 1,m,1 
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C chebychev formula 
sum = sum + a(is)*dcos(dfloat«is-l))*ax) 
200 continue 
ctemp (i) = sum 
fn = fn + «ctemp(i)/t(i))-ldO)*«ctemp(i)/t(i))-ldO) 
100 continue 
C normalise the function 
fn = 100.dO*dsqrt(fn/dfloat(k)) 
return 
end 
Appendix B 
Example input and output file 
from M cPhase 
E.l An example of the input file for cfield 
Below shows an example input file for the program Cfield which calculates the eigenenergies 
and eigenvalues for a certain x and W. The example is for the case of TmGa3 with x = 
-0.44 and W = -0.222 K, calculated at 10 K in a cubic co-ordination. 
I VERSION, 5.20 
CFIELD 
A Crystal field program 
Programmautor: 
Peter Hoffmann 
Forschungszentrum Juelich 
Institut fuer Festkoerperforschung 
Tel.: 02461-616896 
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Crsytal Field parameter x,W (real) 
in Kelvin 
for cubic Symmetry 
Starting with 
!Where 
H B '" 0 (J) + B * 0 (J) 
KF 40 4 
a (J) := STEV (J) 
4 40 
60 6 
+ 5 * STEV (J) J 
441 
o (J) :- STEV (J) - 21 * STEV (J) 
6 60 64 
I setting ( -l<=x=<l ) x * W :: B * F(4) 
40 
land B 
60 
(l-lxl) * Y = B • F(6) 
60 
land F(k):= F (J) := GGT( {<JM' I STEV IJM>} 
kO kO M.M'=-J .. J 
IIn the case of J=9/2 one puts F(4)= 60 in stead of 84 
F(S)=2520 in stead of 5040 
lin case of J~ 8 one puts F(4)= 60 instead of 420 
Inote :- the <JM'ISTEV IJM> are integers. 
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kO 
- The B parameters contain the quantisation 
28+1 
parameters theta ( 
k 
L therfore 
J 
the x,W-Parameter and B-Parameter follow 
the same selection rules regarding the 
quantisation parameters . 
Especially for the ground state 
2 3+ 04(5/2) 
F from Ce 8 ;:: 0 =) H x*W*-------
5/2 60 kf F(4) 
=============================================================== 
I Energy Eigenvalues are in 
Temperature of the probe 
Ion 
meV 
10.00 Kelvin 
Tm3+ 
Symmetry 
Magnetic field 
kubisch Symmetry number 8 
applied 
1 1 
=============================================================== 
I Energy Eigenvalues are in meV 
Temperature of the probe 10,QO Kelvin 
Ion Tm3+ 
Symmetry 
Magnetic field 
kubisch Symmetry number 8 
applied 
===================================================~======~==== 
============================================~================== 
x -0.44 
1-------------------------------------------------------------1 
W, -0.222 
=============================================================== 
=========================================================== 
The co-ordinates of the magnetic field are given in 
KARTESISCHEN co-ordinates. 
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B := Magnetic field in TesIa 
External magnetic field B (scaled with g_J) 
Bx By Bz comment 
o o o 
Molecular field B_mol (scaled with 2[g_J -1]) 
Bx By Bz comment 
o o o 
B.2 An example of an output file using cfield 
The output file once the program cfield is run with the given input in B.1 is given below, 
showing the energy level scheme and the transition energies and intensities. 
#--------------------------------------------------------------
# OUTPUT 
#--------------------------------------------------------------
#-------------------------------------------------------------- # 
Temperature of the sample 10.00 Kelvin I 
~-------------------------------------------------------------- #. 
#-------------------------------------------------------------- # 
Ion Tm3+ 
#--------------------------------------------------------------1 # 
I #. Lande factor of the ion g 1.166667 
# J 
Total angular momentum J of the 
# 
1 • 
Spin - orbit - level 
# Electrons in 4£ shell 
# 
6.0 
12 
1 # 1 
# 
#--------------------------------------------------------------1 • 
# local point symmetry 
"# of the ion 
# Symmetry number 
# 
kubiscb I # 
8 
#-------------------------------------------------------------- # 
#-------------------------------------------------------------- # 
Parameters 
#-------------------------------------------------------------- # 
Parameter x.W in Kelvin 
#--------------------------------------------------------------1 # 
1 • -0.440000 
• W -0.222000 
#------------------~------------------------------------------­
#--------------------------------------------------------------
# Energy Eigenvalues are in maV 
#--------------------------------------------------------------1 
# Number of different energy levels 
# Energy shift (Eshift) 
• 
6 
-15.43 1 
# Because of the calibration freedom the smallest energy 
"# eigenvalue is shifted to zero. You can get the energy 
# eigen-value of the applied eigen-value problem 
# by shifting the energy by the added energy value above 
# 
# E( 1) = 0.0000 Degeneracy i-fold 
# E( 2) = 0.0979 Degeneracy i-fold 
#*E( 3) 0.3953 Degeneracy 3-fold 
# E( 4) = 0.4362 Degeneracy 3-fold 
# E( 5) = 2.8037 Degeneracy 2-fold 
#>I<E( 6) = 3.0297 Degeneracy 3-fold 
• 
# Them with >I< marked Energy eigenvalues have a non-
# vanishing Matrix element of the Ground state E( 1). 
• 
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#--------------------------------------------------------------
#--------------------------------------------------------------
# 
# 
• 
• 
MATRIX ELEMENT 
SINGLE CRYSTAL 
.--------------------------------------------------------------1 
# Only the marix elements that are non-zero are written 
# 
.--------------------------------------------------------------1 
• 
• 
• 
a <--> b 
2 
l<alJ Ib>1 
x 
l<alJ Ib>1 
y 
2 2 
l<alJ Ib>1 
z 
#--------------------------------+--------------+--------------1 
• 3 <--> 1 11. 793774 11. 793774 11. 793774 
#--------------------------------+--------------+--------------1 
# 3 <--> 3 0.005316 0.005316 0.005316 
#--------------------------------+--------------+--------------1 
• 4 <--> 2 14.000000 14.000000 14.000000 
#--------------------------------+--------------+--------------1 
#. 4 (--) 3 21.354046 I 21.354046 I 21.354046 
#--------------------------------+--------------+--------------1 
• 4 (--> 4 0.500000 0.500000 0.500000 
#--------------------------------+--------------+--------------1 
• 5 <--) 3 5.594397 5.594397 5.594397 
#--------------------------------+--------------+--------------1 
• 5 <--) 4 2.000000 2.000000 2.000000 
#--------------------------------+--------------+--------------1 
• 6 <--) 1 2.206226 2.206226 2.206226 
#--------------------------------+--------------+--------------J 
# 6 <--) 3 3.252466 3.252466 3.252466 
#--------------------------------+--------------+--------------1 
• 6 <--) 4 4.145954 4.145954 4.145954 
#--------------------------------+--------------+--------------1 
• 6 <--) 5 20.405603 I 20.405603 I 20.405603 
#--------------------------------+--------------+--------------1 
• 6 <--) 6 11. 989751 11.989751 I 11.989751 
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#--------------------------------------------------------------
# 
# 
#--------------------------------------------------------------
# 
# 
# 
# 
M A T R I X E L E MEN T S 
POLYCRYSTAL 
#--------------------------------------------------------------1 
# 
# 
# Matrix element 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# for the transition 
# 
# 
> 
r,s 
E -> E 
i 
I<i,rl J Ik,s>1 
T 
k 
2 
#--------------------------------------------------------------1 
SUm rule 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
2 2 
> l<i,rlJ Ik,s>1 = n --- J(J+1) 
T i 3 
k,r,s 
#--------------------------------------------------------------
#---------------------------------
#\EI IZeil 
#E \ klE lE lE lE lE lE Ilenl 
# i \ I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I sum I 
#----1---1---1---1---1---1---1---1 
#1 E I 231 I 41 281 
#1 1 1.591 1.411 
#1----1---1---1---1---1---1---1---1 
#1 E I I 281 I 281 
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#1 2 I 
#1----1---1---1---1---1---1---1---1 
#1 E I 231 I 421 111 61 841 
#1 31.591 1.011.711.191.501 
#1----1---1---1---1---1---1---1---1 
#1 E 281 421 11 41 81 841 
#1 4 I 1.711 1.291 
#1----1---1---1---1---1---1---1---1 
#1 E I I 111 41 I 401 561 
#1 5 I 1.191 1.811 
#1----1---1---1---1---1---1---1---1 
#1 E I 41 I 61 81 401 231 841 
#1 61.411 1.501.291.811.981 
# --------------------------------
#--------------------------------------------------------------
# Transition intensities in barn. 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# • 
- E IT 
# I e i \ 2 
• I = const -------------- > l<i,rlJ Ik,s>l 
# I - E IT I T 
# • > n e i 
# E -) E i r,s 
• i k i 
# 
# with 
# 
# 
• 
• 2 2 \ 2 
# l<i,rlJ Ik,s>1 > l<i,rlJ Ik,s>1 
# T 3 I u 
# 
# u = x.y,z 
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# 
# 
# und 
# 
# 1 2 
# const = 4*pi*( --- r g 
# 2 0 J 
# 
# -12 
# r =-0.54* 10 cm 
# 0 
# 
#--------------------------------------------------------------1 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# > 
# 
# k E -> E 
# i k 
# 
i.Sum rule 
- E IT 
n e i 
2 i 
= --- * const * J(J+l) * ----------------
3 - E IT 
> n e i 
i 
i 
#--------------------------------------------------------------1 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
# 
> 
2. sum rule 
2 
* const * J(J+l) 
3 
k, i E -) E 
i k 
#--------------------------------------------------------------
#--------------------------------------------------------------
# Temperature of the sample 10.00 Kelvin 
#--------------------------------------------------------------
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r----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, -
# parition function 5.76 
#--------------------------------------------------------------
# Total magnetic scattering intensity = 34.68 barn 
#--------------------------------------------------------------
#---------------------------------
# \ E 1 12e11 
#E \ klE lE lE lE lE lE Ilenl 
# 1 \ I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 Isuml 
#----1---1---1---1---1---1---1---1 
~I E I 51 I 61 
#1 1 1.071 1.951.021 
#1----1---1---1---1---1---1---1---1 
#1 E I 51 I 51 
#1 2 1.371 1.371 
~I----I---I---I---I---I---I---I---I 
#1 E I 31 I 51 11 I 111 
#1 31.201 1.801.521.881.411 
#1----1---1---1---1---1---1---1---1 
#1 E I 31 51 11 10 I 
#1 4 1.631.531.131.521.071.881 
#1----1---1---1---1---1---1---1---1 
#1 E 
#1 5 1.091.031 1.341.461 
#1----1---1---1---1---1---1---1---1 
#1 E 
#1 6 1.031 1.041.051.261.151.541 
# --------------------------------
# 
#-----------------------------------------------------------
# Total quasielastic intensity : 0.28 barn 
#-----------------------------------------------------------1 
# Neutron-Energy-loss 
# middle position of the energy 
# relative error in the middl. Position 
# Intensity of the middle position 
# Neutron-Energy-Gain 
# middle position of the energy 
0.23 meV 
143.71 % 
6.66 barn 
-0.06 meV 
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# relative error in the middl. Position 
# Intensity of the middle position 
65.57 % 
5.83 barn 
#-----------------------------------------------------------
#-------------------------------------------------------------- # 
Transition Energy (meV ) vs Intensity (barn) 
#-------------------------------------------------------------- } 
0.00 0.00 
0.10 0.00 
0.40 5.07 
0.44 0.00 
2.80 0.00 
3.03 0.95 
-0.10 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
0.30 0.00 
0.34 5.37 
2.71 0.00 
2.93 0.00 
-0.40 3.20 
-0.30 0.00 
0.00 0.00 
0.04 5.80 
2.41 1.52 
2.63 0.88 
-0.44 0.00 
-0.34 3.63 
-0.04 5.53 
0.00 0.13 
2.37 0.52 
2.59 1.07 
-2.80 0.00 
-2.71 0.00 
-2.41 0.09 
-2.37 0.03 
0.00 0.00 
0.23 0.34 
-3.03 0.03 
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-2.93 0.00 
-2.63 0.04 
-2.59 0.05 
-0.23 0.26 
0.00 0.15 
Appendix C 
CUCl2 single crystal refinement 
data 
C.l Room temperature structural refinement 
The following table presents the refinement of twinned crystal structure of CuCI2 at 300 K 
using the lattice parameters as defined in table 4.1 and to the twin matrix as defined by 
eqn 4.7.1. The data was collected on DlO at the ILL at a wavelength of .\ = 2.34 A. 
Table C.1: Observed and calculated nuclear integrated in-
tensities for CuCb from single crystal neutron diffraction on 
DlO at 300 K. 
F;bs (arb units) F;al (arb units) hkl 
376433.0000 361749.6250 (0 0 4) 
287126.1250 288893.3130 (-404) 
25310.6094 9619.3896 (-2 -2 -1) 
261061.3130 247726.4530 (-2 -2 0) 
52353.1211 36177.2500 (-2 -2 1) 
109783.1020 93330.8906 (-2 -2 2) 
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1807.3900 1923.9600 (-2 -2 3) 
20844.6797 9619.3896 (-2 -2 -1) 
270780.5000 246942.1880 (0 -2 -2) 
47977.1016 24606.6797 (0 -2 -1) 
380937.4060 445415.1250 (0 -2 0) 
52295.3906 24606.6797 (0 -2 1) 
303555.0310 246942.1880 (0 -2 2) 
1647.2200 1923.9600 (2 -2 -3) 
119240.7970 93330.8906 (2 -2 -2) 
60652.7891 36177.2500 (2 -2 -1) 
331779.5940 247726.4530 (2 -2 0) 
33385.2109 9619.3896 (2 -2 1) 
29360.1504 29794.4297 (3 -1 -4) 
189366.2970 176614.7500 (3 -1 -3) 
239346.9220 214427.6560 (3 -1 -2) 
83522.8516 71818.1563 (3 -1 -1) 
54531.1797 54631.5508 (3 -1 0) 
87003.2031 56961.0195 (3 -1 1) 
401443.4380 361749.6250 (0 0 4) 
288860.3440 288893.3130 (-404) 
29018.2500 37475.7891 (1 -1 -4) 
61486.5117 72202.3594 (1 -1 -3) 
293479.9380 251684.7340 (1 -1 -2) 
39067.5000 13932.5195 (1 -1 -1) 
73809.3828 59216.9805 (1 -1 0) 
43301.1289 29368.9004 (1 -1 1) 
284628.6250 231518.3590 (1 -1 2) 
90411.8281 57087.2383 (1 -1 3) 
52270.4219 57087.2383 (-1 -1 -3) 
167824.8440 231518.3590 (-1 -1 -2) 
32798.1992 29368.9004 (-1 -1 -1) 
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76317.1406 59216.9805 (-1 -1 0) 
42564.6602 13932.5195 (-1 -1 1) 
363978.9060 251684.7340 (-1 -1 2) 
79607.9063 72202.3594 (-1 -1 3) 
43606.7383 37475.7891 (-1 -1 4) 
46455.3008 56961.0195 (-3 -1 -1) 
38704.3906 54631.5508 (-3 -1 0) 
47103.0898 71818.1563 (-3 -1 1) 
127096.5000 214427.6560 (-3 -1 2) 
160199.2970 176614.7500 (-3 -13) 
24124.0996 29794.4297 (-3 -1 4) 
229160.7970 361858.5310 (-4 0 0) 
51669.3711 56973.4609 (-4 0 1) 
168741.4220 220452.9060 (-4 0 2) 
1399.0000 5230.4302 (-40 3) 
282264.9060 288893.3130 (-40 4) 
333538.9060 361749.6250 (0 0 4) 
273236.8440 288893.3130 (-40 4) 
5534.9199 794.6100 (-20-3) 
70574.8594 111951.7970 (-20-2) 
19902.7793 18391.5508 (-20-1) 
265252.8130 330816.9380 (-2 0 0) 
57024.2109 58994.7695 (-2 0 1) 
96997.6563 98399.4922 (-2 0 2) 
1671.7400 707.7000 (-2 0 3) 
235741.0000 221203.7810 (-2 0 4) 
205803.9060 221203.7810 (2 0 -4) 
1773.3000 707.7000 (2 0 -3) 
101065.5000 98399.4922 (2 0 -2) 
55409.0000 58994.7695 (20-1) 
276965.5940 330816.9380 (2 0 0) 
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25694.5000 18391.5508 (2 0 1) 
98932.7734 111951.7970 (2 0 2) 
7945.8198 794.6100 (2 0 3) 
339413.8130 288893.3130 (40-4) 
1944.2400 5230.4302 (4 0 -3) 
253383.6250 220452.9060 (4 0 -2) 
59560.1211 56973.4609 (40-1) 
458224.5310 361858.5310 (400) 
339946.8130 361749.6250 (0 0 4) 
224358.4060 288893.3130 (-4 0 4) 
33211.2109 29794.4297 (-3 -1 4) 
166530.5000 176614.7500 (-3 -1 3) 
183320.2030 214427.6560 (-3 -1 2) 
46431.1211 71818.1563 (-3 -1 1) 
37701.1992 54631.5508 (-3 -1 0) 
50629.0000 56961.0195 (-3 -1 -1) 
42337.6094 37475.7891 (-1 -1 4) 
77106.6172 72202.3594 (-1 -1 3) 
325216.5310 251684.7340 (-1 -1 2) 
43544.0898 13932.5195 (-1 -1 1) 
77039.2734 59216.9805 (-1 -1 0) 
30451.7695 29368.9004 (-1 -1 -1) 
155236.4380 231518.3590 (-1 -1 -2) 
56354.5195 57087.2383 (-1 -1 -3) 
73573.5938 57087.2383 (1 -1 3) 
228081.5940 231518.3590 (1 -1 2) 
42302.9297 29368.9004 (1 -1 1) 
73850.1094 59216.9805 (1 -1 0) 
39092.9297 13932.5195 (1 -1 -1) 
275283.2500 251684.7340 (1 -1 -2) 
61628.4297 72202.3594 (1 -1 -3) 
198 
32197.7891 37475.7891 (1 -1 -4) 
406046.0000 361749.6250 (0 0 4) 
274923.2190 288893.3130 (-4 0 4) 
83900.6172 56961.0195 (3 -1 1) 
60303.9805 54631.5508 (3 -1 0) 
80418.6016 71818.1563 (3 -1 -1) 
269863.4060 214427.6560 (3 -1 -2) 
152142.3130 176614.7500 (3 -1 -3) 
32668.3496 29794.4297 (3 -1 -4) 
27203.8906 9619.3896 (2 -2 1) 
272001.9060 247726.4530 (2 -2 0) 
42139.0117 36177.2500 (2 -2 -1) 
75477.7188 93330.8906 (2 -2 -2) 
1520.1300 1923.9600 (2 -2 -3) 
325065.1880 246942.1880 (0 -2 2) 
54125.5508 24606.6797 (0 -2 1) 
360350.8130 445415.1250 (0 -2 0) 
47837.4805 24606.6797 (0 -2 -1) 
236637.2970 246942.1880 (0 -2 -2) 
1753.9200 1923.9600 (-2 -2 3) 
89492.9766 93330.8906 (-2 -2 2) 
53064.8906 36177.2500 (-2 -21) 
258957.3440 247726.4530 (-2 -2 0) 
25315.3809 9619.3896 (-2 -2 -1) 
C.2 Magnetic structure refinement 
The following table presents the refinement of the magnetic structure of CuCl2 at 2 K. The 
data was collected on Dl0 at the ILL at a wavelength of A = 2.34 A. 
Table C.2: Observed and calculated magnetic integrated in-
tensities for CuCl2 from single crystal neutron diffraction on 
DlO at 2 K. Note that the propagation vector, T should be 
added to each (hkl) reflection. E.g. (0 1 0) + T = (0.5 1.224 
0). 
F~bs (arb units) F!l (arb units) hkl 
187.7200 130.8300 (0 1 0) 
100.2400 101.3300 (1 1 0) 
137.5300 96.8400 (1 1 -2) 
179.1200 110.3400 (0 1 -2) 
306.0800 248.7300 (100) 
242.8600 248.7300 (100) 
77.6800 133.7400 (20-1) 
116.6000 133.7400 (20-1) 
177.6700 204.5800 (1 0 1) 
202.5400 204.5800 (1 0 1) 
220.7200 164.9900 (1 0 -3) 
124.1700 164.9900 (1 0 -3) 
72.0500 168.8900 (1 -1 0) 
180.8200 115.6900 (2 0 -3) 
156.1400 115.6900 (2 0 -3) 
159.9000 164.8500 (1 -1 -2) 
240.3800 198.3300 (0 -1 -2) 
92.8900 63.7100 (2 1 -2) 
101.1700 63.6600 (30-1) 
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